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The Kennebunkport Fire Department Color Guard. 
ON THE COVER
The 2009 Memorial Day Parade was held on a beautiful, sunny day. Former President 
George H.W. Bush and his wife Barbara were on hand to give tribute to those who 
have lost their lives in service to the nation. The Parade and ceremony, organized by 
the American Legion Kennebunkport Memorial Post #159, attracts a huge crowd to 
Dock Square each year.
Front cover photograph courtesy of Lisanne James 
L–R:  Sue Stedman, Marc Cote, Brian Strack, Bob Kember, Jenne James.
TOWN OF KENNEBUNKPORT, MAINE
GENERAL INFORMATION
“Located sixteen miles east-southeast of Alfred, twenty-five miles from Portland. 
Formerly known as Arundel.  Visited during the summer as early as 1602 by fisher-
men.  First permanent settlement made by Richard Vines in 1629.  Brought under 
the control of Massachusetts and incorporated in 1653.  Placed under the jurisdiction 
of Saco for a short time in 1688.  Re-incorporated under the name of Arundel in 1717. 
Name changed February 19, 1821.”
	 	 	 	 1983-1984 Maine Register
Town Area 18.6 square miles
Roads 52 miles
2000 Federal Census 3,720
2009 School Population as of October 1, 2009 446
High School Students 141
Middle School Students 115
Consolidated School Students 182
Kennebunk Elementary School Students 5
Sea Road School Students 3
2009 Town Valuation $716,064,520.00
2009 Tax Commitment                           $11,564,442.00 
2009 Tax Rate $16.15 per  $1,000 Valuation
  School 58.29%
  County 7.41%
  Town  34.30%
2010 Town Valuation  $1,829,733,780.00
2010 Tax Commitment   $11,561,239.04
2010 Tax Rate  $6.34 per $1,000 Valuation
    
  School 57.25%  
  County  7.38%  
  Town    35.37% 
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TOWN REPORT DEDICATION
In Appreciation of
Charles Reid, Sr. 
Charlie Reid has given his time, experience, passion and intellect in service to the Town 
for many years. Like so many of Charlie’s generation, public service began at a young 
age serving in the United States Navy during World War II at the age of 18. Charlie has 
been an active veteran who has, over the years, shared his wit and wisdom concerning 
military service with the young people of today at Kennebunk/Kennebunkport High 
School classes. 
Charlie accomplished much during his lifetime, finding success in business while si-
multaneously making time for public service. While living in New Jersey, he served 
as an elected official at three levels of government  including Mayor, County Commis-
sioner and State Legislator. He also served on federal commissions under Presidents’ 
Nixon, Reagan and Bush. 
For the last 16 years, Charlie has continually given his time and knowledge to Ken-
nebunkport in the area of planning and land use, serving on the Planning Board for four 
years, including terms as chair and vice-chair. He has been a fixture since 1998 on the 
Growth Planning Committee and has offered continuity to the GPC during that time 
through the sometimes frustrating efforts to update the Town’s comprehensive plan. 
Thank you Charlie. The Town is grateful and appreciative for all you have given.
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2009 2010 2011 Increase Percentage 2011 2011
Actual Budget Manager (Decrease) Difference Selectmen Budget Bd
Excise taxes
Auto excise 824,837 655,000 750,000 95,000 14.50% 750,000 750,000
Boat excise 14,101 13,500 13,500 0 0.00% 13,500 13,500
Intergovernmental
State Revenue Sharing 145,371 110,000 100,000 (10,000) -9.09% 100,000 100,000
Homestead 42,590 39,273 29,500 (9,773) -24.88% 29,500 29,500
Local road assistance 52,356 52,356 52,356 0 0.00% 52,356 52,356
Snowmobile 569 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0
Veterans' exemption 1,979 1,500 2,000 500 33.33% 2,000 2,000
General Assistance 4,767 7,000 6,000 (1,000) -14.29% 6,000 6,000
Misc grants 8,286 0 2,000 2,000 0.00% 0 0
BETE reimbursement 120 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0
Wellness Grant 1,174 1,500 1,520 20 1.33% 1,520 1,520
FEMA Reimbursement 100,750 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0
Rachel Carson Wildlife 5,102 5,000 5,000 0 0.00% 5,000 5,000
Charges for services
Interest on taxes 34,383 29,000 30,000 1,000 3.45% 30,000 30,000
Town clerk fees 6,325 6,000 7,000 1,000 16.67% 7,000 7,000
Dogs 3,166 2,500 3,100 600 24.00% 3,100 3,100
Agent fees 11,618 11,500 11,500 0 0.00% 11,500 11,500
Building permits 91,030 75,000 80,000 5,000 6.67% 80,000 80,000
Plumbing permits 6,507 6,000 6,000 0 0.00% 6,000 6,000
Land use penalties 0 4,000 0 (4,000) -100.00% 0 0
Land use ordinances 100 300 300 0 0.00% 300 300
Board of appeals 1,074 800 800 0 0.00% 800 800
Planning board 27,545 8,000 8,000 0 0.00% 8,000 8,000
Liquor licenses 2,600 2,400 2,700 300 12.50% 2,700 2,700
Victualers licenses 3,000 2,700 3,000 300 11.11% 3,000 3,000
Passport fees 2,800 6,000 2,100 (3,900) -65.00% 2,100 2,100
Police court fees 0 100 0 (100) -100.00% 0 0
Gun permits 60 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0
Parking violations 26,875 26,000 26,000 0 0.00% 26,000 26,000
Police special detail 2,050 2,500 2,500 0 0.00% 2,500 2,500
GRB stickers 57,873 80,000 80,000 0 0.00% 80,000 80,000
Nurses fees 5,945 5,000 5,000 0 0.00% 5,000 5,000
Recreation fees 156,560 175,000 180,000 5,000 2.86% 180,000 180,000
Shellfish licenses 6,600 6,000 5,000 (1,000) -16.67% 5,000 5,000
Fire miscellaneous 351 250 250 0 0.00% 250 250
Condo conversion (564) 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0
Miscellaneous
Recreation donations 443 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0
Recreation concessions 3,532 3,000 3,000 0 0.00% 3,000 3,000
MSR credit regular 38,261 48,000 61,288 13,288 27.68% 61,288 61,288
MSR credit police 37,318 46,000 56,136 10,136 22.03% 56,136 56,136
Police miscellaneous 2,791 1,500 2,500 1,000 66.67% 2,500 2,500
Investment income 135,887 60,000 30,000 (30,000) -50.00% 36,000 36,000
Miscellaneous income 32,447 10,000 10,000 0 0.00% 10,000 10,000
Undesignated fund 400,000 300,000 300,000 0 0.00% 300,000 300,000
Designated fund 0 0 6,500 6,500 100.00% 6,500 6,500
Dock Square Transfer 200,000 200,000 200,000 0 0.00% 200,000 200,000
Dock Sq TI Restrooms 20,000 22,000 24,000 2,000 9.09% 24,000 24,000
Dock Sq TI Shoreline 8,000 7,000 6,000 (1,000) -14.29% 0 0
Conservation Donation 10,000 10,000 10,000 0 0.00% 10,000 10,000
Sewer Transfer 25,000 25,000 25,000 0 0.00% 25,000 25,000
Sale of town property 10,261 5,000 5,000 0 0.00% 5,000 5,000
Macomber transfer 500 500 500 0 0.00% 500 500
GA donations 11,814 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0
Total Revenues 2,584,154 2,072,179 2,155,050 82,871 4.00% 2,153,050 2,153,050
NON PROPERTY TAX REVENUE
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FISCAL YEAR 2011 BUDGET 
 
The FY11 municipal budget presents challenges on the expenditure side of the 
budget, primarily related to three issues; a 14% jump in the York County 
assessment, restoration of funding for capital needs, and anticipated legal expenses 
related to the Goose Rocks Beach lawsuit. Non-property tax revenues are expected 
to increase modestly, which is a much better forecast than last year’s sharp decline. 
In fact, the projection for revenue growth follows two successive years of revenue 
decline, perhaps signaling that the economic downturn has bottomed out with 
respect to the municipal budget.  
 
There are three major components that contribute to each property owners tax bill; 
municipal, county, and school. The Town has control over the municipal portion. 
The County assessment is determined by the County Commissioners and County 
Budget Committee. The School assessment is developed by the RSU 21 Board of 
Directors and approved by voters of the three member towns. The Town’s proposed 
assessment from RSU 21 of $6,569,814 is about $34,000 less than the current fiscal 
year. 
 
The County’s financial problems have this year been passed down to the towns and 
cities in York County. Kennebunkport absorbed the largest increase of all towns on 
a per-capita basis, over $121,000 or 14.3%. Given the limited services that 
Kennebunkport receives from the County, the successive years of mismanagement 
at the County is particularly difficult to tolerate. It is incumbent on the current 
County Administrator and the elected County officials to establish sound financial 
management and planning so that the mistakes of the past are not repeated.  
 
Overall, FY11 municipal expenditures increase 8.4%, an increase of $491,266.  Two 
categories; legal costs and capital outlay account for 85% of the increase. When 
these two categories are excluded, total expenditures increase just 1.5%.  
 
The Town’s employees will continue to do all we can to keep down the cost of 
services to our residents and property owners while providing the high quality of 
services they deserve.  
Analysis of Expenditures
Major Cost Categories
2010 2011
Approved Selectmen & Increase % 
Expense/Department Budget Budget Board (Decrease) Diff
Personnel salaries 2,304,853 2,370,708 65,855  2.86%
Staff retirement and health 776,351 859,385 83,034  10.70%
Staff development & 
education 79,315 80,015 700 0.88%
Utilities 250,144 248,394 (1,750) -0.70%
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Legal 85,000 335,000 250,000 294.12%
Waste disposal 417,148 432,350 15,202 3.64%
Contracted services 177,275 200,735 23,460 13.23%
Insurance 137,633 120,626 (17,007) -12.36%
Vehicle Fuel 76,775 76,775 0 0.00%
Road maintenance 
supplies 91,500 90,500 (1,000) -1.09%
Supplies 111,178 118,520 7,342 6.60%
Repairs & maintenance 87,050 89,765 2,715  3.12%
Debt service 444,244 431,346 (12,898) -2.90%
Outside Agencies 255,641 247,766 (7,875) -3.08%
Other expenses 238,817 161,309 (77,508) -32.45%
Social Services 18,194 18,946 752 4.13%
Capital Outlay 298,300 458,544 160,244 53.72%
Totals 5,849,418 6,340,684 491,266  8.40%
Personnel:  Wages and salaries represent 40% of the operating budget. Last year 
the Town’s employees did not receive a wage adjustment due to the difficult 
economy and the significant reduction in non-property tax revenues. This year the 
collective bargaining agreement provides for a 3% wage increase. Additionally, 
employees with 25 years of service (three employees) receive $.35 per hour 
beginning this year, the second year of the contract. Employees with 20 years of 
service earn an additional $.10 per hour (eight employees). Overall, wages and 
salaries are increased 2.86%, $65,855. 
 
The retirement of Lorraine Brooks in the assessor’s office opened up the opportunity 
for a reorganization of responsibilities. Werner Gilliam will take on the assessing 
functions in addition to his planning duties. Previously Werner had split his time 
between planning and code enforcement. Given the decline in development due to 
the economy, the half-time position in code enforcement has been eliminated, at 
least until such time as building activity increases to the level of a few years ago. As 
a result of this change, there are now 2.5 fewer positions in the Town’s operating 
budget than there was in FY09, including a police patrolman and a half-time youth 
services coordinator. If those positions were still funded, the budget would have 
been $160,000 more than is proposed this year, including retirement and benefits. 
This represents a significant savings this year and in the years ahead. 
 
Staff Retirement and Health: Overall costs in this category are up $83,034, or 
10.7%. As has been the case for several years, the cost of health insurance is 
projected to increase 8%. The total cost to the Town for health insurance is 
$478,000. This year, two other costs have increased significantly. The first, 
retirement health savings, was not funded in FY10 due to a change in IRS rules. 
The settlement of the union contract resulted in the reinstatement of the program 
for FY11 at a cost of $24,500. Although this benefit represents an upfront cost to the 
Town, there is an offsetting give back by employees to the Town in the amount of 
$36,800 in accumulated sick leave benefits, reducing the Town’s future liability by 
that amount.  
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The second additional cost increase of significance is the Town’s share of Maine 
State Retirement (MSRS) contributions, which increased $23,424, or 25%. It is 
noteworthy that there is no net increase in the FY11 tax commitment because of a 
corresponding revenue credit from MSRS to the Town. For many years, the Town 
has benefited from a positive credit balance with MSRS. This credit balance has 
remained stable because the annual cost to the Town for retirement contributions 
has been offset by investment growth in the MSRS account. The Town will need to 
monitor the sustainability of this credit balance in light of the recent decision by 
MSRS to increase municipal contributions to the retirement system. If the Town’s 
credit balance fund is depleted significantly, the Town would need to budget for at 
least a portion of the annual cost of retirement contributions.  
 
Legal:  There is an extraordinary increase of $250,000 in legal costs associated with 
anticipated expenses related to the Goose Rocks Beach litigation.  
 
Other Expenses: Down 32%. No funding is recommended for the Local Circuit 
Breaker budget, which represents a reduction of $80,000. This past year was the 
first year in this program. The experience has been that there was less demand 
than funds appropriated. As a result, it is recommended that the funds remaining 
in the account be carried over to FY11.  It is anticipated that the fund balance will 
be sufficient to fully meet the need. 
 
Capital Outlay: Capital costs are up 53.7%, ($160,244). The proposed capital 
budget represents 7.2% of total expenditures. This is a modest amount as a 
percentage of total. By way of comparison, capital expenses represented 14.5% of 
total in FY08 and 9% of total in FY09. Last year, the capital budget was reduced to 
5% of total in order to achieve the goal of no increase in tax commitment. Last 
year’s level is not adequate to the needs of the Town over time, and the proposed 
increase is reflective of that. The capital budget is further discussed below. 
 
 Administration 
 
o Equipment: The broadcasting capability at Town Hall requires 
upgrades to improve on the quality of transmissions and recordings of 
meetings. The allocation of $12,000 will allow for the updating of 
existing recording equipment. 
o Computers: The computer system server at Town Hall is at capacity 
and has malfunctioned on numerous occasions. The allocation of 
$6,000 will replace the server and update the Town’s information 
systems. 
o Building improvements: The building improvements allocation of 
$20,000 consists of $6,000 to enclose the records and filing storage area 
in the Town Hall garage and $14,000 to replace the entry walkway to 
Town Hall. The walkway is barely adequate for handicapped 
accessibility, impedes snow removal, and has deteriorating brick steps 
and landing. 
 
Communications 
 
o Equipment: The Town’s telephone system is disjointed from 
department to department and building to building. There are multiple 
service providers and various combinations of telephone equipment. 
This $10,000 allocation will allow for all departments to be served 
under a single provider and system. It will also allow communications 
dispatch to provide evening and weekend coverage for all Town 
buildings which will improve significantly the level of service to 
residents. 
 
Fire  
 
o Equipment: $10,000 is allocated to an equipment reserve account for 
the purpose of acquiring an SCBA fill station. This will allow for the 
department to fill on-site the air bottles that are required for each 
firefighter who will enter a structure. It is suggested that an equal 
amount be appropriated in each of the next three years. At that time, 
the department will have a smaller supply of air bottles (due to 
obsolescence of existing bottles) and on-site capability will be a 
priority. 
o Equipment: All communities will need to convert radio 
communications to narrow band capability over the next two years in 
order to comply with a mandatory shift in service by State and Federal 
emergency management authorities. Twenty thousand dollars is 
allocated to purchase 12 portable radios for the police department. 
 
Highway 
 
o Equipment: $17,000 is allocated to replace the Town’s fuel pump 
management system. The existing system no longer has replacement 
parts available and service cannot, therefore, be assured.  
o Equipment: $11,200 is requested for a vibratory plate compactor. The 
department must rent this unit at a cost of $3,500 each season. This 
equipment is required for the additional work on road shoulders for 
bicycle and pedestrian access.  
o Highway equipment reserve: $100,000 is requested in highway 
equipment reserve. Over the next several years, the department will 
need to replace aging vehicles, including a 16-year-old loader with over 
8,000 operating hours and two 10-year-old plow units. The Town 
should appropriate funds to the equipment reserve fund in each of the 
next several budget years. Creating the reserve fund now will allow 
the department to retain the loader this year, and perhaps next year, 
while providing the availability of funds should it need to be replaced 
due to major maintenance needs. 
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Road Improvements 
 
o No funds are requested this year because funding remains available 
from the proceeds of the 2009 road improvements bond.  
 
Sidewalk Construction 
 
o Thirty-two thousand six hundred ten dollars is requested to replace the 
sidewalk on Ocean Avenue between Chestnut and Green Street. This 
is a very heavily used section of sidewalk that is narrow and 
deteriorated. It is both an eyesore and a potential hazard. 
 
Recreation 
 
o Park improvements: $25,000 is requested for the stabilization of the 
embankment on the Kennebunk River at Silas Perkins Park on Ocean 
Avenue. The park is the only property along the river that has not had 
steps taken to secure the embankment and prevent erosion. As a 
result, the land area is diminishing over time. The park is under-
utilized and the park perimeter along Ocean Avenue needs to be re-
designed so that it invites people within. Currently, most people are 
unaware that this is a public space. Silas Perkins Park is directly 
opposite Green Street. This funding amount may not be sufficient 
depending on DEP requirements. In that case, it would be carried over 
to the next budget year, pending additional appropriation. 
 
Piers/Rivers and Harbors 
 
o Reserve:  Over the past several years, the Town has appropriated 
$13,500 to the Piers reserve fund. Currently, there is $70,000 in that 
fund. This budget request is for $50,000 in anticipation of future 
maintenance needs at both Cape Porpoise Pier and Government 
Wharf.  Preliminary design, engineering and environmental permitting 
have already been completed for major rehabilitation of Government 
Wharf at a cost in excess of $300,000. The Town plans on applying for 
state funding through MDOT when the opportunity arises, which could 
be in either 2010 or 2011. Matching funds will be needed to be 
considered for this state grant. 
 
FY11 Non-Property Tax Revenues Analysis 
 
Non-property tax revenues in FY11 are projected to remain relatively flat in 
comparison to FY10. The one major exception is in auto excise taxes, which is 
projected to increase 14.5% over the FY10 budget. Overall, the projected increase in 
revenues is 4%. While this is modest growth, it is a much more palatable forecast 
than was experienced last year, when overall revenues declined almost 17%.  Last 
year’s revenue budget anticipated a steep decline in state revenue support, more so 
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than the State had projected. For this reason, there is no major reduction for FY11 
in Kennebunkport, even though many neighboring towns are experiencing steep 
declines. 
 
State Growth Limit 
 
State law establishes a limit on the growth in municipal tax commitment from year 
to year. The growth limit can only be exceeded if authorized by voters at Town 
Meeting. This year, the growth limit on the Town’s municipal budget expenditures 
is $102,792, or 2.56% of the FY10 base. The proposed FY11 tax commitment will 
exceed the growth limit by $307,603. For this reason, Article 52 asks voters to 
authorize exceeding the limit in FY11. It should be noted that the increase in the 
municipal portion of the anticipated tax rate is just 1.4%, which is well below the 
expenditure growth limit. 
 
Larry S. Mead, Town Manager 
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROPOSED EXPENDITURES:  FISCAL YEAR 2011 
 
AdministrationEquipment $12,000 
 
IT upgrades @ North Street 
 
AdministrationComputers $6,000 
 
Server for Town Office 
 
AdministrationHistoric Preservation $5,000 
 
Ongoing preservation of records. 
 
AdministrationBuilding Improvements $20,000 
 
Improvements to the walkway and entrance at Town Hall $14,000 
Enclose the records storage area in Town Hall Garage $  6,000 
 
PoliceEquipment  $5,500 
 
Mini PIX dual receiver, microwave receiver/recorder update recorder for our 
surveillance  
 Equipment $3,800 
 Firearms equipment update $1,700 
 
PoliceVehicles  $24,500 
 
 Cruiser: 
 Vehicle $24,000 
 Mark cruiser $     750 
 Changeover expense (radios) $  3,000 
 Service manual $     250 
 Additional costs $     500 
 Subtotal $28,500 
 Trade-in: (1) 2008 Ford Crown Victoria  (   4,000)
 Net cost for cruiser $24,500 
 
CommunicationsEquipment  $30,000 
  
Town-wide, multiple line phone system to service all departments and buildings  
  $10,000 
12 Motorola portable radios for officers @ 1,667 each  $20,000 
 
CommunicationsBuilding Improvements   $5,000 
 
600 sq ft of rubber flooring for basement  $2,000 
Completion of renovation of basement to three room addition 
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Ongoing preservation of records. 
 
AdministrationBuilding Improvements $20,000 
 
Improvements to the walkway and entrance at Town Hall $14,000 
Enclose the records storage area in Town Hall Garage $  6,000 
 
PoliceEquipment  $5,500 
 
Mini PIX dual receiver, microwave receiver/recorder update recorder for our 
surveillance  
 Equipment $3,800 
 Firearms equipment update $1,700 
 
PoliceVehicles  $24,500 
 
 Cruiser: 
 Vehicle $24,000 
 Mark cruiser $     750 
 Changeover expense (radios) $  3,000 
 Service manual $     250 
 Additional costs $     500 
 Subtotal $28,500 
 Trade-in: (1) 2008 Ford Crown Victoria  (   4,000)
 Net cost for cruiser $24,500 
 
CommunicationsEquipment  $30,000 
  
Town-wide, multiple line phone system to service all departments and buildings  
  $10,000 
12 Motorola portable radios for officers @ 1,667 each  $20,000 
 
CommunicationsBuilding Improvements   $5,000 
 
600 sq ft of rubber flooring for basement  $2,000 
Completion of renovation of basement to three room addition 
	 	 	
lighting, electrical outlets, computer work station $3,000 
 
Fire DepartmentEquipment  $17,550 
 
Honda generators 2 @ 1,400 $  2,800 
Scott SCBA fill station (to combine w/9,000 from FY 2010) $10,000 
Replacement hand lights & vehicle charges 38 @ 125 $  4,750 
 
Fire DepartmentFirefighter PPE  $16,550 
 
To purchase required Personal Protective Equipment (turnout gear) for 
firefighters, including coat, pants, boots, gloves, helmet, Nomex hood & carry 
bag.  The amount requested is for an ongoing replacement program for existing 
firefighters and PPE for new members, plus additional PPE items as listed: 
6 complete sets PPE (6 @ 1,850) $11,100 
10 Class 2 escape harnesses/ladder belts (10 @ 350) $  3,500 
6 eyeglass inserts & personal issue SCBA facemasks $  1,950 
 
Fire DepartmentRadio Replacement  $15,000 
 
The Fire Department communications is based on a radio system that includes 
mobile (vehicle) two-way radios, portable (hand-held) two-way radios and tone-
activated pagers.  The amount requested is for an ongoing replacement program 
to provide a sufficient number of reliable radios of each type and to reduce 
excessive repair costs. This request restores the funding level of the prior few 
years and will allow replacement of the remaining fire pagers that need to be 
upgraded prior to the FCC mandated switch to “narrowband” operation on 
January 1, 2013. 
 
Fire DepartmentHose Reserve  $5,000 
 
To purchase fire service hose for replacement and upgrade of existing hose 
supply. 
 
Fire DepartmentApparatus Reserve  $40,000 
 
To place in reserve funds to be used for the future purchase of fire apparatus. 
The increasing cost of fire apparatus will require that the Town not rely 
exclusively on the Kittredge and/or Seavey funds for apparatus replacement. 
 
Highway DepartmentEquipment  $28,200 
 
Replacement of fuel pump control system $17,000 
New reversible vibratory plate compactor $11,200 
 
Highway DepartmentBuilding Improvements  $7,329 
 
Replacement of faulty door panels, worn tracks & rollers and door adjustment 
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Highway DepartmentVehicle Reserve $100,000 
 
Allocation to the reserve fund for vehicles and heavy equipment 
 
Sidewalk Construction  $45,915 
 
Head of Cove CapeLength 350 feet 
Curb $ 4,200 
Hot Top $ 3,450 
Gravel $    840 $ 8,490 
  
Ocean Avenue and Union Street–Length 60 feet 
Curb $ 2,400 
Hot Top $ 1,500 
Gravel $    315 
Bushes $    600 $ 4,815 
 
Ocean Avenue running from Chestnut St. to Greene St.–Length 900 feet 
Curb $11,060 
Hot Top $  9,000 
Drain Basin & Pipe $  9,000 
Gravel $  1,050 
Miscellaneous $  2,500  $32,610 
 
Recreation DepartmentSilas Perkins Park  $25,000 
 
To start a fund to stabilize the embankment on the Kennebunk River and to make 
landscaping improvements to the park.  
 
Piers Rivers and Harbors   $50,000 
 
Future capital repairs: $13,500–Anticipated boat excise tax collections to be 
reserved for future capital improvements to the Cape Porpoise and Government 
Piers and additional amounts from taxation.   
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN REPORT
I am sure that most town residents felt a bit of relief in bidding goodbye to 2009. The 
economic downturn made for an unsettling year for almost all of us in one way or an-
other. We can all join together in hoping that the economy is on the rebound in this 
new year, bringing more jobs and increased economic activity. 
This past year, the Town implemented a town-wide revaluation of property, the first 
since 1998. Revaluation is never an easy process because of the uncertainty that it 
involves for individual property owners. The long interval since the last revalua-
tion made the task even more difficult and unsettling. New tax bills were issued in 
September. The outcome was close to what had been expected in that the changes in 
taxes fell into three categories that were dispersed relatively equally, those whose 
tax bills decreased, increased, or stayed about the same. Property owners at or close 
to the waterfront typically saw increases while older residences away from the water 
declined. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Board made a concerted effort to hold 
down costs in town government in order to minimize as much as possible any increase 
to individual taxpayers. In fact, the Town collected less in taxes in this year’s budget 
than were collected the prior year. 
A new town program provided some tax relief to qualifying residents. Two thousand 
nine was the first year for the Town’s local “circuit breaker,” providing additional lo-
cal tax relief to residents who qualify for the State’s property tax relief program. The 
program is open to residents of moderate income who have lived in town for at least 
10 years and who pay property taxes that exceed a certain percentage of income, as 
established annually by the State’s program. 
Several major road paving projects were completed in 2009, including the entire lengths 
of Arundel Road, Stone Road and Beechwood Avenue. These three projects represent 
just over a million dollars of investment for the Town. Travel is dramatically improved, 
especially during the spring “frost bump” season as a result of improved drainage 
and base preparation. While there is still more to be done, the condition of the Town’s 
roads has improved considerably over the past few years thanks to voter approval for 
maintenance investment. Looking ahead, the Town will urge the State to tackle work 
on Route 9, particularly School Street, Main Street in Cape Porpoise, and Mills Road. 
These roads are the responsibility of MDOT and are in dire need of rehabilitation. 
Town voters approved changes to the Land Use Ordinance that make it easier for 
residents to put accessory apartments in existing homes. These so called “in-law” 
apartments will give town residents an opportunity to earn additional income from 
their property or add space that can accommodate a parent or a grandparent who is 
downsizing but wishes to remain in Kennebunkport after retirement. 
I want to recognize the hard work of my colleagues on the Board of Selectmen. We 
may not always agree on every issue facing the Town, but we all share a love of Ken-
nebunkport. We want to do all we can to preserve the rich traditions of our community 
while at the same time supporting efforts to make it an even better place to live, work 
and raise a family. Many thanks as well to the residents who volunteer their time 
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Allan A. Daggett, Chair                                       
adaggett@kennebunkportme.gov                     
           Mathew J. Lanigan, Vice-Chair                               Stuart E. Barwise
        mlanigan@kennebunkportme.gov                 sbarwise@kennebunkportme.gov    
  
on our many boards and committees. Your dedication and hard work are invaluable. 
You not only do great work for the Town, you do so while also saving taxpayers tens 
of thousands of dollars. Lastly, I would like to thank our Town Manager and town 
employees for their excellent service to our residents and to Kennebunkport. I appre-
ciate the help that so many of you have given me throughout my year as Chair of the 
Board of Selectmen.
Allan A. Daggett, Chair–Board of Selectmen 
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124th Legislature 
Senate of 
Maine  
Senate District 4 
 
 
  
Senator Nancy B. Sullivan
Legal and Veterans Affairs Committee, Chair 
Marine Resources Committee, Member
Business, Research and Economic 
Development Committee, Member
3 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
(207) 287-1515
20 Westwood Drive
Biddeford, ME 04005
(207) 282-5594
 
Fax (207) 287-1585  *  TTY (207) 287-1583  *  Message Service 1-800-423-6900  *  Web Site: legislature.maine.gov/senate 
email: nancysullivan4@gmail.com   
 
Dear Friends,  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to serve as your state senator. It is an honor and privilege to 
represent our community, despite the economic challenges.  
 
This has been a tough year. The people of Maine watched a global economic recession spread 
across the country and into our state – down to every city, town, and school district – straight 
into most every household and business. Although our economic challenges vary, we are all 
feeling the same financial pain.  
 
There are still challenges before us, but I remain optimistic about the many opportunities facing 
our state as we work our way towards an economic recovery. Over the course of two years, the 
legislature has reduced and cut spending in state government. All the while, we have made a 
conscientious effort to protect our most vulnerable citizens and invest in our future. The people 
of Maine are known for weathering through tough times and I am confident we will make it 
through this economic storm.  
 
I always welcome your opinion and feedback as the legislature does its work. Feel free to contact 
me anytime by email at nancysullivan4@gmail.com. I can also be reached by phone locally at 
(207) 282-5594 or the State House at (207) 287-1515.  
 
As your state senator, it is my pledge to keep you informed about what is happening in the 
legislature. Please go to www.mainesenate.org/sullivan to sign up for legislative email updates.  
 
Thank you for the faith you have shown me and for giving me the opportunity to 
represent you in the Maine Senate. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Nancy Sullivan 
State Senator 
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





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












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				January	20,	2010	
Dear	Citizens	of	Maine:	
In	2009,	I	began	my	third	term	in	the	United	States	Senate.		I	remain	deeply	honored	by	the	trust	the	people	of	
Maine	have	placed	in	me,	and	I	appreciate	this	opportunity	to	report	on	some	highlights	of	my	recent	work	in	the	
U.S.	Senate.	
A	significant	accomplishment	came	in	December	when	the	President	signed	transportation	legislation	that	
includes	a	provision	I	authored	to	create	a	one-year	pilot	project	to	allow	trucks	weighing	up	to	100,000	pounds	to	
use	federal	highways	in	Maine.		This	is	moving	heavy	trucks	off	Maine's	secondary	roads	and	out	of	our	
downtowns	and	onto	our	modern,	multi-lane,	controlled	access	highways	for	one	year,	during	which	time	a	study	
of	the	impact	on	safety,	commerce	and	road	wear-and-tear	would	be	conducted.		In	addition,	this	change	helps	to	
level	the	economic	playing	field,	as	neighboring	states	already	have	this	exemption.	
My	appointment	in	early	2009	to	the	powerful	Appropriations	Committee	has	allowed	me	to	have	greater	
influence	on	the	funding	of	priorities	that	are	important	to	Mainers,	such	as	shipbuilding,	health	care,	education,	
and	transportation,	while	also	giving	me	the	ability	to	continue	pressing	for	the	elimination	of	wasteful	spending	
that	exacerbates	our	federal	deficit.			
As	a	member	of	the	Senate	Armed	Services	Committee,	I	continue	to	be	an	advocate	for	Bath	Iron	Works,	the	
Portsmouth	Naval	Shipyard,	the	Maine	Military	Authority	in	Limestone,	and	the	many	other	defense	contractors	
and	institutions	in	Maine	that	contribute	so	much	to	our	national	security.		In	August,	I	traveled	to	Iraq	and	
Afghanistan	and	had	the	opportunity	to	meet	with	many	service	men	and	women	from	Maine.		My	conversations	
with	them	were	the	most	important	aspect	of	my	trip	to	the	region.		Our	troops	are	brave,	dedicated,	
compassionate,	and	highly	skilled.		I	will	continue	to	work	hard	to	ensure	that	they	have	the	support	their	difficult	
missions	require.
Perhaps	the	greatest	challenge	facing	our	nation	continues	to	be	the	struggling	economy,	and	among	my	highest	
priorities	are	getting	our	people	back	to	work	and	our	economy	back	on	track.		That	is	why	in	early	2009	I	joined	
a	bipartisan	effort	to	pass	the	American	Recovery	and	Reinvestment	Act.		The	bill	contains	robust	infrastructure	
spending,	significant	funding	for	state	aid	and	education,	and	tax	relief	for	low-	and	middle-income	families	and	
for	small	businesses.	As	a	result	of	this	bill,	Maine	is	receiving	approximately	$133	million	for	highway	
investments,	more	than	$50	million	combined	for	the	Clean	Water	and	Drinking	Water	State	Revolving	Funds,	
and	$70.5	million	for	weatherization	and	energy	efficiency	projects.	
Energy	policy	remains	another	great	challenge:	America’s	reliance	on	foreign	oil	harms	our	economy,	our	
security,	and	our	environment.		Meeting	the	challenge	of	developing	energy	alternatives	will	provide	great	
opportunities	for	Maine	to	build	an	economy	for	the	future,	with	new	industries	and	thousands	of	good	jobs.		This	
endeavor	received	a	significant	boost	last	October	when	the	U.S.	Department	of	Energy	announced	an	$8	million	
grant	for	deepwater	offshore	wind	research	at	the	University	of	Maine,	and	Congress	also	approved	$5	million	I	
sponsored	for	the	Maine	Offshore	Wind	Initiative	at	UMaine.		This	January,	the	U.S.	Department	of	Commerce	
announced	a	$12.4	million	laboratory	construction	grant	for	the	University	of	Maine.	I	strongly	advocated	for	
these	projects	because,	with	some	of	the	strongest	winds	in	the	nation	off	our	coast	and	some	of	the	best	engineers	
in	the	field,	Maine	has	great	potential	as	an	ideal	location	for	offshore	wind	projects	and	can	take	the	lead	in	the	
development	of	clean,	renewable,	and	affordable	energy	for	America.	Estimates	are	that	development	of	five	
gigawatts	of	offshore	wind	in	Maine	–	enough	to	power		more	than	1	million	homes	for	a	year	–	could	attract	$20	
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billion	of	investment	to	our	state	and	create	more	than	15,000	green	energy	jobs	that	would	be	sustained	over	30	
years.	
Of	course,	this	past	year	brought	not	just	successes.		A	disappointment	was	the	failure	of	Congress	to	produce	
bipartisan	health	care	reform	legislation	that	would	contain	soaring	costs	and	provide	more	choices	for	struggling	
families	and	small	businesses.		I	am	deeply	concerned	about	the	nearly	$500	billion	in	Medicare	cuts	included	in	
the	bill.	
It	is	fiscally	irresponsible	to	raid	Medicare	–	a	program	which	already	has	long-term	financing	problems	–	to	pay	
for	a	new	entitlement	program,	particularly	at	a	time	when	the	number	of	Medicare	beneficiaries	is	on	the	rise.		
The	bill	would	saddle	Maine’s	hospitals	with	some	$800	million	in	Medicare	cuts	over	the	next	ten	years,	and	
could	push	one	in	five	hospitals,	nursing	homes,	and	home	health	providers	into	the	red.		Ultimately,	such	cuts	
could	jeopardize	access	to	care	for	millions	of	our	nation’s	seniors.	
As	the	Ranking	Member	of	the	Senate	Homeland	Security	Committee,	I	am	committed	to	ensuring	that	our	nation	
is	as	safe	as	possible	and	that	government	is	better	prepared	to	respond	to	disasters.		The	Christmas	Day	terrorist	
attempt	to	detonate	explosives	on	an	aircraft	reminds	us	of	the	dangers	we	continue	to	confront.		My	homeland	
security	priorities	include	further	strengthening	our	defenses	against	terrorism	and	providing	our	first	responders	
with	the	resources	they	need.	
On	March	19,	2009,	I	reached	a	personal	milestone	when	I	cast	my	4,000th	consecutive	roll	call	vote,	continuing	a	
record	of	participating	in	every	single	roll	call	vote	since	I	first	came	to	the	Senate	in	1997.		I	am	grateful	for	the	
opportunity	to	serve	Maine	in	the	United	States	Senate.		If	ever	I	can	be	of	assistance	to	you,	please	contact	my	
Bangor	office	at	207-945-0417,	or	visit	my	website	at	http://collins.senate.gov.		May	2010	be	a	good	year	for	your	
family,	your	community,	and	our	state.	
	 	 	 	 	 Sincerely,		
	 	 	 	 	 Susan	M.	Collins	
	 	 	 	 	 United	States	Senator	
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Dear	  Friends,	  	  
	  
It	  has	  been	  an	  honor	  serving	  you	  in	  my	  first	  year	  in	  Congress	  and	  working	  with	  you	  to	  rise	  to	  the	  many	  
challenges	  of	  the	  last	  year.	  	  Though	  we	  have	  been	  able	  to	  make	  progress	  in	  many	  areas,	  there	  is	  much	  to	  be	  done	  in	  
the	  year	  ahead.	  	  	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	   My	  focus	  in	  Washington	  and	  in	  Maine	  continues	  to	  be	  creating	  and	  preserving	  jobs,	  and	  helping	  our	  state	  
recover	  from	  the	  worst	  economic	  downturn	  since	  the	  Great	  Depression.	  	  Passing	  the	  Recovery	  Act	  early	  in	  2009	  
helped	  prevent	  a	  bad	  economic	  situation	  from	  getting	  even	  worse	  and	  has	  helped	  us	  lay	  the	  groundwork	  for	  long-­‐
term,	  sustainable	  economic	  growth.	  
	  
The	  Recovery	  Act	  is	  investing	  in	  Maine’s	  technology	  and	  transportation	  infrastructure,	  providing	  job	  training	  to	  
thousands	  of	  workers,	  helping	  us	  become	  a	  clean	  energy	  leader	  and	  boosting	  the	  real	  estate	  market.	  	  And	  according	  
to	  economists,	  as	  of	  the	  beginning	  of	  this	  year	  it	  has	  created	  or	  saved	  10,000	  jobs	  in	  Maine.	  	  	  
	  
In	  York	  County,	  the	  Recovery	  Act	  has	  supported	  an	  expansion	  at	  the	  airport	  in	  Sanford,	  Community	  Block	  
Grants	  for	  Biddeford,	  gate	  improvements	  at	  the	  Portsmouth	  Naval	  Shipyard,	  education	  investments	  at	  Sanford	  
Regional	  Technical	  Center,	  and	  many	  other	  projects	  helping	  to	  strengthen	  the	  area’s	  economy.	  	  My	  office	  also	  held	  a	  
workshop	  in	  Sanford	  to	  meet	  with	  local	  businesses	  and	  organizations	  to	  look	  for	  opportunities	  to	  support	  the	  great	  
work	  they’re	  doing	  for	  the	  region.	  	  	  
	  
Despite	  these	  successes,	  we	  need	  to	  do	  more	  to	  get	  the	  state	  back	  on	  its	  feet.	  	  Too	  many	  Maine	  families	  are	  
struggling	  to	  make	  ends	  meet,	  too	  many	  Mainers	  are	  out	  of	  work,	  and	  too	  many	  communities	  don’t	  have	  the	  
resources	  they	  need.	  	  	  
	  
In	  Maine,	  continuing	  to	  fight	  for	  small	  businesses	  will	  be	  crucial	  to	  creating	  jobs.	  	  Small	  businesses	  drive	  our	  
economy,	  but	  the	  downturn	  has	  hit	  them	  hard.	  	  We	  have	  to	  help	  them	  access	  the	  capital	  they	  need	  to	  survive	  and	  
grow,	  make	  sure	  they	  have	  a	  workforce	  well-­‐trained	  for	  our	  changing	  economy,	  and	  offer	  the	  resources	  that	  help	  
good	  ideas	  become	  good	  businesses.	  	  	  
	  
And	  work	  this	  year	  will	  also	  carry	  on	  to	  give	  Maine	  families	  what	  they	  need	  to	  prosper:	  a	  clean	  environment,	  a	  
good	  education,	  and	  access	  to	  quality,	  affordable	  health	  care.	  	  	  
	  
I	  was	  elected	  to	  Congress	  to	  serve	  the	  people	  of	  the	  First	  District.	  	  If	  there	  is	  ever	  anything	  I	  can	  do	  to	  help	  you	  
or	  your	  community,	  please	  feel	  free	  to	  call	  my	  office	  at	  774-­‐5019	  or	  visit	  my	  website	  at	  www.pingree.house.gov.	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Looking	  forward	  to	  seeing	  you	  in	  Maine	  soon.	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Chellie	  Pingree	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Member	  of	  Congress	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TOWN MANAGER REPORT
Town Manager Larry Mead
I would like to thank the Town staff, the many residents who volunteer on Town 
boards and committees, Chairman Allen Daggett, and each of the Board of Selectmen 
for all of your hard work during the past year. Kennebunkport is a fantastic place to 
live and your good work helps keep it that way.
Each year the development, presentation and management of the Town budget takes 
up a significant portion of my time as Town Manager. This is as it should be since 
my job is to keep the Town’s financial position healthy, ensure the provision of nec-
essary services to residents, and keep the tax burden as low as possible for property 
taxpayers. This was a particularly difficult challenge in 2009. The economic downturn 
slowed business activity, which in turn reduced non-property tax revenues by over 
15 percent. At the same time, the Town was implementing the first revaluation in 
12 years which, even in the best of economic times, makes taxpayers nervous as they 
wait and wonder how their valuation will change. As a result of these two conditions, 
I brought forward a budget that reduced spending overall and collected less property 
taxes than the prior year. As our residents tightened their belts, the Town did as well. 
In order to accomplish this, the Town’s staff agreed to freeze wages for the year, the 
number of funded positions was reduced, and capital expenditures were reduced by 
almost 50 percent.
 
While all other budget categories were reduced last year, there were two emergency 
service areas that realized budget increases, the fire department and KEMS (emer-
gency medical services). On the fire side, costs have increased in municipalities across 
the state as communities have sought to maintain volunteer departments. Many have 
been forced to shift to paid, professional departments, at great cost. In 2009, the Town 
budgeted for additional funds to provide for the cost of training our call-force mem-
bers and to properly equip them. During the past year, the fire department has seen 
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a welcome increase in new volunteers, including many younger men and women. We 
are grateful for this trend and will continue to give emphasis to supporting, retaining, 
and recruiting call-force members to the fire department.
Over the past year, a committee consisting of Town officials, KEMS board members, 
and a resident representative met twice a month throughout the summer and into 
the fall. The purpose was to have the Town and KEMS work more closely together in 
order to keep costs to a minimum while still providing quality service to those in need. 
The committee unanimously recommended that KEMS’ operations be incorporated 
into the Town’s management structure in order to provide administrative support, 
increase efforts at recruitment and retention of volunteers, and provide management 
assistance. The Town and KEMS will continue to work on implementing these recom-
mendations during 2010.
Voters approved the purchase by the Town of 5 acres of land adjacent to Consolidated 
School and just beyond Parson’s Field. The cost of the property was $295,000. The 
land is desirable because of its convenient location to the village center, its proximity 
to the school and to the sewage treatment plant should either of those facilities need 
to expand at some point.
The code enforcement and planning offices were kept very busy during the year due 
to proposed changes to the existing floodplain maps. The Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency (FEMA) released maps of the proposed changes, affecting hundreds 
of Town parcels and increasing the number of properties within the floodplain by 50 
percent. Properties in the floodplain are usually required to be covered by flood insur-
ance at considerable cost. In addition, they are subject to restrictions on expansions 
and/or renovations. The new designations would make many properties in Goose 
Rocks, Cape Porpoise and Turbat’s Creek nonconforming. The Town joined with 
Kennebunk to hire a hydrologist to review FEMA’s findings and methodology and 
asked our congressional delegation to seek a delay in implementation because of the 
complexity involved in examining FEMA’s proposal. The pressure from Kennebunk-
port and other coastal communities resulted in FEMA delaying implementation for 
one year. Once FEMA formally announces its intention to adopt the changes, the 
Town and individual property owners will have the opportunity to challenge FEMA 
findings that are found to be errant or unfounded. In any case, the final floodplain 
designations will have a far-reaching effect on Town properties.
The most significant development of the past year was the lawsuit filed against the 
Town by 25 Goose Rocks Beach waterfront owners asserting their right to restrict 
public access to most of the 2 mile-long beach from Sand Point to the Batson River. 
The lawsuit is brought not only against the Town but also against ANY resident of 
the Goose Rocks neighborhood or any other part of Kennebunkport who “claim the 
right to use” the beach area from the seawall to the water in front of the 25 plaintiff’s 
residences. The effect of the lawsuit would be to deny use of the beach to anyone who 
does not have deeded ownership or rights recorded at the Registry of Deeds. Clearly, 
that covers just about every resident of Kennebunkport. The lawsuit would, if suc-
cessful, restrict public rights to a mere 7 percent of the entire length of the beach, 
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that area owned by the Town and the Kennebunkport Conservation Trust. The 25 
litigants are asking the court to give them the right to choose who may and who may 
not use the beach from the seawalls in front of their homes all the way down to the 
low water mark. They would turn 100 years of history on its head by reversing the 
tradition of shared, unrestricted use of the beach by neighbors, visitors and residents 
alike. It is a shocking development that has pitted neighbor against neighbor. The 
leaders of the lawsuit claim that the Town is trying to turn Goose Rocks Beach into 
a “wider tourist attraction than it currently is.” Nothing could be further from the 
truth. Goose Rocks has been a peaceful, family oriented, publicly accessible beach for 
generations. It is the kind of place that gets in one’s blood and that you want to come 
back to year after year. For many people living at Goose Rocks, they began as visi-
tors and came to stay. For well over 100 years, Goose Rocks Beach has been used to 
harvest seaweed and kelp, for fishing and clamming, and for swimming, sunbathing, 
sailing, walking, running, windsurfing, kayaking, canoeing, kite flying, sandcastle 
building and other recreational activities. The Town’s intention has always been, and 
still remains, to maintain the status quo and to ensure that Goose Rocks Beach can be 
used by members of the community and the public just as it has been for generations. 
If this lawsuit is about something more than the 25 litigants being able to control 
who may sit on the sand in front of their residence, than it need not go forward. The 
Town stands willing to address each and every legitimate concern any of the plaintiffs 
have in order keep Goose Rocks Beach a quiet, family-friendly and welcoming place 
to live or visit. 
Larry S. Mead, Town Manager
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ASSESSING DEPARTMENT REPORT
The 2010 mill rate is $6.34 per thousand.  The taxes were committed to the tax collec-
tor on August 27, 2009, with due dates of October 9, 2009, for the first half and March 
10, 2010, for the second half.
The 2010 assessed valuation of the Town was $1,823,539,280.  Based on the $6.34 mill 
rate, the sum of $11,561,239.00 was committed to the tax collector.  The 2010 assess-
ment ratio is 91 percent of market value based on the sales that took place prior to 
April 1, 2009. 
All records in the assessors office are open to the public and available for review from 
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.  If you have any questions regarding 
assessed values, please call (207) 967-4243 extension 102.
The assessing department has one half-time employee, Lorraine Brooks.  She is as-
sisted by Donna Moore Hays, a certified Maine assessor.
We would like to also mention that veterans of wartime service and un-remarried widows 
of veterans are eligible for a partial tax exemption if certain criteria are met.  There is 
also a Homestead Exemption for residents who meet certain residency requirements. 
Please call or stop by the town office where these forms and applications are available. 
Both have to be filed on or before April 1 of the year in which they are to take effect.
The revaluation was completed for the April 1, 2010, tax year.
In closing, we would like to thank the Town Manager, the office staff, the residents 
of the Town, and the Board of Assessors/Selectmen for their cooperation and support 
during the past year.
Donna Moore Hays, CMA, Assessors’ Agent
Lorraine E. Brooks, Assessor’s Assistant
CODE ENFORCEMENT REPORT
Although the economy appeared to be a bit slower this year, things remained busy 
in our office.  The staff continually works to bring compliance through actions before 
the Zoning Board of Appeals, the Planning Board or the court system. Daily code en-
forcement officer (CEO) operations include examining building plans; issuing growth, 
building and plumbing permits; and performing job site inspections. 
Code enforcement worked in conjunction with the fire department in carrying out the 
annual victualer’s and/or liquor license inspections at 59 B&Bs, inns, hotels, restaurants 
and shops in town as we strive to support other municipal departments as needed and 
fully engage in working on special projects delegated by the Town Manager.  To that 
end, the code enforcement secretary assisted with the abatement process that 
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Brian Shaw, Lisa Harmon, and Werner Gilliam
came from the town-wide revaluation, by working with the assessing department and 
assisting with the Board of Assessment Review, as well as the residents going through 
the process. The CEO staff continues to assist the Planning Board and Zoning Board 
of Appeals members in their processes, as well as those applicants.  In addition to the 
day-to-day undertakings of the code office, this year we had a large number of dan-
gerous buildings and junkyards, which ultimately were brought before the Board of 
Selectmen, and all were dealt with.  
FEMA drafted and issued proposed floodplain maps, and a large number of residents 
came in to view their properties in relation to the proposed maps. Most left with 
a printout of their property showing any applicable floodplains and with a better 
understanding of whether or not their property may be affected.
In 2009, we issued six nonsubdivision and four subdivision growth permits for new 
residential dwelling units. The zone with the greatest number of new dwelling units 
built was Farm and Forest with six, followed by Free Enterprise with two, and one each 
for Village Residential and Village Residential East.  Renovation and building addi-
tion permits totaled 207, with the total number of permits issued for the year at 343.
Many new changes will be coming our way in the new year, and as always, we look 
forward to continuing to assist Kennebunkport residents with code enforcement, zon-
ing and planning related issues. 
PROJECT COSTS/VALUE ANALYSIS FOR PREVIOUS YEARS
Year (Jan to Dec) Project Cost/ Value
2002  $33,674,630.50  
2003  $22,018,472.28 
2004  $23,502,236.00  
2005  $21,930,776.00 
2006  $18,235,002.00  
2007  $21,696,401.00 
2008  $16,063,353.34  
2009  $12,329,205.00 
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NEW HOME PERMITS          NONSUBDIVISION          SUBDIVISION
      2009            2008              2009          2008            
     Zoning District  
Cape Arundel 0                    0      0 1
Village Residential 1                    4          0 1
Village Residential East      0                    0          1 1
Goose Rocks 0                    4          0 0           
Cape Porpoise East 0                    0          0 0                
Cape Porpoise West 0                    1          0 0
Cape Porpoise Square 0                    0           0                  0               
Free Enterprise 1                    3          1                  7
Farm & Forest 4                    1        2                  0                 
River Front 0                    0 0                 0                         
Total 6                 13            4               10    
  
Permits for  2009           Number Issued
Renovations/Additions  207
Re-inspection Fees  2
Driveways and Roads  13
Change of Use  0 
Fill/Clear Site for Construction  33
Shop Openings/Signs  19
Telecommunications Facilities  0
Timber Harvesting  0
Demolition/Relocation of Buildings  8
Tents    21 
Government  0
Renewal of Permits  3
Blasting Permits  5
Other permits not listed above  21    
New Home Permits  10
Replacement Homes  1  
Total Building   Permits Issued: 343  $87,604.84          
Total Plumbing Permits issued: 85  $  7,229.00  
(TOWN share  $5,923.25 ~ STATE share $1,215.75 ~ Subsurface Wastewater share 
$90.00) 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL 2009 PERMITS ISSUED: 428
Brian S. Shaw, Code Enforcement Officer 
Werner Gilliam, Assistant Code Enforcement Officer/Planner  
Lisa Harmon, Code Enforcement Office Administration   
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KENNEBUNKPORT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY REPORT
The west end of Kings Highway at Goose Rocks Beach is flooded during a recent storm.
The Kennebunkport Emergency Management Agency (EMA) maintains the Town’s 
Comprehensive Emergency Plan and works with local, county, state, and federal 
officials to prepare for possible disaster situations. In an actual emergency, we will 
establish an Emergency Operations Center and coordinate our community’s response 
to the situation.
Jim Burrows serves as emergency management director, a volunteer position he has 
held since 1974. He is assisted by Dick Stedman, who has served as deputy director 
since 2003. Public Health Officer and Town Nurse Judy Barrett serves as the Town’s 
shelter officer. 
The response of the Town’s public safety community to the December 2008 ice storm 
received very positive comments from our residents. However, a preliminary review 
following the event suggested that there was considerable room to improve our re-
sponse and the management of the personnel involved. It was apparent that areas 
of command and communications needed to be enhanced. As a result of the ice storm 
issues, Town Manager Larry Mead has led an effort to review our disaster response 
plans and incorporate lessons learned during the situation into an updated Emergency 
Plan. During 2009, planning sessions were conducted twice a month involving Ken-
nebunkport’s public safety officials. This activity culminated in a tabletop exercise 
held in October involving a hurricane scenario. 
In the emergency management community, it is often stated that the planning process 
is more important than the plan. This philosophy results from the opportunity for 
key officials to work together and understand each other’s priorities before they meet 
during a real emergency situation. By this criterion, our planning process can only be 
considered to have been extremely successful. Also, special acknowledgment needs 
to be made to Nicole Evangelista, the highway and sewer departments’ administra-
tive assistant, for her diligent and efficient work transcribing and editing the plan 
throughout our series of meetings.
Any disaster situation carries with it inevitable paperwork. The 2008 ice storm was no 
exception, and the Kennebunkport emergency management staff spent several weeks 
processing the Town’s disaster claim totaling $112,752. This claim is reimbursement 
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Kennebunkport firefighters conduct a training burn of an old shed on Beachwood Avenue.
The Kennebunkport fire department consists of 82 volunteer members responding 
from the Town’s four stations: Cape Porpoise, Goose Rocks Beach, Port Village, and 
Wildes District. We presently operate 13 pieces of fire apparatus, plus 2 small boats 
and a jet-ski for water rescue. 
Kennebunkport’s firefighters are men and women of all walks of life who are committed 
to the safety of our town. We are a volunteer “call force” and are paid only for response 
from both the state and federal governments for costs associated with the storm, 
including emergency response labor costs, replacement of damaged equipment and 
debris removal.
As in prior years, we remind all property owners in Kennebunkport to be certain that 
you have displayed the street number for your property in a prominent location and 
clearly visible from the road so that police, fire and KEMS personnel can find you 
without delay in an emergency.  This number is becoming of increasing importance 
in an era when many people no longer maintain a land-line telephone; and instead, 
rely on a cell phone for all communications. Calling 9-1-1 from a cell phone provides 
only a general location and not a specific, verified street address. Emergency person-
nel will need to find you based on signage and your knowledge of your location. If you 
maintain rental property, numbers displayed on the house may be the only way your 
tenants will know their actual location.
Jim Burrows, EMA Director
Dick Stedman, Deputy EMA Director
KENNEBUNKPORT FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
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to calls and some training time. We respond to fire calls, motor vehicle accidents, water 
rescue situations, hazardous materials incidents, missing person searches, and many 
other types of emergencies. We routinely provide mutual aid to the fire departments 
of Arundel, Biddeford, Kennebunk, and Wells. We train regularly in many areas of 
our operations. Approximately 45 of us are trained at the Firefighter 1 or 2 level. 
Many of us have training in HAZMAT and Weapons of Mass Destruction Operations, 
automobile extrication, water rescue, technical rescue, and other specialized areas.  
In 2009, we responded to 177 emergency calls. Most were resolved quickly. However, 
we did experience two serious structure fires. During an intense July storm, a resi-
dence on Kings Highway at Goose Rocks Beach sustained a lightning strike which 
ruptured and ignited a propane line in the basement. Fire crews made entry through 
heavy smoke conditions, were able to locate the source of the fire and resolved the is-
sue before extensive damage was sustained. In December, we responded to an early 
morning fire in a residence on Whitten Hills Road. A chimney fire had apparently 
spread to the surrounding walls. The fire was extinguished, and serious damage was 
confined to one room of the home. 
Our most serious calls in 2009 were in response to mutual aid requests from neighbor-
ing communities, including two structure fires in Arundel on the same day in April. In 
September, several Kennebunkport firefighters assisted in the dramatic and success-
ful rescue of a man who became trapped for several hours under a massive boulder 
in Kennebunk. 
Our most important asset continues to be our volunteer members. In 2009, we were 
fortunate to have 12 new members join our ranks! Two of them are now attending the 
York County York County Firefighter 1 & 2 Academy, and the others are participat-
ing in our own new member training program. The academy is a rigorous 220 hour 
program. Among the 2009 graduates of this program were five Kennebunkport fire-
fighters: Adam Andrews, Christophe Colinet, Jenne James, Brian Strack, and Drew 
Welch. Jenne was named as the top firefighter in the class! Congratulations to all!
If you are interested in learning more about what we do and possibly becoming a 
member, please call the fire department business office at 967-2114 or ask any Ken-
nebunkport firefighter. Your inquiry may lead to the most rewarding thing you have 
ever done! 
Dick Stedman, Fire Administrator
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Kennebunkport Fire Department Monthly Call Report 2009
 
 
 
 
Calls by  
Month            
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD 
Fires  
Structure 
Fire 
2 1 1 3 1  4 1  3 1 1 18 
Brush Fire       1      1 
Other Fire  1    1  2     4 
Rescues  
Assist to 
KEMS 
        1   1 2 
Boat Call       2 4     6 
Missing 
Person 
      1 2     3 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crash 
1 1  2 1 1 3 2 2  5 1 19 
Other 
Rescue 
       2     2 
Hazardous 
Cond. 
 
Elect/Wires 
Down 
2 1    3 1  1 1 1  10 
Flammable 
Release 
2   1  1 1 1 1    7 
Toxic 
Condition 
 1    2      1 4 
Service 
Calls 
 
Storm 
Response 
             
Water 
Problem 
 1    1     5 2 9 
Other    1  2     1  4 
Alarm 
Activation 
7 15 6 4 5 9 4 4 2 8  1 65 
Mutual Aid 
Calls 
 
Arundel 1   4  1 1    1 1 9 
Biddeford 2 3   2 1 1      9 
Kennebunk    1   1  1  1  4 
Wells      1       1 
CALL 
TOTALS 17 24 7 16 9 23 20 18 8 12 15 8 177 
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Kennebunkport Fire Department
2009 Roster
Officers
Chief Paul Moshimer
Assistant Chief Dave Chisholm
District Chief Noel Graydon
District Chief Allan Moir
District Chief Bob Thibodeau
Captain George Dow
Captain Barry Jones
Captain Scott Lantagne
Lieutenant Jamie Houtz
Lieutenant Mike McGrath
Forestry Warden Ricky Brown
Safety Officer Jim Stockman
Chaplain Ruth Merriam
Firefighters
Adam Andrews Courtenay Kinney
John Audley Thomas Kuun
Mark Auld Marc Laflamme
Colin Ayer Mike Lovejoy
Dan Beard Dave Lunianski
Henry Beauvais Gary Martin
Gabidson Boisrond Dick Mason
John Boulanger Dave McCarron
Pierre Boulanger Max McNally
Junior Bridges Jean Moulton
Charlie Brown Bob O’Connell
Bill Boyer Roxanne O’Connell
Jim Burrows Dave Pelletier
Jay Byron Kevin Philbrick
Lou Champagne Matt Philbrick
Todd Chisholm Terry Philbrick
Christophe Colinet Dan Saunders
Justin Cooper Clayton Shuffleburg
Marc Cote Dave Smith
Mike Drew Freeland D Smith
Bill Dugan Freeland K Smith
Sean Dunegan Jassy Smith
Brian Ellis Shawn Smith
George Gagnon Brandon Solari
Tim Good Dick Stedman
Russ Grady Sue Stedman
Jacquie Hurlburt Jim Steele
Michael Hurlburt Brian Strack
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KJ Hurtubise Chris Welch
Sonny Hutchins Drew Welch
Jenne James John Whalen
Bruce Johnsen Susan Wildes
Bill Junker, Sr. Tom Willey
Bob Kember Rick Wolf
2009 Annual Report 
Kittredge Family Fire Equipment Fund 
 
Kittredge Account (CD)  
Beginning Balance 7/1/2008 688,206.00 
CD Interest Earned  18,585.71 
Transfer to Checking Account <18,585.71> 
Ending Balance 6/30/2009 688,206.00 
  
Kittredge Account (Checking)  
Beginning Balance 7/1/2008 20,099.84 
Received from CD Account 18,585.71 
Checking Account Interest Earned 184.28 
Annual Disbursement to Fire Companies <24,546.97> 
Ending Balance 6/30/2009 14,322.86 
 
Atlantic Hose Company (Cape Porpoise)  
Beginning Balance 12/31/2008              124,893.00 
Annual Share of Fund Disbursement                5,891.27 
Interest Earned                                1749.64 
Ending Balance  12/31/2009    132,533.91 
  
Goose Rocks Beach Fire Company  
Beginning Balance 12/31/2008              43,822.90 
Annual Share of Fund Disbursement                5,891.27 
Interest Earned                                 352.65 
Expenditure (Lettering for Tank 1)                  <900.00> 
Ending Balance  12/31/2009    49,166.82 
  
Kennebunkport Village Fire Company  
Beginning Balance 12/31/2008              44,702.75 
Annual Share of Fund Disbursement                8,836.91 
Interest Earned                                1558.40 
Ending Balance  12/31/2009    55,098.06 
Wildwood Fire Company (Wildes 
District) 
 
Beginning Balance 12/31/2008              59,013.18 
Annual Share of Fund Disbursement                3,927.52 
Interest Earned                                444.47 
Ending Balance  12/31/2009    63,385.17 
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Fire Equipment Purchased by the Proceeds of the Kittredge Family Fire 
Equipment Fund 
 
Vehicle Year/Mfr Type Location Condition
Tank 1 2008 
International 
3500 Gal Tanker Goose Rocks 
Station 
Excellent 
Ladder 4 1989 KME Quint w/75’ Aerial Cape Porpoise 
Station 
Fair 
Engine 
13 
1989 E-One Water Supply 
Pumper 
Port Village 
Station 
Good 
Brush 15 1984 GMC 4WD Brush/Utility Port Village 
Station 
Fair 
Engine 
23 
1989 Hahn Pumper Wildes District 
Station 
Fair 
Ladder 
33 
1991 E-One Rescue Pumper Goose Rocks 
Station 
Fair 
Ladder 
34 
1998 HME/Smeal Quint w/75’ Aerial Goose Rocks 
Station 
Good 
 
 CAPE PORPOISE PIER HARBORMASTER REPORT 
Cape Porpoise harbor
At this time, those currently using the pier at Cape Porpoise harbor are: 45 fishing
boats, 32 recreational boats, 3 lobster dealers and 1 water user. I am very happy to
report that there were no serious injuries in Cape Porpoise again this year.
Pier Dues did not increase in fiscal year 2009:
Dealers $715.00
Lobster Boats $605.00
Water Users $330.00
Recreation $310.00
Punt Fisherman $310.00
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Fire Equipment Purchased by the Proceeds of the Kittredge Family Fire 
Equipment Fund 
 
Vehicle Year/Mfr Type Location Condition
Tank 1 2008 
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3500 Gal Tanker Goose Rocks 
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1989 E-One Water Supply 
Pumper 
Port Village 
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1991 E-One Rescue Pumper Goose Rocks 
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1998 HME/Smeal Quint w/75’ Aerial Goose Rocks 
Station 
Good 
 
 CAPE PORPOISE PIER HARBORMASTER REPORT 
Cape Porpoise harbor
At this time, those currently using the pier at Cape Porpoise harbor are: 45 fishing
boats, 32 recreational boats, 3 lobster dealers and 1 water user. I am very happy to
report that there were no serious injuries in Cape Porpoise again this year.
Pier Dues did not increase in fiscal year 2009:
Dealers $715.00
Lobster Boats $605.00
Water Users $330.00
Recreation $310.00
Punt Fisherman $310.00
This fiscal year, we purchased another chain hoist, a ½ ton CM Lode Star Hoist. We
have four hoists in all;  two are now new, and we are planning to purchase two more
over the next couple of years. These hoists cost between $2700 to $2900 each.
We also purchased an Ariens Snowblower to replace the old Toro we had.  Although
we haven’t had snow since, it is a great improvement over the Toro.  This was pur-
chased at a cost of $999.99.
The pier did receive a small grant to start a waterfront mooring plan, and we have
been mapping out all the existing moorings with GPS.
We are also working on a waterfront ordinance to better manage your mooring fields
from overcrowding, disputes, and to assure all moorings are safe for the protection of
your personal property.  The amount of moorings in your area may surprise you.
Goose Rocks beach: 125 moorings
Cape Porpoise: 120+
Turbats Creek:  32
Pattys Creek: 16
These numbers are growing every year, and unless we begin to manage our waterfront
properly and fairly, this growth will continue to become an increasing problem. This
plan will be up for discussion in the near future at your town meeting, and I will be
looking forward to your input and support.
We would like to thank all of the folks from the Conservation Trust for their help 
and support of our annual, spring, island and beach clean up. We had lots of help and 
the BBQ was a nice end to a hard day.  See you next spring?
Lee F. McCurdy, Harbormaster
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KENNEBUNK RIVER HARBORMASTER REPORT
During the summer of 2009, the pump out station on the Kennebunk River became a
reality. I am pleased to report use of the pump out station was popular and accident
free. The Kennebunk River Committee is exploring application to the Maine Depart-
ment of Environmental Protection Agency for funding a permanent more stable plat-
form on which to locate the pump out station. A new platform would enable me to
utilize the work barge used this past year as a temporary location for the pump out
facility, and return it to its intended purpose of mooring work. The Kennebunk River
Committee (KRC) and all of the boaters that used the pump out station are thanked
for their efforts toward a clean and environmentally safe harbor.
Per my request, the KRC is currently reviewing the Harbor Ordinance to correct per-
ceived gray areas within the ordinance that might need clarification. The Towns of
York and Scarborough have two of the most efficient Harbor Ordinance Regulations
in our area. I have asked for and received copies of their ordinances to assist us in
deciding what we might do to strengthen our ordinance. If any users of the Kennebunk
River or citizens of our three communities have suggestions for this project, I encour-
age you to contact your local River Committee member so that your thoughts may be
considered.
Since becoming harbormaster, one of my goals has been to see the ocean end of the
Kennebunk River designated as a commercial fishing fleet zone. This zone would es-
tablish an area in our harbor that would give the fishing fleet priority in areas such as
mooring locations and use of parking spaces, and the facilities at the government
fishing wharf. These suggestions are being reviewed by town counsel and are not
without some legal issues. I believe these issues are not insurmountable and are wor-
thy of a determined approach. There is much pressure brought to bear on our harbor
on an increasing annual scale. Expansion projects along the Kennebunk River will
eventually curtail the uses which we have taken for granted for many years. I hope for
the best.
I thank the members of the KRC for their continued support. Your local representa-
tive commits a great deal of time and effort addressing increasingly more comprehen-
sive issues. I also thank the staffs of town offices in Arundel, Kennebunkport and
Kennebunk; your willingness to assist me in my endeavors is invaluable.  Many thanks
for years of support.
James M. Nadeau, Harbormaster
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
The highway department was extremely busy with snow removal during the months
of January through March.
During the spring season, the highway department crew rebuilt, added new culverts,
and paved Arundel Road, Stone Road and Beachwood Avenue.  They also rebuilt and
paved Paddy Creek Road and Paddy Creek Hill Road.
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The highway department crew added new granite curbing down the hill on Greene
Street and overlayed the street.  Curbing was also added on Maine Street for five
parking spots.
Highway also started prepping Dyke Road for the upcoming shoulder work.  This
work will be complete in the spring of 2010.
A section of the shoulder work from Laurel Road to Bailey Court, on School Street was
completed.  The shoulder work will be ongoing through 2010.
I would like to thank the highway department crew and the mechanic for the long
hours and their great work they have done this year.
John Hirst, Highway Superintendent
TOWN MECHANIC REPORT
It has been five years since the new salt storage building was erected.  When the
contractor finished the building, we were told to wait three to five years to stain the
remaining pressure treated wood surfaces.  Leftover monies from construction were
saved for this purpose.  In the spring, the final staining will be accomplished.
Late last fall, I was informed that the fuel facility computer was obsolete and repair
parts were becoming scarce. The old system was very simple but required a lot of time
to track each department’s fuel usage.  In this budget, I requested funding for a new
system which is more complex but user-friendly. This system comes with software
compatible with our office computer.  Fuel tracking and many different reports are
easier to obtain.
The highway maintenance building is 25 years old this year. At the Town Manager’s
request, a mechanical and structural engineer from Woodard & Curran inspected the
building.  The primary areas of interest are heating and ventilation.  Reports of their
findings and recommendations are still pending as this is written.
Also, in need of repairs are the overhead doors.  Bent panels, worn rollers, and worn
door tracks need to be addressed and funding was requested.
Increases in the budget line item for equipment repair parts are due to increasing
equipment age and higher priced items that need replacing.
Our single highest priority for capital equipment replacement remains the highway
loader.  The old one is a 1994 John Deere 544G with over 8,500 hours.
The maintenance budget is being stretched again, but the equipment is in mission
ready condition and good general condition.
Russell Welch, Town Mechanic
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PARKING LOT/DOCK SQUARE REPORT
Another lucrative summer, thanks to all of the tourists. Even though people are count-
ing their pennies, our town is still a big attraction.  We faired very well grossing
$302,620.00 in revenues, an increase of $10,639.00 from last year. Kudos go to our
staff, police, and highway departments.
Rusty (Anne) Zeddis, Parking Lot Manager
PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT REPORT
Here I am looking at another year in the rearview mirror.
Please forgive me if I sound like a broken record year after year, but the parks and
recreation department has had another great year.  I am so fortunate to do what I love
and love what I do.  I am surrounded by wonderful, hard-working people at all levels,
whether paid or volunteer.  To all of you, please accept my heartfelt thanks.
Our regular programming included Kennebunkport After-School Adventure; Early
Release Wednesday trips; vacation activities; summer day camp; and programs such
as swimming, archery, mini-golf, and tennis lessons; senior trips; Outdoor Adventure
for middle school students; youth sport programs in basketball and soccer for pre-
school through 6th grade; and Parents’ Night Out. Special events included the Mother/
Daughter Tea; Mother/Son bowling; Sweetheart (Father/Daughter) dance; Arundel
Barn Playhouse performance of Godspell; a revived Halloween Festival; and themed
Saturday Night Lights ice skating parties.
In addition to our regular programming, we were able to co-sponsor or support the
Maine Brain Injury walk; MS Society walk; Be Well Kennebunkport walk; Kennebunk
High School ski team; several Kennebunkport Consolidated PTA activities such as
Prelude craft fair; TREK Across Maine; Big Brothers/Big Sisters; jrNBA/WNBA camp;
and the Maine Recreation and Parks Association HotShot. Our facilities were used by
the: Middle School of the Kennebunks for lacrosse;  Kennebunk Kennebunkport Little
League for baseball/softball; Girl Scouts and Brownies; Health Council for Stuff the
Bus; and fire department as a smoke house during Fire Prevention Week.  Perhaps
our best collaboration was a series of Women’s Self-Defense classes with the police
department and Team Irish.
Capital projects for the year included a new backstop at Parsons Field (thanks to the
donation of Memorial Day Parade in Kennebunkport prints by Will Cunha) and covering
the ditch at Parsons Field. The rest of the perimeter will be finished in the spring.
Not everything was a success or without issue.  The rain that filled the early part of
summer presented many challenges.  We also had to cancel a few special events due to
poor enrollment, which we believe to be a result of the economic downturn.  Like most
people and groups, we had to prioritize how to spend the funds entrusted to our
department.
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Looking to the future, we hope to work with the Kennebunkport Conservation Trust
on a comprehensive trail network, stabilize the banking at Silas Perkins Park, host a
multi-sport camp with the United States Sports Institute, and complete additional
work at The Park at Crow Hill to include regrading the parking lot, a sign, and stor-
age space.
Parks and recreation services benefit everyone—directly or indirectly.  Let’s make the
connection between past experiences and today’s successes, today’s activity and
tomorrow’s physical and emotional wellness, and today’s taxpayer support and safe
communities for our children.  So, whether you are an avid participant or a casual
observer, enjoy the many benefits of parks and recreation.
Carol G. Cook, Director of Parks & Recreation
PLANNING DEPARTMENT REPORT
Two thousand nine was a year with many changes.  The Growth Planning Committee
is continuing its work on the Comprehensive Plan that consists of an approved por-
tion of the Land Use and Hazard Mitigation Chapter. We continue to have a good
working relationship with Spatial Alternatives who provides useful data that will
help to guide future planning. Other significant planning projects include:
Goat Island
The Town approved its first Contract Zone for the restoration of Goat Island which
involves reconstructing a number of historic buildings that have been removed over
the years.
FEMA
FEMA released their preliminary floodplain maps which have shown a dramatic ef-
fect on coastal properties.  Kennebunkport and Kennebunk have jointly hired Sebago
Technics to review FEMA’s data to ensure that these maps are as accurate as pos-
sible.
Moorings
Kennebunkport received a $5,000 grant from the State Planning Office through the
Maine Coastal program which is being used to fund an inventory and analysis of off-
shore moorings.
While building permit and site plan reviews have continued to be slow, many other
tasks take place behind the scenes, such as continued work on developing the Town’s
digital database of maps and property information, inventorying our collection of prop-
erty surveys, and responding to numerous questions and concerns dealing with subdi-
vision and land use development.
Werner Gilliam, Planner/Assistance Code Enforcement Officer
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
In 2009, the police department settled into the first year of
being without a sitting President since 1999. With the ex-
ception of President George H.W. Bush’s birthday celebra-
tion which included parachuting onto the grounds of St.
Anne’s Church and the following day watching family mem-
bers parachuting onto Parson’s Field, all was quiet on the
political detail front.
Congratulations go out to Officer Jason Hafner who com-
pleted the 18 week mandatory training at the Maine Crimi-
nal Justice Academy. The timing could not have been better, as he was out in time for
the summer months.
The communications building received a make over this past year with new floors
along with an ergonomically positioned dispatch console. We are extremely proud of
the results, and we keep the building in tip top shape.
This was the first year under the Public Service Answering Points (PSAPs) or 9-1-1
answering assistance from York Police.  The transition from Biddeford was seamless
and there has been a significant cost savings. We must keep a watchful eye on the
State of Maine Public Utilities Commission and others who want to cut the number of
PSAPs which will cost us more tax dollars and force us into a system that has had
many failures including dropped calls when the citizens on the other end need emer-
gency assistance immediately. You have never had a drop in the level of service, and
we must fight to keep it that way.
The Town of Kennebunkport is under an FCC mandate to convert our two- way radio
operations to “narrowband” channel usage by January 1, 2013. This process involves
relicensing, replacing or reprogramming all of our radios.  It would be prudent for the
Town to make the changes over the next three fiscal budgets to minimize the mon-
etary impact on a given fiscal year. Last year, the police department was awarded a
federal grant that paid for all the cruiser radios, and we continue to apply for grants
for the upcoming mandated expenses. The next step is to purchase portable radios for
the police and replace some of the portable radios and base station radios for the fire,
highway and sewer departments. Lastly, we must update our radio licenses and re-
place the base stations at the communications center.
I would like to thank the town office staff, and the department heads and their crews
for the continued support during 2009. We work well as a team and special thanks to
Larry Mead for keeping us on track and moving in the same direction.
Thanks to the ladies of the Seacoast Garden Club for their diligent work in our gar-
dens. Our pride in our building extends to the beauty and maintenance of our land-
scape. Ladies, once again you made us extremely proud.
Officer Hafner at graduation.
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We say, “Grazie mille” to the Cape Porpoise Mafia for the regularly scheduled treats.
“Many thanks” from all of us here at the police and communications departments for
the continued support and acknowledgements from you our citizens that we proudly
serve and protect.
Lastly, to our staff of officers and dispatchers, thank you for your dedication to the
safety of our citizens and keeping up with the changes in laws and training to make
you better at your jobs.
Should you have any questions or concerns I am available by calling the police station
or by e-mail at jbruni@kennebunkportme.gov.
Be sure to check out our website at kennebunkportpolice.org.
Joseph Bruni Jr., Chief of Police
2008 2009
Homicide 0 0
Assaults Reported 17 12
Burglaries Report 13 8
Thefts Reported 62 58
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Fatalities 0 0
Personal Injury 10 5
Property Damage (over $500) 54 58
All Other 59 59
Total Accidents 113 122
Estimated Dollar Loss $211,594.00 $198,864.00
Arrests/Summons 
  (Motor Vehicle & Criminal) 346 398
Warnings 2,790 2,731
Defect Cards Issued 453 336
Parking Tickets 992 1,139
Assists to Public & Other Agencies 1,201 1,263
Alarms (Home & Business) 460 407
Building Checks 21,158 24,417
Total Complaints 11,677 13,586
Total Patrol Miles 149,356 151,236
Gallons of Gasoline Used 10,648 11,030.60
Training Hours (Manditory and Elective) 1,961.50 1,863.80
POLICE ACTIVITY REPORT
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND NURSING SERVICE REPORT
The Kennebunkport Public Health and Nursing Service is located at 101 Main Street,
sharing the site with the Kennebunkport police/communications departments.  A nurse
is in the office Monday–Friday, from 8:00–9:30 a.m. and from 1:00–2:00 p.m.
Messages may be left on the nurses’ answering machine by calling the office at 967-
4401. The on-call nurse checks the machine for messages on weekends and holidays.
Any messages left after 4:00 p.m. will be returned the following morning.
Residents are encouraged to visit the nurses during office hours for blood pressure
readings, blood sugar evaluations, dressing changes, as well as for treatment and
consultation. The office provides a variety of free resources and materials regarding
disease prevention, health promotion/education, and community events.
The Public Health Department continues to actively promote programs that focus on
improving the health and welfare of our community members. Our service provides
skilled nursing care in residents’ homes as well as at the public health office. Interim
Health Care assists our staff by providing Medicare covered services such as occupa-
tional therapy, physical therapy, speech therapy, home health aides and certified
nursing assistants. The Public Health Department is Medicare B certified.
The nurses made 2,348 home nursing visits and 265 health supervisory home visits.
Residents made 352 office visits for treatment and 231 for consultations. We would
like to remind residents that the Public Health Department has a free durable medical
equipment loan closet; this closet is funded by the Health Council. Articles include
wheelchairs, walkers, commodes, toilet risers, crutches, and canes.
Seven Medical Officer Complaints were filed and responded to by the Public Health
Administrator. During the past two years there has been a major restructuring by the
State of Maine Legislature in the field of Public Health. One of the legislations enacted
was to require that each of Maine’s cities or town’s Health Officer complete a four
hour course on the basic duties of the Health Officer. All Health Officers were to be
certified by July 1. Since all Health Officer complaints are directed to and investigated
by me as your Public Health Administrator, I have completed the State’s requirements.
Kennebunkport is in compliance with this new policy.
The Public Health Administrator administers the General Assistance Program, as
well as the social service programs for Kennebunkport residents and guests. The sta-
tus of this function can be found in the General Assistance report.
Our annual Flu and Pneumonia Clinic was held in October. We administered 320
doses of Flu vaccine and 20 doses of Pneumonia vaccine.  This has been the year of the
H1N1 vaccine.  As you know, the CDC initially placed restrictions on who should
receive the vaccine first. In January, the Kennebunkport Public Health finally re-
ceived 200 doses to administer to the general population. As your Public Health Ad-
ministrator, I assisted with the vaccine administration at two RSU 21 District H1N1
clinics. The Public Health Department continues to be responsible for the Hepatitis B
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administration and TB testing programs for town employees, volunteer Fire and KEMS.
A free hearing clinic was conducted by Marti Andrews, M.A., C.C.C.A. February 5 was
our kick off promotion for a stronger healthier Kennebunkport. Four hundred and
fifty pamphlets focusing on Heart Disease—the number one cause of death for women—
were distributed to Kennebunkport businesses and organizations. The Public Health
Department will be working with KEMS to offer programs that can help us make this
the decade of change.
The Shelter Alliance Program continues to be a very successful project. Funds from
recycled phones are donated to Caring Unlimited, Sanford Maine. Please bring your
used wireless phones to the Health Office.
Residents are reminded not to discard unused prescription and over-the-counter
medications in your household trash or sewer/septic systems. Please bring them to
the Public Health Department for proper disposal. Disposing medications in your septic
or sewer system can adversely affect the systems efficiency as well as influence the
status of our watersheds. Those who are using sharps such as syringes to treat Diabetes,
please bring them to our office for disposal in our Hazardous Wastes container to
prevent accidental needle sticks by family members, trash handlers and pets.
Atria Assisted Living in Kennebunk graciously provides a monthly brunch (the first
Monday of the month) for our Senior Meal Site participants. Due to limited seating,
residents are encouraged to contact the nursing office for reservations. Kennebunkport
Health Council members continue to sponsor this program. The Senior Meal Site
Christmas lunch was held at the Nonantum. We want to extend an extra thank you to
the staff of both the Atria and Nonantum for all that you do to help make this program
special for our seniors.
The Kennebunkport Public Health Department continues to manage the Healthy Maine
Beach Program. We post an advisory when the enterococci level is over 104 colonies of
bacteria. The summer of 2009 was quiet at both of our beaches. Only  four advisories
were posted: three at Goose Rocks Beach and one at Colony Beach. June 24 was our
2009 record-setting day with bacteria counts over the guideline set by the EPA at all
of the sites listed below:
Location Bacteria Colony Count
Colony Beach 121
Little River 798
Public Access Broadway 1,256
Access from 177 Kings Highway 1,483
Batson/ Smith Rivers 555
The summer of 2009 dedicated water sampling testing team consisted of Raven Dufoe,
Linda Hanna, Bill Henig, Lee Mc Curdy and Judy Barrett. As your Maine Healthy
Beach coordinator, this has been an exciting year for me. As most of you know, the
responsibilities of managing this program reach far beyond weekly bacterial sam-
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pling during the summer months. This year, thanks to Kennebunkport’s faithful vol-
unteers, several projects that have been in the works were finally completed:
• The Kennebunkport Board of Selectmen endorsed the Best Management Practices
for the Application of Pesticides and Fertilizers.
• The Kennebunkport Conservation Commission offered a program featuring
experts in the field of lawn care. The focus of this program is to reduce the
chemicals that are introduced from our lawns into our watershed, streams, and
eventually the ocean.
• The River Committee had the boat pump out station on the Kennebunk River
up and running. All boaters are encouraged to use this facility.
• The EPA designated Kennebunkport as a no discharge zone.
Kennebunkport Marina’s management and staff are to be congratulated for becoming
our first marina to earn the distinction of being designated as a Clean Marina by the
Maine Clean Boatyards and Marinas Program.  The purpose of this program is to curb
coastal pollution from storm run off, boat maintenance, fueling, waste storage and
sewage. The Kennebunkport Marina scored 100% in all five areas!
The Portside Rotarians, local lobstermen and volunteers from the Conservation Com-
mission and Trust conducted two huge beach/island clean-up days. On the fun side,
the Brownie Scouts were busy stenciling storm drains in the Dock Square area. They
wish to remind us that what we put in theses drains goes directly to our streams,
rivers and beach. This past summer, the Public Health Department distributed over
200 Healthy Maine Beach Swimming Guides and 200 Healthy Boating pamphlets. I
had the honor as a guest speaker at the 2009 Maine Beaches Conference, to present
an overview of all that you, the residents of Kennebunkport, have and continue to do
to help improve the watershed status of Kennebunkport.
The Kennebunkport Health Council invites any resident of the Town who is inter-
ested in the health and social welfare of the community to join the volunteer board.
Please contact the Public Health Department for meeting dates and times.
We wish to extend our appreciation to Dr. Willard Stitzell, D.O., the members of the
Kennebunkport Health Council, the Healthy Maine Beach volunteers, and to all who
have assisted us in our efforts to maintain a healthy community. We also wish to
thank all of our patients’ families and friends who remembered our office with memo-
rial donations.
Judith A. Barrett, R.N., B.S
Susan Y. Jackson, R.N.
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GENERAL ASSISTANCE REPORT
General Assistance Program
The General Assistance Program is mandated by the State of Maine legislature. All
recipients are responsible for meeting their own basic needs by any means available
before applying for General Assistance. All eligible recipients are required to perform
workfare; a failure to do so results in an automatic disqualification of benefits for 120
days.
Twenty-nine General Assistance applications were filed during July 1, 2008, and June
30, 2009. The focus this past year has continued to be assisting residents with finding
resources that meet the escalating rental, mortgage, food or heating rate increases.
During the winter of 2008–2009, the Kennebunkport Emergency Fuel Program pro-
vided for 18 emergency fuel deliveries of 100 gallons. This program is funded by dona-
tions. Without your generosity, many families would be struggling to keep warm this
winter. Your donations have enabled me to dedicate all funds budgeted towards the
State of Maine General Assistance Program to be used for housing assistance. Afford-
able housing continues to be a major problem for those living in communities along
the coastline of York County.
Most of the time spent covering Kennebunkport’s General Assistance and social ser-
vice programs is not reflected in the General Assistance application process. Complet-
ing an application and budget review is not necessary. The resident or a relative needs
guidance as to where to start through the maze of options in both the private and
governmental sectors.
York County is fortunate to have two free medical clinics and a new dental clinic to
provide care for those without insurance:
The Biddeford Free Clinic
189 Alfred Street
Biddeford, Maine
Hours:  6:00 to 9:00 p.m. (Monday and Thursday)
York County Community Action Free Clinic
32 Patriots Lane
Sanford, Maine
Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.  (Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday)
10:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. (Tuesday)
            Community Dental
            Thacher Brook Business Park
            Biddeford, Maine
            Hours:  8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (Monday–Friday)
            282-1305
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Food Distribution
My major concern as your General Assistance Administrator is the number of families
who are experiencing difficulty with providing meals for their household. Each year I
am seeing a steady climb in requests for access to the local food pantries, soup kitch-
ens and the State of Maine Food Stamp Program.
The residents of Kennebunkport are extremely fortunate to have several resources to
assist them. The Church Community Food Panty was utilized 129 times this past
year by Kennebunkport families. To access this program, residents must contact the
Public Health Department at 967-4401, Monday–Friday. The Church Community Out-
reach Service also offers a fresh produce/bakery goods distribution every Friday morn-
ing, 9 a.m., at Saint Martha’s Church, Route One, Kennebunk.  Kennebunkport resi-
dents have also obtained groceries at the York County Shelter and area soup kitch-
ens.
The monthly surplus food distribution program is held on the “teen” Tuesday of the
month, from 12:30–1:30 p.m., at the Dorothy Stevens Community Center, Thompson
Road, West Kennebunk. This distribution is sponsored by the General Assistance
Departments’ of Arundel, Kennebunk and “the Port.” All food is obtained through the
Food Rescue Program out of Jaggers Mills, Sanford. During the first two years of this
program, over 2.5 million pounds of food was distributed to 43 York County pantries.
At this time, I would like to extend a special thank you to all who donate nonperish-
able food at the various collection sites and to those who pick up the goods at grocery
stores and bakeries, and deliver them to our county food pantries, soup kitchens and
shelters. Thank you the stockers of shelves, the packers of boxes, the special needs
shoppers. Thank you to the Plant-A-Row volunteers who are out in the fields gleaning
fruits and vegetables and to the home gardeners and farmers who dedicate part of
their harvest to feed our neighbors. Thank you to those who took time out of their
busy holidays to shop, pack and deliver holiday dinners.  And, last but not least, the
Kennebunkport Health Council and Portside Rotary for sponsoring Stuff the Bus. On
Election Day, Kennebunkport residents filled the pantry shelves and corridors.
Secret Santa provided for nine Kennebunkport children. Thirty-nine holiday dinners
were delivered. There was no Salvation Army activity this past year.
Used cell phones are collected for Shelter Alliance to assist Caring Unlimited. Please
leave them at our door, and we will be sure to pass them along to the appropriate
agency.
General Assistance Administrators
York County General Assistance Administrators continue to meet with various fed-
eral, state and private sector representatives to review methods of funding and alter-
native resources to meet community residents’ basic needs. General Assistance Ad-
ministrators are also required to attend Department of Human Service classes to
keep current with new legislation. As Kennebunkport’s General Assistance Adminis-
trator, I am also very active as the Town’s representative on the York County Exten-
sion Service Plant-a-Row Program, York County Food Rescue Program, York County
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Emergency Fuel Task team, and the Southern Maine Breast and Cervical Cancer
coalition.
Thank Yous
A special note of thanks is extended to the Wildwood Fire Company’s Ladies Auxil-
iary, Church on the Cape, Village Baptist Church, Secret Santa, Senior Elves, the
Church Community Food Pantry, Seacoast Garden Club, American Legion Auxiliary,
Eastern Star, Portside Rotary and Kennebunkport Health Council. I would also like
to thank those in our community who donate their time and resources to help the less
fortunate in our community.
Any resident of Kennebunkport who is in need of assistance to meet a basic need, or
who has any questions concerning federal, state, or county programs is encouraged to
call the Health Office at 967-4401.
Judith A. Barrett, R.N., B.S.
REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
People always ask me how many registered voters we have in Kennebunkport.  That
is a difficult question to answer because the number changes daily.  Every day people
move into town, move out of town, pass away or have their 18th birthday.  All of these
events cause the numbers to change.  So, I will try to answer the question the best
way I can.  As of the day I wrote this report, there are:
2,655  Registered Voters
   Of those that are registered, there are:
760  Democrats
979  Republicans
70  Greens
846  Unenrolled Voters
As usual, I must thank Barbara Barwise, my deputy registrar of voters.  If you regis-
tered to vote, changed your address or changed your party enrollment at the polls, or
you came into town hall and I wasn’t there, she was the one who probably helped you.
She is always there when I need her, and she puts in long hours at the polls.  I could
not do it without her.
If you have any questions about the election process, voting or registering to vote,
please call me at 967-4243 ext. 110.  Otherwise, I’ll see you at the polls.
April Dufoe, Registrar of Voters
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Year Gallons Treated Gallons of Biosolids Yards of Compost
Produced         Produced
2009 146,939,000 1,247,550 1,200
2008 140,869,000 1,529,747 1,200
2007 119,540,000 1,293,945 1,423
2006 133,713,000 1,261,042 1,391
The treatment plant has treated more wastewater this year than it ever has, and we
still reduced the amount of biosolids produced while maintaining a 95 percent re-
moval rate.
Two thousand nine was a good year for the department; we got a lot accomplished at
the treatment plant and out on the collection system. We cleaned several miles of
gravity sewer pipes along with several pump station wet wells.  We also cleaned the
force main coming from the main pump station at Goose Rocks Beach, which is 2.3
miles long. The wet well covers at Green Street and Chicks Creek pump stations were
also replaced.
There has been an ongoing problem with cooking grease collecting in the collection
system, so we inspected all of the restaurants that are connected to the collection
system for grease traps. We checked to find out if they had a grease trap, and if so,
whether it met the requirements of the Sewer Use Ordinance. If they had a trap, we
wanted to know who cleans it, how often it gets cleaned, and how much grease they
get out of it. The restaurants that did not meet the requirements of the ordinance
were put on notice to comply with the ordinance before they open this year.
The department is now using the old highway garage on Beachwood Avenue for equip-
ment storage and to house our portable generators. Now that we have use of the
garage, we decided to make some cosmetic repairs to the building. We installed a new
steel roof with new trim and applied a fresh coat of paint to the building. We also
trimmed the trees and brush around the building and cleaned up the yard. These
changes have significantly improved the appearance of the old highway garage.
We completed the design and specifications for the upgrade to the treatment plant.
The upgrading will consist of fixing the wet well and force main from the influent
pumps. The new force main will go to a new head works building where the new
influent screens will be installed. We are also upgrading the aeration tanks to allow
us to have better control of the treatment process. We will remove the old compost
building and install a new larger building in its place. The larger building will allow
SEWER DEPARTMENT REPORT
In 2009, the Wastewater Treatment Plant processed a total of 146,939,000 gallons of
wastewater and no septic waste. The wastewater treatment process generated a total
of 1,247,550 gallons of biosolids that was composted into 1,200 yards of compost.
Just for comparison, here are the numbers for the last four years:
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us to do all of the compost within the building. Currently, we have to build compost
piles outside. We designed the upgrade to be as environmentally friendly as possible
and  applied for funding under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009,
which the federal government enacted. Unfortunately, our application was rejected.
Allan K. Moir, Sewer Superintendent
TOWN CLERK REPORT
Odd years are usually pretty quiet years for elections.  There are no caucuses, no
primaries, no state or federal officials to be elected, and relatively low voter turnouts
at the elections we hold.  Well, 2009 was anything but quiet.  We had an additional
election in January to elect Directors to RSU #21, our newly consolidated school dis-
trict with Kennebunk and Arundel.  However, the biggest surprise of all was the
turnout for the November election.  The state referendum ballot had a record of four
citizen initiatives. These are questions that people petition to place on the ballot to
make new law.  In addition, there was one people’s petition to veto a current law.
People showed up to vote like never before in an off year.  Initial statewide projections
for voter turnout were far surpassed, and Kennebunkport voters are always better
than the state.  We had a 72 percent voter turnout in November.  I even ran out of
state ballots and had to borrow some from Biddeford.  So, needless to say, I did not
have the quiet year I was expecting.
The following is a brief summary of 2009 town meetings/elections.
January 27, 2009 – Special Town Meeting
This special town meeting was held to elect three Directors to our newly formed con-
solidated school district now called RSU #21.  There were 157 votes cast either in
person or by absentee ballot.  Robert Domine was elected to the three-year term,
Maureen King to the two-year term, and Norman Archer the one-year term.
May 5, 2009 – M.S.A.D. #71 District Budget Meeting
May 19, 2009 – M.S.A.D. #71 Budget Validation Referendum Election
This was the second year we voted on the school budget in a two step process as
required by the school consolidation law. The first step is to vote the various segments
of the budget at a district-wide meeting of  the Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, and
Arundel voters.  It was held at Kennebunk High School at 7:00 p.m. for the purpose of
approving the 2009/2010 school budget.  The total budget proposed was $36,273,991.
All of the articles were approved as written in the warrant.
The second part of the school budget process was the Budget Validation election held
14 days later.  Kennebunkport, Kennebunk, and Arundel each held elections at our
own town polling places to approve the budget that was adopted at the above district
budget meeting.  In Kennebunkport, there were 206 ballots cast either in person or by
absentee ballot and when combined with the vote totals from the other two towns, the
budget passed.
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June 9, 2009 – Annual Town Meeting
The first half of our annual town meeting is a secret ballot vote to elect our town
officials and any referendum questions that the Selectmen might propose.  This year,
there were two Selectman seats and one KK&W Water District Trustee seat avail-
able.  Allen Daggett and Stuart Barwise defeated Kristi Bryant for three-year terms
to the Board of Selectmen.  Jim Burrows ran unopposed for the KK&W Water District’s
Trustee seat and was elected to another three-year term.  There were also six referen-
dum ballot questions.  All six passed regarding amendments to the False Alarm Ordi-
nance, the Fire Code Ordinance, the Comprehensive Plan, the Land Use Ordinance
concerning Shoreland Zoning and the Shellfish Conservation Ordinance.  The last
question asked the voters to approve the purchase of five acres of land behind Consoli-
dated School and Parsons Field on School Street, which they did.  This day saw 525
people voting either in person or by absentee ballot.
June 13, 2009 – Continuation of Annual Town Meeting
On Saturday morning, at 9:00 a.m., at Consolidated School, the voters reconvened to
vote on the 2009-2010 town budget.  All articles were approved as written in the
Warrant.
November 3, 2009 – Special Town Meeting
At this election, the Town ballot had five questions.  The voters easily passed amend-
ments to the Comprehensive Plan, the Fire Code Ordinance and three amendments to
the Land Use Ordinance regarding Shoreland Zoning, accessory housing and the cre-
ation of a Goat Island Light Contract Zone. One thousand nine hundred and fifty-nine
people voted either in person or by absentee ballot.
November 3, 2009 – State Referendum Election
The second ballot was the State ballot which had seven questions.  The first question,
which I suspect was the reason for the large voter turnout, was a People’s Veto to
repeal the law that would allow same sex couples to marry.  Although Kennebunkport
voted to keep the law and allow same sex marriages, statewide the law was repealed.
The next four questions were Citizen Initiatives.  The first three regarding reducing
excise tax, repealing school consolidation and “Tabor II” all failed both in
Kennebunkport and statewide.  The fourth Citizen Initiative to expand the medical
marijuana law passed in both Kennebunkport and statewide.  Question six was a
transportation bond which passed and Question seven was a constitutional amend-
ment to extend the time town clerks and registrars of voters have to certify petitions
passed in Kennebunkport but failed statewide.
I have to thank Barbara Barwise, my deputy, who is invaluable to me.  She is a huge
asset to me and the Town.  I could not do my job without her, and hopefully she knows
how much I appreciate everything she does.
I also want to thank Christian Barner, our moderator, and Barbara Rencurrel and
Claire Julian who serve as wardens for our elections.  They are required to put in very
long hours on election days and keep the polling place compliant with all of the elec-
tion laws.  I thank all my ballot clerks as well.  This year, Lillian Bartlett, Joan
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Sutter, Raven Dufoe, Mark Dufoe, Chris Perry, Pierre Boulanger, Ki Leffler, Lisanne
James, Joan Dawson, Sally McKay, Ellen Doubleday, Dave Doubleday, and Mette
Eglinton all gave up their time to work at the polls to make it possible for all of us to
express our opinions and vote.  Most have been with me quite a while and are an
invaluable resource to our town.
And now the statistics for 2009.  I issued 74 marriage licenses, many hunting and
fishing licenses and certified copies of vital records, 675 dog licenses, 1 kennel license,
27 liquor licenses, 15 special amusement permits, 60 victualers licenses, 20 nonresi-
dent recreational clam licenses, 100 resident recreational clam licenses, 2 nonresident
commercial clam licenses, 11 resident commercial clam licenses, 95 daily clam licenses,
2 trolley permits, 2 horse-drawn carriage permits, and 3 pedicab permits.  I also pro-
cessed 84 passport applications, 6 new business licenses, and 16 burial permits.  There
were 41 recorded deaths and 17 recorded births, of which 10 were girls and 7 were
boys.
Please feel free to call me any time with your questions or concerns at 967-4243 ext.
110.
April Dufoe, Town Clerk
RECORDED DEATHS – 2009
DATE DECEASED  AGE
January  4 Bertha Doris Nunan 83
February 28 Edna L. Stackpole 92
March 10 Paula Milliken Day 79
26 Byron Alfred Lowell 56
May 10 Patricia Louise Wynn 88
11 Mary Jane Burbank Crotty 71
18 Arlene Annie Eagan 94
24 Julia Frances Van Veen 82
28 Jean Paul Lavimodiere 70
29 Lyman P. Huff 91
June  6 Sue Ann Roth 56
July  2 Mary L. Philbrick 90
23 Jonathan Dorney 60
23 John M. Lescure, Jr. 82
25 Isabelle M. Gelardi 98
August  4 Stephen Mantell 51
 5 Elizabeth Smith Johnsen 61
 8 Sylvia Beatrice Block 92
 9 Dorset M. Norby 74
September  6 Paul Harry Emmons 67
10 Lillian Eva Potter 88
30 Andrew James Betses 86
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RECORDED DEATHS – 2009 Continued
DATE DECEASED  AGE
October  2 Sandra S. Armentrout 69
 7 Arthur C. Miller 89
 8 Peter Lawrence Hawco 52
17 Robert Blair Rencurrel 82
21 Joan Merritt Danckert 88
23 Shiloh Jade Pepin 10
November  6 Frank Raymond Moulton 86
10 Isabel Nere Richter 74
10 Raymond Wilbur Nunan 96
15 John Sherman Spurr 70
16 Louise Storer DeMallie 91
27 Odelite Wynette Juvelis 85
27 Norman Edward Speers 91
30 John Roland McKay, Jr. 63
December 19 Glennis V. Brooks 75
20 Mary Frances Hanson 84
23 Carolyn Ann Ward 69
25 Arnold Alden Whitehouse, Sr. 88
31 Martha Hawco 89
BUDGET BOARD REPORT
The Budget Board is again pleased to submit its report to the citizens of Kennebunkport.
As in previous years, we continue to have an excellent rapport with the Board of
Selectmen and excellent communication. Again this year, we will meet with them in
joint session as the budget is presented by the Town Manager and department heads.
We will listen carefully to the dialogue and reasoning, ask questions, and make notes.
We will then meet in a series of meetings, as a separate Board, with the Town Man-
ager and department heads, and review carefully every budget request that has been
made.  We will then make the Budget Board’s recommendations.
As in previous years, the Budget Board will request that the administrative
recommendations, the Board of Selectmen’s recommendations, and the Budget Board’s
recommendations be printed in each Article and be reported in the Town Meeting
Warrant.
The Budget Board feels that the process continues to be done in keeping with the
democratic processes that have long been a custom and tradition of Maine and New
England.
Leo Martin, Chair David Betses Dennis George
Grace Adams Douglas Dicey David James
Dan Beard Donald R. Fiske, Sr. Kathryn Leffler
Chris Perry Michelle Powell Robert Sullivan
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CEMETERY COMMITTEE REPORT
This tree fell at the Tristram Perkins Cemetery.  Two lucky headstones.
                           Others weren’t so lucky.
The Town of Kennebunkport has over 70 cemeteries. Some are quite obvious along
roadsides. Many others are in fields or woods that no one ever sees.  Thanks to Clarie
Nickerson these have all been documented to some extent, although the present Cem-
etery Committee is still learning about some of them.  Much to our delight, we came
across another cemetery this year while cleaning the Cape Porpoise Cemetery near
Turbats Creek. We discovered the cemetery as we ventured further into the under-
growth and along the creek.  Neighbors were probably aware of the cemetery, but it
was fun for us to discover it.  Like many cemeteries in town, it was overgrown and
wild, but many of the headstones were in excellent condition.
Many of the folks in town who live near or have a cemetery on their property take the
responsibility of caring for it.  We saw that Seth Grant Cemetery had been lovingly
attended to recently.  The undergrowth was cleared away and wood chips spread
around.  Now 11 headstones enjoy the beautiful landscaped setting.  If you are caring
for a cemetery, keep in mind that some headstones can be fragile.  Also, what looks
like random rocks could be markers for graves.
Unfortunately, several of our cemeteries sustained damage to headstones from large
tree branches falling on them.  Generously, one owner had the branches removed at
their own expense.  Please contact us if you are concerned about dead trees or limbs in
your cemetery.
If you are driving down School Street, notice the beautiful new headstones in the
School Street Cemetery.  These headstones replaced some severely broken ones.  Next
year, we hope to repair the iron fence that surrounds a family plot in the same cem-
etery.  There is not a lot of fancy fencing or headstones in town, but this fence is one of
the few.  We also will be installing four granite posts at the Jacob Wildes Cemetery off
of Bufflehead Road.  This will prevent cars and trucks turning around in the cem-
etery.
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Many of our cemeteries contain graves of veterans, some as far back as the Revolu-
tionary War. Thanks go to the present veterans of the American Legion who replace
the American flags that you see on these graves as you pass the cemeteries.
Springtime is when we get to see what the winter storms have wrought in our cem-
eteries. We will plan several workdays to clean up some of the graveyards. If you are
interested in joining us, just let one of us know of your interest.
Thank you to those who help maintain our cemeteries and to those who have donated
their time or money toward the upkeep of our town cemeteries.
Ruth Fernandez, Chair Ann Doe Ann Sanders
Lynda Bryan Greg Pargellis Rita Schlegel
CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
The Conservation Commission continued its efforts to educate the public about the
importance of maintaining water quality in our coastal towns as well as strengthen-
ing its goal of raising awareness on energy efficiency and renewable energy.
After the Town adopted the Best Management Practices for the Application of Turf
Fertilizers and Pesticides, we worked to educate people on this preferred, but not re-
quired, means of caring for their lawns.  We designed and implemented the “Lawns
for Lobsters” program as a way to quickly motivate community members to partici-
pate.  The success of this program exceeded our expectations.  People all around town
proudly display their lawn signs and bumper stickers, showing their participation in
the program.  Local lawn care providers and landscapers shared the program with
customers, educating its value to our coastal community.  There are many new house-
holds who are now supporters of the program simply by using less chemicals and at
the right times.  The program has caught the eye of other communities in Maine and
members of the Conservation Commission are attending conferences and meeting with
other Commissions to help grow the program.  To learn more about the program,
please visit our webpage under the link “appointed boards” on the Town Website.
Guided by the recent skyrocketing prices of oil and the knowledge that the State of
Maine is too dependent on energy sources not made here, the Conservation Commis-
sion has begun to focus more of its efforts on renewable energy and energy efficiency.
This fall, we wrote a grant offered through the State based on Federal Stimulus Funds
for a demonstration renewable energy project.  Specifically, we requested funds for
two wind turbines for our town.  We are pleased to announce that our grant was
awarded.  The wind turbines are small in size, meant to provide some of the electricity
for a home or small business.  The one out at Walker Point is a similar system that the
Town will be installing.
We also held a meeting with the town manager, police chief, and Naoto Inoue of Solar
Market in Arundel to discuss the possibilities of implementing some electricity gener-
ating solar systems, also known as solar pv.  Mr. Inoue shared with the group an
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exciting new business venture where a solar system is created under the formula of a
Power Purchasing Agreement.  This offers a unique opportunity for the town to re-
ceive electricity for a fixed price of 10 percent below current utility rates for 25 years
with an option to renew.  If you would like to learn more about this, please contact
Sarah Lachance.
We cosponsored a speaking event with Portside Rotary where we listened to Allison
Kanoti from the Maine Forest Service.  She educated the group on the threats of
hemlock woolly adelgid and elongate hemlock scale.  Her presentation can be found
online at www.maineforestservice.org/InvasiveThreats.htm.
We also wrote an informational bulletin for the local cable channel letting folks know
that they may qualify for free weatherization through LIHEAP.  Some community
members participated and are now enjoying tightly insulated homes!
As we have in the past, a few of our members worked with the Kennebunkport Con-
servation Trust with the Discovery Days and Trust in our Children programs. We also
worked with the DMR in their phytoplankton monitoring program.
Sarah Lachance, Chair
Deborah Bauman Ruth Fiske Nancy Kling
Alice Finnegan Lynn Jourdan Stacy Towne
GOVERNMENT WHARF REPORT
Government Wharf
Things were very quiet for the reporting year of 2009 at Government Wharf, and it
was yet another challenging year for the commercial fishing industry as a whole.
With record high bait prices and other daily expenses combined with very low catch
prices, the lobster industry could see even tougher times ahead.
With the economy also still in it current state, funding is still an issue for the planned
revitalization project of Government Wharf. At the moment, the project is on hold
until funding to do the project can be obtained.
There is nothing else significant to report of Government Wharf at this time.
Thank you for your continued support of the commercial Maine fisherman.
Raymond Billings, Chair Ron Francoeur
Jeff Davis Dennis H. Goulet
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GROWTH PLANNING COMMITTEE REPORT
At the last town warrant vote in November, the Town voted to adopt the “Hazard
Mitigation Plan” chapter. Since then, the Growth Planning Committee has concen-
trated on the concept of growth areas and growth permit regulation/direction.
We have been gathering data from existing town maps; have received wonderful as-
sistance from the sewer department and additional information generated by “Spatial
Alternatives” to plot current sewer/water lines and those properties serviced by this
infrastructure.  This data collection has shown those areas of town that have the
greater density of these services.
These maps and charts have helped immensely to develop our latest warrant item
which will appear on the June ballot as “Growth Areas.”
We continue to present warrant articles we feel are not too lengthy in their language,
maintain a plan for our land that can both support growth, continue to provide the
visual corridors of beauty that we call home, and reward our landowners for their
stewardship and investment.
The presentation of our concepts and ideas in an educational format via televised
meetings appears to have been successful due to a lack of negative public input in
regard to what the new language or ideas may be.  We will continue to solicit input
from the public regardless of the issue even though it may be viewed as political and
may indeed be serving a large contingency or perhaps only an individual observation.
If the committee finds the input valuable, we will always attempt to make changes to
our warrant proposals time willing.
You, the residents of Kennebunkport, our selectmen and town employees have been
pivotal in our past success and likewise in our future endeavors.
I would like to thank Anita Carroll for her years of service as a committee member;
her voice was always very appreciated and insightful.
Thank you.
Jamie Houtz, Chair John Daggett Dan Saunders, Secretary
Bob Almeder, Vice-Chair Charles Reid, Sr. 1 vacancy
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KENNEBUNK RIVER COMMITTEE REPORT
The Committee continues to meet monthly to review all activity relative to the
Kennebunk River. The significant event of 2009 was the successful launch of the “pump-
out station.”  This event was formally recognized by the DEP and EPA.  After a slow
start for utilization, it gained momentum as the season progressed and is considered
a success.  We plan to continue usage and availability in 2010 coincident with the
boating season.
Several requests for docks/wharfs/moorings were handled during the year in due course.
Overall, the 2009 boating season appears to have been enjoyed by all.
Priorities for 2010:
• Pursue DEP grant for new pump-out vessel
• Review and update of the existing River Ordinance
• Pursue “fishing zone” for the fishing fleet
• Develop “strategic plan” for the river to include dredging as well as overall
maintenance of the river as a precious resource
The Harbormaster, Jim Nadeau, continues to provide outstanding support to the Town,
Committee, and its residents.
The Committee recognizes continued support and cooperation from the three towns.
Joel Beck, Chair
Committee Members
Arundel Kennebunk Kennebunkport
Joel Beck, Chair Peter Hatch Mike Harlow
Robert Williamson Grant Nelson Mark Sutton, Secretary
Dave Parr Richard Woodman
Pete Donovan (alternate)
LIGHTING COMMITTEE REPORT
We see our mission as preserving the night sky for residents, visitors and future gen-
erations. The old incandescent platter lights create a unique ambience to our area.
There are many projects that the Planning Board has asked our help in evaluating for
compliance with our ordinance this year. It has been a quiet year with few projects
coming before us for review.
The Committee started to review our ordinance as to its relevance to recent projects
that we have been asked to review.
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Anyone interested in our night environment in town is encouraged to join the Light-
ing Committee.
Please read our ordinance, available on line, and evaluate your own exterior lighting
for compliance.  If there are any questions, please give our committee a call for assis-
tance.
James M. Stockman, Chair Robert Fairbanks Julie Gerrish
George Acker Gavin Falconer Marie Henriksen
PARSONS WAY COMMITTEE REPORT
The Parson Way Committee continues to care for Parsons Way.  Our mission to main-
tain the vegetation persists with annual trimming, thus preserving the intent of Henry
Parsons that the parcel “. . . should be kept free for its scenic effect and natural beauty
and for the enjoyment of the townspeople and their guests . . . and should be kept open
and clear for the unobstructed view of the ocean. . . .”
The Parsons Way Committee meets periodically as needed to discuss the annual trim-
ming, the possible eradication or control of invasive species, and bench installation,
maintenance and requests.  The Committee also meets periodically with the Conser-
vation Commission to discuss their concerns with invasive species and any new devel-
opments to deal with the containment of them, and with our town manager, Larry
Mead, to discuss any public concerns or developments.
This past summer, the Parsons Way Committee collaborated with the Conservation
Commission and the Kennebunkport Conservation Trust to install a memorial to honor
former President George Bush and his contributions to our community.  The installa-
tion is called “Anchor to Windward” and is located at Blowing Cave directly across
from Walkers Point.
Louise Spang, Chair
Richard Griffin
PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Planning Board’s agenda was active throughout 2009, with an interesting mix of
applications and actions.  Members of the Board were also active on the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee on Shoreland Zoning and with the Growth Planning Committee.  As of this
writing, the Board continues to have one vacancy, and we encourage any interested
applicants to apply through the town manager’s office.
After several years of review and work by the Planning Board as well as by many
town departments and State agencies, final approval of a major, 80-unit subdivision,
CDMK, Olde Port Village, was granted with several conditions, in March 2009.  The
final plan incorporated suggestions and conditions arising from public input, Plan-
ning Board, peer engineering, and Federal, State and Town reviews. All of these re-
sulted in several significant changes in the proposed development’s layout and infra-
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structure.  The approval also included some multiplexes in the Village Residential
Zone part of the project application and was done under the site plan review process.
In addition to the CDMK subdivision review and approval, the applications before the
Board included:
PURPOSE OF APPLICATION                                   NUMBER OF CASES
Residential building renovation, rebuilding, or landscaping 8
Nonresidential additions or change of use 6
Piers or ramps 5
Revision of previously approved subdivision or site plan approvals 5
Maintenance dredging  (Kennebunk River) 3
Bank stabilization 1
Easement creation/driveway installation 1
Golf course improvements 1
In the second half of the year, there was an increase in applications for improvements
in the Shoreland Zone/Floodplain, some presumably prompted by the impending change
in FEMA’s floodplain maps.
Gordon Ayer, Ken Burford, Leo Famolare, John Hathaway and Greg Reid continued
their excellent contributions to the Board. We also wish to thank Lisa Harmon in the
code enforcement office and Trish Saunders (minutes) for their excellent support dur-
ing the year. The Board looks forward to a busy and productive 2010.
David Kling, Chair
RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT
Two thousand nine was both busy and rewarding.
Our year started off with a series of themed Saturday Night Skates at The Park at
Crow Hill. Attendance was good, and the enthusiasm was energizing. The Father/
Daughter dance was once again a success. Spring and fall soccer were well attended
by area athletes, volunteering parents and sponsorships from our very supportive
business community. Our senior trips were also very good, with never a vacant seat
and often a waiting list.
We are extremely excited that we were able to bring back the Halloween Festival to
Temple Street. It was truly rewarding to experience the effort and commitment of
countless adult and teenage volunteers as well as experience the joy and excitement
of the young ghouls and goblins.
The Committee is looking to the future and how we can continue to provide an atmo-
sphere where both resident and visitor, young and old, can get out or come together
and find active, healthy ways to enjoy community, fellowship, and fun.
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The Recreation Committee would like to once again give thanks and acknowledgement
to our very supportive townspeople, our wonderful volunteers and to the generous
local businesses. Without the trust and support of all of you, we could not provide the
programming we believe in so much, both now and future. Thank you.
 
Seth Kenneway, Chair Dave Johnson Lisa Ottman
Doug Dicey Josephine Hunt Mike Sullivan
Sean Ferrick, Secretary Eileen Miller
SEWER ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT
This past year, the Committee had but one formal meeting with a quorum.  During
this meeting, the 2009 budget proposal was unanimously approved.
The group was updated on the mailing of a Grease Trap pamphlet with the sewer bill
concerning proper usage and when required.  The grease trap inspections were started
in the spring of 2009.  These inspections will be ongoing to ensure proper usage to
prevent clogging of the sewer system lines.
The sewer department sponsored a Consolidated School fourth grade tour of the de-
partment to show how it processes the Town’s waste.
The department has maintained a very favorable operation during the past year.  It
has an adequate supply of needed replacement parts to prevent a major breakdown.  It
is in the process of standardizing parts, where practical, and improving the waste
handling chambers for better drainage and cleaning.
The superintendent and the chair kept in contact during the remaining part of the
year.  Other formal meetings were not needed.
C. Ripley Emerson, Jr., Chair Bob Convery Richard Johnson
Stephen Couture Joseph Martin Mead
SHADE TREE COMMITTEE REPORT
In 2009, Kennebunkport was named a Tree City USA for the 32nd consecutive year by
the National Arbor Day Foundation. Our new flag, “32 years” banners for our road
signs and our complimentary Nyssa Silvatica tree were all delivered by the Project
Canopy staff from Augusta. We are grateful for all of their support. This year’s tree
was planted at the police/communications/nurses center on Main Street. We are creat-
ing quite a varied canopy there.
Our trees suffered a lot of damage during the ice storm. A lot of the removals were
covered by FEMA funds. The rest of the damage was handled by the town highway
department (still using that chipper that our Arborist, Bob Palmer, sold to the Town
for $1.00!) and our committee funds.
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The Committee was able to cut their budget request by $5,000 due to our savings by
using the more economical Dutch Trig treatment for the elms.
Our local Arbor Day celebration was held at Consolidated School on Friday, May 22.
Some of the students performed a special program they had prepared and Town Man-
ager Larry Mead spoke. Our new bookmarks about our tree program were given to the
entire student body.
Of the several trees that we planted this year, the American Red Maple that will
someday replace our much loved grand maple that overhangs Dock Square is the most
visible. A Red Leaf maple and fir were added to the North Street parking lot plus a
chestnut was planted on School Street.
Our diligent Arborist, Bob Palmer, determined some of our elms have Dothiorella
Ulmi fungus which mimics Dutch elm disease. There is no chemical treatment for the
fungus so an aggressive fertilizing program will be done to strengthen the elm trees.
Our town still has one of the largest numbers of old elms still standing in the State.
Thanks to our arborist and Rick Griffin, our tree warden, our elms plus our canopy
continue to flourish.  We greatly appreciate these men.
The Brown Tail moth, Hemlock Wooly Edelgid, and the Emerald Ash Borer all were
found in parts of our community this year. The two Hemlocks in our inventory were
removed.
Cooperation with the Town Conservation Commission and the Land Trust has begun.
In 2010, we hope to share an Earth Day program with the Conservation Commission.
The Land Trust owns many parcels around the Town on which we would like to plant
some new trees.
We welcomed new member, Steve Doe, to the Committee this year. He has already
shown he is a valuable addition.
We again extend our thanks to Larry Mead and all of his staff for their support and
commitment to our program. Our program would not be successful without the verbal
and monetary support from you, the taxpayers, and we thank you all.
We look forward to installing our “33 years” banners on the roadside signs next spring
and continue to promote tree pride in our community.
Joanne Gamble, Chair Ron Hanby Suzanne Stohlman
Steve Doe Ki Leffler RickGriffin, Tree Warden
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SHELLFISH CONSERVATION COMMITTEE REPORT
A commercial digger with 50 pounds of clams.
For the year, the Town sold 100 resident, 20 nonresident, 11 commercial (of which two
were nonresident), and 95 daily, recreational shellfish licenses.  We are not request-
ing any changes in the number of licenses, license fees, or commercial harvest amounts
for the 2010 calendar year.
The year saw indefinite closures of clam flats in towns south of us due to personnel
shortages at the Department of Marine Resources, but we escaped the ax because we
had commercial licenses availability, and thus were viewed as having a financially
productive resource.  We had 22 days of flood closures and 55 days of Red Tide clo-
sures, the latter occurring during July and August, our most productive season, re-
grettably.
The annual survey of our flats indicated that we have an actively spawning and in-
creasing healthy population of softshell clams and that the increase in the number of
diggers has not had a negative impact upon our resources, so the future looks good.
During 2009, the Town suffered the loss of Arnold Whitehouse, who was for many
years our shellfish conservation warden.  We miss his advice and counsel.
David Conway, Clam Warden
Ross Anderson Norman Nunan, Sr.
J. Steven Kingston Eric Wildes
Chris Nunan Charles Zeiner
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SIDEWALK COMMITTEE REPORT
Our report for the coming year shows anticipated new work as well as some work
carried over from 2009.
The Committee would like, first of all, to recognize and commend our Town Manager,
Larry Mead, for taking such an interest in sidewalks and especially for envisioning a
comprehensive plan which will serve to connect our three communities:  Dock Square,
Cape Porpoise, and Goose Rocks.  Thank you, Larry, for your leadership, vision, and
community spirit!
On Route 9 between Consolidated School and Cape Porpoise, the sidewalk has been
extended from Briarwood to Bailey Court.  It will be continued from Bailey Court to
reach the police station and down to eventually meet Wildes District Road.  This work
involves paving the shoulder and marking it with a white line.
In Cape Porpoise on Pier Road, the existing sidewalk from the Wayfarer extending
down to the head of the cove narrows to a crosswalk, presenting a safety issue because
of the sharp curve.  This part of the sidewalk will be removed and grassed over.  In its
place, a new sidewalk with granite curbing will be built on the opposite side of the
street, extending from the head of the cove around the curve to the driveway before
the Wright Gallery, where a cross walk will be placed.
On Ocean Avenue from Union Square to Green Street, the existing sidewalk is narrow
in places and in disrepair.  This is a heavily traveled area especially in the summer
when there are a series of craft shows on the Village Green.  A new sidewalk will be
constructed with curbing where needed.
In Dock Square, there are steps leading from Mountain Tops T-Shirts down to a hard
top walkway that extends across the entrance to the Honor Parking area.  From there,
pedestrians have nowhere to go but out into the busy street.  A new sidewalk will
allow them to continue safely around the corner to a crosswalk which will lead to
steps heading back up Union Street and perhaps a stop for an ice cream cone!
In Goose Rocks, the left side shoulder on Dyke Road heading to Kings Highway will
have hardtop and a white line to make safe passage for walkers and cyclists.
On North Street across from the fire department, there will be a sidewalk from the
fire department to Bishop Woods.
Thank you for your continued support as we strive to keep our beautiful town safe and
convenient for everyone.
Tony Viehmann, Chair
Joseph Bruni, Chief of Police John Hirst, Highway Superintendent
Ralph Clement Barbara Winterson
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SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
Two thousand nine was a better year for our community in the area of waste and
recycling. We generated 167.4 less tons of waste to be burned at MERC in Biddeford,
which also means less tipping fees. We also increased our recycling total to 426.24
tons or 18 percent of the waste. We are still short of the goal set by the State of Maine
but much better than last year’s miserable 7 percent.
Saturday pick up at Goose Rocks continues each summer and does make for a tidier
area during the summer home season. Two waste containers at almost each entrance
to Goose Rocks Beach are still overflowing at the end of the day. Again, homeowners
are putting household waste in the beach containers. Please stop! If you are not going
to be here on Saturday, ask a neighbor to put your can away. Thanks to all in our town
who are so dedicated to recycling. With all recyclables being mixed in the same con-
tainer, it should be easy for everyone to do.
We give our continuing thanks to Oceanside Rubbish of Wells for the great job they do
collecting our trash and recyclables. Good job!
A big thank you also to Joan Dawson who includes holiday trash and recycling pickup
notices in her column for our town in the York County Coast Star.
Ki Leffler, Chair Rip Emerson
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS REPORT
The Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) is made up of seven town residents who consider
four types of applications:
• Variance (Involves lot size, lot coverage, or setbacks.)
• Administrative Appeal (The ZBA can overturn a decision from the Code
Enforcement Office.)
• Home Occupation (The ZBA can grant approval for a resident to conduct a
home business.)
• Conditional Use.
The ZBA’s decisions are based upon the Land Use Ordinance (LUO). Each case has its
own set of facts, and the ZBA addresses those facts as they relate to the LUO. There
were relatively few applications presented to the ZBA in 2009.
The ZBA meets as needed on the second and fourth Monday at the Village Fire Sta-
tion.
Mark Messer, Chair                
Beth Maloney                          Herb A. Cohen       Janet DesChenes
Richard Smith Chris Perry        Thomas Shore, Jr.
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ARUNDEL CEMETERY CORPORATION REPORT
Two thousand nine was another active year for the Arundel Cemetery.
The clerk recorded deeds for seven new lot sales.  There were 33 burials, 16 of which
were full burials and 17 were cremations.  This amount makes cremations 51 percent
of the total burials.  This is the first year in the last six that this percentage has
dropped.  There was a steady increase from 2004 at 33 percent to 65 percent in 2008.
The national trend seems higher this year.
Care of the grounds remains a high priority for the Board. Every spring and fall the
Board spends time at the cemetery removing decorations from the past season and
doing a general inspection of the site. We always welcome volunteers to help at this
time.
Stan Fifield, our superintendent, reported that due to the weather last summer, he
was unable to complete some of the repair projects that he  anticipated.  This year, he
hopes to level some of the roadways and rebuild several of the roads.
We are pleased that Linda Littell has resumed her duties as clerk of the corporation.
As always, Linda is a fountain of information about the cemetery.  She may be reached
at 967-6114.
As in the past, we wish to thank the Town of Kennebunkport for its continued support
in our efforts to care for the graves of our veterans. On Memorial Day, it is always a
thought-provoking sight to see the flags on each veteran’s grave.
Lois Badger, Secretary
Officers Directors
Cecil Benson, Jr., President Rev. Patricia Adams John Cluff
Ben Nest, Vice-President Robert Badger Rev. Robert Howes
Lois Badger, Secretary Lillian Bartlett William Wildes
Daan Troost, Treasurer Virginia Bradbury Kris Woodman
Linda Littell, Clerk Ellsworth Bridges, Jr.
Wilbur Cluff, Sexton
Stanley Fifield, Superintendent
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KENNEBUNK, KENNEBUNKPORT
AND WELLS WATER DISTRICT REPORT
The Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells Water District is a quasi-municipal pub-
lic water utility that was established in 1921 by an act of the Maine State Legislature.
The District serves an area that encompasses the Towns of Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport, Wells, Ogunquit, Arundel and small portions of Biddeford and York.
The area includes a population which varies seasonally from about 30,000 to over
100,000.  It is directed by a four-member Board of Trustees, one each elected from the
Towns of Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, Wells and Ogunquit.
For the Water District, 2009 was a unique and challenging year, marked primarily by
a significant drop in water demand caused by the ongoing national economic down-
turn combined with a very rainy summer season. The District also saw the resolution
of some longstanding litigation and the gradual winding down of the controversial
debate that began in 2008 relating to the sale of excess spring water for resale as
bottled water.  In spite of the economic downturn, the District experienced some growth
(74 new accounts), resulting in a customer growth rate of about 0.6 percent, as com-
pared with the typical 1½  to 2 percent growth rate of the past 12 years.
The District is continually evaluating itself; looking for opportunities to improve ser-
vice and to reduce costs. Through attrition, job-sharing and cross-training between
departments, an additional full-time position was eliminated, saving over $60,000 in
wages and benefits. As a short-term method of reducing operating costs, several large
water main projects (with high material costs) were postponed and replaced by a se-
ries of smaller diameter, lower cost, seasonal main replacement projects.
Due primarily to the poor economy and a relatively wet summer, the total annual
water production of 881 million gallons was 11 percent less than that of 2008. The
District’s recently (2007) developed groundwater sources were once again instrumen-
tal in helping the District meet water demands without the need for purchasing water
from neighboring utilities, while reducing chemical costs by nearly $85,000.  For the
first time ever, the District produced more drinking water from groundwater sources
than from its historical surface water source, Branch Brook.  Due to the many finan-
cial, operational and water quality benefits relating to the use of groundwater, we are
currently in the process of developing an additional local, high-quality groundwater
supply in the Alewive area of West Kennebunk.
As part of the conclusion of a regulatory proceeding relating to ongoing litigation with
a local developer, the District implemented its first revenue-neutral rate schedule
redesign on April 1, 2009.  This resulted in a water rate reduction for most “small”
annual customers and an increase for many seasonal customers. The rate schedule is
available on our website at www.kkw.org.
The District is proud to be one of only two water utilities in Maine to ever receive the
SHAPE award from the Maine Department of Labor and Bureau of Labor Standards.
This award, whose acronym stands for “Safety and Health Award for Public Sector
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Employers,” is to recognize employers that strive to provide a “safe and healthful”
workplace for its employees.  The award is only given to exemplary employers after a
thorough review and inspection of the employer’s Safety and Health Policies and Pro-
cedures by a Safety Works consultant.
The following is a partial list of distribution projects funded and installed by the Dis-
trict during 2009.  These projects typically relate to our goal of optimizing water qual-
ity and improving system reliability by replacing outdated and substandard facilities
with an eye toward accommodating anticipated growth.
Brown Street, Kennebunk:  Replaced 2,666 feet of old 8-inch Transite (concrete) water
main with an 8-inch PVC main. (Elimination of leakage prone main and done in con-
junction with a town road rebuilding project.)
Elm Street, Kennebunk: Replaced 250 feet of old 2-inch wrought iron and galvanized
water main with a 3-inch HDPE main. (Water quality and potential for leaks.)
Old Alewive Road, Kennebunk: Replaced 876 feet of old 2-inch galvanized water main
with an 8-inch PVC main. (Water quality and fire suppression improvement.)
Haverhill Avenue, Kennebunkport: Replaced 640 feet of old 2-inch galvanized sum-
mer main with a 3-inch HDPE main. (Elimination of leakage prone main and water
quality improvement.)
Route One, Wells: Replaced 1,450 feet of old 10-inch cast iron main with a 20-inch
ductile iron main–second phase of a two phase 3,100 foot project. (Fire suppression,
transmission and water quality improvement.)
Bourne Avenue, Wells: Replaced 395 feet of seasonal 10-inch main with a 12-inch
HDPE main.  (In conjunction with MDOT bridge replacement project.)
Dixon Run Road, Ogunquit:  Replaced 800 feet of old 2-inch galvanized summer main
with a 3-inch HDPE main. (Elimination of leakage prone main and water quality
improvement.)
Cedar Lane, Ogunquit:  Replaced 1,100 feet of old 2-inch galvanized summer main
with a 3-inch HDPE main. (Elimination of leakage prone main, pressure and water
quality improvement.)
Chestnut Road and Birch Drive, Ogunquit:  Replaced 1,563 feet of old 2-inch galva-
nized summer main with a 3-inch HDPE main. (Elimination of leakage prone main,
pressure and water quality improvement.)
In addition to the above projects, individuals and developers funded numerous water
main extensions totaling over 2,000 feet in length.
Drinking water quality remains a top priority.  We are pleased to report that in addition
to making aesthetic water quality improvements with our unique blending of
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groundwater and surface water, all State and Federal water quality standards were
met during 2009.  By maintaining a well-trained staff and continually upgrading our
process equipment and control systems, we continually strive to assure the highest
degree of reliability in the quality of drinking water for our customers.
The Trustees of the District appreciate the continuing effort and dedication of their
employees, as well as the support and cooperation of their customers, area contractors
and State and local municipal officials.
James E. Burrows, President Normand R. Labbe, Superintendent
Thomas P. Oliver, Vice President Scott J. Minor, Assistant Superintendent
Richard H. Littlefield, Trustee Wayne A. Brockway, Treasurer
Robert A. Emmons, Trustee
KENNEBUNKPORT CONSERVATION TRUST
Most of us greeted 2009 with a high level of uncertainty. Our economy had been shaken
and no one really knew how long the recovery would take or what each of our personal
losses would be. World events made us uneasy and a difficult heating season reminded
us all of how quickly those events could affect us here at home. What we could take
comfort and pleasure in, both then and now, were the simple things, those that we get
to witness and enjoy every day in Kennebunkport. We get to see the sun rising over
vistas of magnificent beauty and setting in a display of color that makes us glad to be
alive. We can take walks along quiet wooded paths or spend the day on the glimmer-
ing white sand of Goose Rocks Beach.  We can picnic on the islands of Cape Porpoise,
or at the Grist Mill, or at the Emmons Preserve.  We can snowshoe or cross country
ski along open fields, go fishing in a nearby pond or take a favorite book to a spot
where only the call of the birds and the nearby river falling over moss covered rocks
can be heard. We can join our friends and neighbors in a visit to Goat Island Light-
house or work with them on a community project or event. We can see our children
learning from the landscape and witness a new generation of eyes opened to the won-
ders that surround us.  These are the best things in life, the important things. They
are all around us, everlasting and free.  They are the net result of a long-range vision
devoted to setting aside the most important properties in our community for all to
enjoy, in good times and in bad, for this generation and for all who will follow. They
are the net result of this community’s continued support of the Kennebunkport Con-
servation Trust. The challenges that faced us at the first of the year were great, but
the response of our membership was greater. Uncertainties turned to confidence, and
then delight as the year grew to be our most successful ever.
Land acquisition is always the first priority of the KCT. Early in the year we received
the magnificent donation of the beautiful home and land of Charles and Susan Leahy,
overlooking fields to the ocean on the Mills Road. The Leahy’s will retain lifetime
tenancy and will pay all expenses during those years, after which the buildings will be
used as a center for lifelong learning. An easement protects the view shed, one of the
prettiest anywhere. In the years to come, programs will be developed to benefit the
people of the Kennebunks, tying them to nature, the local environment and commu-
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nity. A separate extraordinary gift has bought a $1 million life insurance policy on the
couple with the Trust as the beneficiary, guaranteeing that the properties will be
endowed and well maintained by the Trust. For these gifts, we are extremely grateful
and excited by the many possibilities they create.
Our promise to the citizens when we accepted ownership of the Town forest lots was
that we would do our best to enhance and improve the properties. That process started
with the purchase of the Steele lands and continued this year with the purchase of
three separate parcels totaling 131 acres with a combined price of $190,000. Collec-
tively, they serve to unite our holdings and provide for a much improved trail system.
Finally, toward the end of the year, we were delighted to receive a lovely Sand Point
shore lot. It was the generous gift of William and Catherine Nixon and will serve to
protect the beauty that is loved by all at Goose Rocks Beach.
Liener Temerlin also assisted the Trust at Sand Point by securing the shoreline of one
of our other waterfront holdings. On the River Green a new section of lawn was cre-
ated, trees damaged by winter storms were attended to, benches were repaired, and
new granite curbing installed by the Town solved a serious erosion problem while
making the property even more attractive. The Kennebunk High School Interact Club
helped to clean up downed trees at Tyler Brook and work continued on the trails
there. Bill Case, Bud Danis, Chris Smith and Brandon Gillard put in countless back
breaking hours expanding the trails in the Town forest. At the Emmons Preserve, Bill
and Bud did a great job on stonework in the field in addition to numerous other projects.
A new stone bench was installed by the Rundquist family in honor of loved ones. 
Improvements were made to all buildings and the grounds, and the Trust headquar-
ters was used to support a wide variety of causes. The local Daisy Scouts and Cub
Scouts hold their meetings at the building.  A ride on behalf of a cure for autism, a
Miles for Max fundraising ride, the Graves Memorial Library, Equest, York County
Audubon Society, the local Rotary clubs and many more groups made use of the facil-
ity to help their own worthwhile causes. Family gatherings and rentals helped to keep
the building revenue neutral.
The Seacoast Garden Club purchased native plants, created a garden spot and did the
planting to beautify the Grist Mill property. Dave James continued to mow the lawn
and keep it looking great. Permits were obtained to install a float for canoe and kayak
access to the river and to run utilities to the Clem Clark boathouse. Richard Beckwith
was hired to be the project manager of the Grist Mill to explore the sites future poten-
tial and possibilities including more beautiful grounds and the potential of rebuilding
the Grist Mill building for a Kennebunk River Learning Center to be tied into our
Trust in our Children program.
New floats were installed on Goat Island which made the island easier to access. Once
again, Scott and Karen Dombrowski, with the assistance of many volunteers, contin-
ued to oversee the island, devoting countless hours to making sure that it remains
both safe, historic and a source of community pride.  Kennebunkport’s first contract
zone was approved by voters to allow for the future historic reconstruction of the
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lighthouse and adjacent outbuildings. Seventy-two percent of the Town’s registered
2,729 voters went to the polls and 1,636 said yes, while 267 said no. Fifty-three bal-
lots were left blank. Once again, we were grateful for the Trust’s wonderful support
among residents. An initial archaeological dig was started in the fall and will con-
tinue in the spring and further permitting is underway.
Under the leadership of Bob Haskell, the island stewards kept a watchful eye on the
Trust’s holdings in Cape Porpoise harbor, keeping them clean, safe, ecologically sound
and a source of great pleasure for all who visit them. In the spring, two dozen lobstermen
joined Maine Island Trail Association and Trust volunteers and were able to remove
2.67 tons of debris from the islands. Our thanks go out to all who helped with the
clean up.  It was both fun and obviously very successful. Early in the summer, the
Brown Tail Moth made its way to Vaughn’s Island, causing the cancellation of at
least two weeks of camping programs. Experts were contacted to find out the best
means of dealing with the problem, and the stewards took the lead in contacting
neighbors on the mainland to warn and inform them. They were involved in a number
of seal rescues, campsite clean ups and teaching experiences. Our thanks go out to all
who are involved for their dedication and good work.
Peter Sargent stepped down from the Trust’s Board of Directors and will be missed.
Peter served the organization since its founding in 1973, and no one has been more
dedicated to its work. We are sure that he will remain active. We welcomed to the
Board Bill Dugan, Christ Angelos and Steve Kingston, and we are already benefiting
from their knowledge and commitment to the cause. We continued to improve our
corporate procedures by adopting a conflict of interest policy, a new acquisition policy
and creating a new advisory board to assist the director. Mike Weston continued to
improve our financial records, budget and long-range projections.
The Trust in Our Children program ran smoothly, to the delight of the children, their
parents and teachers. Spring and fall field trips took place along with additional in
class presentations by Trust volunteers. Pam Morgan and Nancy Naimey presented
the “Trust in our Children” program to a Maine Environmental Educational Confer-
ence.  Tom, Pam and Nancy presented it at the Maine Land Conservation Conference,
the annual State Land Trust Convention. Both were received very positively. In addi-
tion to Maine towns, materials have been sent to California and to Bedford, New
Hampshire, and Nancy published an article about the program in the newsletter of
the New England Association of Schools and Colleges. In recognition of all that they
have contributed, Pam and Nancy were voted the Trust’s 2009 volunteers of the year.
They represent so many others who have brought their time and talents to the pro-
gram making it something that we can be very proud of.
A wide variety of events were held by the Trust during the course of the year. Twelfth
Night brought over 100 people to the building to recreate an early town meeting. A
Volunteer Appreciation Night was held with a performance by Viehmann the Amaz-
ing.  David Mallett performed to a full and appreciative house.  Dan and Sarah Beard
put on a great bean supper at Atlantic Hall. Two weeks of “Discovery Days” brought
children more in touch with their community.  Kennebunk Savings Bank contributed
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$2,000 to pay for the appearance of the James Montgomery Blues Band at our 15th
annual Phil Matthews Memorial Lobsterbake.  The event turned out to be one of our
best ever and included spectacular fireworks courtesy of Atlas Fireworks. We also
made a commemorative poster of the past 15 years. Lynn Jourdan made a beautiful
quilt for us to raffle. The Leahy reception was wonderful, a beautiful setting, a full
moon rising over the fields, good wine and good company. The Flotilla of Friends to
Goat Island was both very scenic and very enjoyable. About 65 people were on the
island, most coming in kayaks and canoes. All had a good time. We held another
successful Trust in Art auction in conjunction with the Heartwood College of Art, and
Brian Prichard ran another colorful and enjoyable antique car road rally for the Trust.
There were many other success stories throughout the year. A new website was de-
signed and instituted with help of Rob Rice, David Jourdan, Paul LaChance and oth-
ers. Keith Fletcher was hired to submit grants on behalf of the Trust. He completed
and submitted a bridge application with the help of Dana Morton which will connect
the Emmons Preserve with our land across the Batson. Penny Leman volunteered
two days a week in the summer organizing various written materials and getting
them onto the computer, an awesome task that she tackled with efficiency and good
cheer.
Thanks to Brian Strack for finding it and Lois Samuels for buying it, we now have the
voice trumpet of John Lord, the first Goat Island lightkeeper. His name is inscribed in
the brass. It is a very exciting artifact and will be a wonderful display item for the
lighthouse. Our archaeologists have found some pretty interesting items on Stage
Island and are excited about it all. They peg themselves at a 7 or 8 out of 10 in terms
of great finds—and there’s still a lot more to come. Interact kids helped with the dig.
Arnie Amoroso came up with the best find, the neck and top of a medicine bottle—
circa 1640. Two more Native American artifacts were also found and donated to the
Trust.
Our team of scanners continued to add old photos to our collection. Charlie Wright
continued to keep our webcam focused on beautiful shots. A “Thought of the Week”
kept us in touch with our membership. An Anchor to Windward fund was able to raise
the necessary funds put anchor on Ocean Avenue in honor of President Bush (41) and
landscape the area. Our investment team met frequently to make sure that they are
doing the best job possible with our new and enlarged endowments. Tom had many
meetings and other communications with Wolfe Tone, Director of the Trust for Public
Lands in Maine and Peter Jones, their Director for Major Gifts. They have expressed
a willingness to help us with our capital campaign, using what has been accomplished
to date and expanding it with the goals of finding the funds for Timber Point and
helping us to raise the balance of our expanded vision goals.
Above all, the year proved to be a great fundraising success as our financials will
attest. With the help of our partners, we were able to secure $3 million in the federal
budget toward our Timber Point project. We were also able to receive $200,000 in
mitigation funds which can be used toward the purchase of Timber Point. And our
capital campaign was grateful beyond all measure to receive a $5 million donation
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from the Beachwood Community Foundation. With that money, all debts were paid
off and a matching fund was created for the purchase of the remaining lands on the
Trust’s wish list. A fund was created for work at the Grist Mill Property. An endow-
ment for Trust in our Children was created and $1 million was set aside as Grist Mill
endowment and another million added to our general endowment. The donation was
of great help in positioning the Trust towards achieving its ambitious goals of passing
on to future generations the beauty and character of the Town we all love. It helps us
toward guaranteeing that all that has been set aside by so many contributions and
with so much local support will not be lost. It gives us all an incredible boost as we
continue on with our work, goals and mission. As we have said so often in the past,
much has been done, but much more remains to be accomplished, and we value more
then you know the help of each and every Trust member.
During the year, memorial contributions were received in loving memory of: Dorothy
Cooke Reed, Gerald K. Goodwin, Henry M. Griffin, Sue Ann Roth, Lyman P. Huff,
Philip Brooks Eaton, J. P. Lavimodiere, Paul Emmons, Priscilla and Bob Flannery,
Joan Danckert, Drusilla Landry, Harriet Daddona, Vicki Burnett, Raymond Nunan,
Joan Brassert, Amy Baxter, Ellen Garrity, Peter Arnold, Elizabeth Esther Mulharin,
and Mrs. Francis L. Murphy.
Contributions were also received in honor of: the birth of Pat and Dick Smith’s first
grandchild, Ruby Olsen Smith; the wedding of Bob Kember and Jenne James; Maureen
and Richard Perlmutter’s anniversary and birthdays; T.D. Hutchins’ birthday; the
Sotir family; Neil and Marylyn Warren’s 50th wedding anniversary; Mr. and Mrs.
Gabriel Choquette; Mike and Joanne Gustin; and Bill and Pat Dugan’s Christmas.
As always, we are very grateful for the support that has been given us. It is only by all
of us working together, supporting a common cause in this special place, each of us
giving as we can, that such great victories have been won. That is what a community
is all about. That is what we are all about, and we hope that you will continue with us
as we carry on with our efforts to forever protect the beauty and character of
Kennebunkport. This year more than ever, we have learned the importance of each
and every member. Together, we can make a difference. Together, we can do great
things!
Tom Bradbury, Executive Director
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KENNEBUNKPORT EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES, INC. (KEMS)
The original KEMS ambulance donated by the Bibber family.
KEMS celebrated 30 years of service to Kennebunkport in 2009.
Kennebunkport Emergency Medical Services is a private, nonprofit, volunteer agency
that provides emergency medical care to the people of the Town of Kennebunkport.
We also participate in mutual aid agreements with the Towns of Arundel, Biddeford,
Kennebunk, and Wells. We lease space for our ambulance and offices at the Cape
Porpoise Fire Station.
KEMS began in 1979 with a small group of volunteers and an old Cadillac ambulance
and equipment donated to the Town by the Bibber family. Today, KEMS is an organi-
zation of over 50 people who are dedicated to providing the highest level of emergency
care we can offer to our community. Our EMTs, paramedics and drivers spend thou-
sands of hours in training and on-call time each year. The KEMS ambulance is fully
equipped to deal with most every type of medical emergency and for transport at the
paramedic level.
KEMS responded to 352 medical emergencies during 2009, a record volume of calls.
In addition, we are pleased to have added several new volunteer members as drivers
and EMTs. We are also fortunate to have several UNE student members who volun-
teer for KEMS while preparing for careers in the medical field. Recently, five mem-
bers underwent extensive training to upgrade their EMT licenses to the Intermediate
ALS Level.
Even with this increase in our ranks, KEMS is still seeking additional volunteers
who wish to serve our community. If you are interested in possibly helping us, please
ask any KEMS member about what we do. Call the KEMS business phone at 967-
9704 and leave us a message or email: kemsa1@roadrunner.com.
Most of the KEMS operating expenses are covered by our fees for service and the
generous donations of the people of Kennebunkport. However, in 2010 we are again
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requesting a portion of our funding from the Town to help us meet our annual operat-
ing budget. Thanks to the generosity of the residents of Kennebunkport, we are able
utilize the finest medical equipment, provide the best training opportunities for our
crew, and continue the level of care everyone in our community deserves.
We continue to supplement our volunteer coverage with paid Advanced Life Support
(ALS) personnel–Intermediate-level EMTs and Paramedics. ALS personnel are able
to perform advanced procedures in the field including airway intubation, IV fluid
replacement, and the administration of various life-saving and pain control medications.
Most ALS responders are full-time EMS professionals who normally work for larger
and much busier services such as Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard Beach, and Life Flight.
We are fortunate to have been able to employ a group of very dedicated professionals
who share our commitment to the care of our residents.
I would like to thank Anne Laflamme for her service as chief of operations for the past
four years. Anne has been an EMT and KEMS volunteer for over 20 years! Thanks,
Anne!
Sue Stedman resumed the position of chief of operations in January 2010. Along with
her, Matt Leach, (one of our paramedics), assumed the job of KEMS administrator to
help with the day to day administrative duties of KEMS. The new administration of
KEMS continues on with the goal of “The highest level of patient care that we can
provide to the Town of Kennebunkport!”
KEMS wishes to thank and acknowledge our volunteers who are the heart of our
organization.  We would also like to thank the Kennebunkport police officers,
firefighters and communications dispatchers on whom we rely for assistance during
our emergency calls. Kennebunkport has an outstanding public safety team that is
always ready to help you! Remember to dial 9-1-1 should you ever need to call us for a
medical emergency.
Susan J. Stedman, Chief of Operations
KEMS CREW MEMBERS
Maxwell Adomaitis EMT-Basic
Jessica Arbisi EMT-Basic
Megyn Beyer EMT-Basic
Joe Carroll Paramedic
Christophe Colinet EMT-Intermed.
Justin Cooper Paramedic
Marc Cote EMT-Basic
David Doubleday EMT-Basic
Mike Drew Paramedic
Marisa Dzioba EMT-Basic
Eric Field EMT-Basic
Kyle Gagne Paramedic
Debbie Gagnon EMT-Basic
George Gagnon Driver
John Gilboy Paramedic
Shane Griffith EMT-Basic
Josh Grzyb EMT-Intermed.
Dave Hamel Paramedic
Chip Howarth Paramedic
KJ Hurtubise EMT-Intermed.
Barry Jones EMT-Intermed.
Anne Laflamme EMT-Intermed.
Marc Laflamme EMT-Intermed.
Brian Langerman Paramedic
Matt Leach Paramedic
Sarah Lurvey EMT-Basic
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Craig McCord EMT-Basic
Martin Mead EMT-Basic
Henry Mobley Driver
Beth Molina Paramedic
Dan Moyer EMT-Basic
Jay Mudge EMT-Basic
Tom Muse Driver
Jessica Partlow EMT-Basic
Taylor Richardson Driver
Brandon Solari EMT-Basic
Lori Solari EMT-Basic
Dick Stedman EMT-Basic
Sue Stedman EMT-Basic
Brian Strack Driver
Shawn Sullivan Paramedic
Clara Troegner EMT-Basic
Andy Turcotte Paramedic
Caroline Tuttle EMT-Basic
Chris Welch Driver
Rick Wolf EMT-Basic
KEMS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chip Howarth EMT-P President
Torry Didonato Vice President
John Phillips Treasurer
Jim Burrows Secretary
Sue Stedman Chief of Ops.
Andrea Brown, MD Director
Anne Laflamme Director
John Spita Director
Matthew Lanigan Selectmen’s Rep.
Dick Stedman KEMS Crew Rep.
CAPE PORPOISE LIBRARY REPORT
Library Hours and Services
Tuesday, Thursday 1:00—4:00 p.m.
 Friday, Saturday     9:00 a.m.—noon
 Computer Internet/Email
Wireless Accessibility
(207) 967-5668
cplibrary@cape-porpoise.lib.me.us
We have a lively bunch of people who come into the library and say that they find a
tremendous variety of books from which to choose; the Cape Porpoise Library is “a
hidden jewel”; they never leave without a book; and they go home happy. Also, “We
are so fortunate to have this library.” These are a few of the many nice comments that
I have received, and I am proud.
The library enjoyed a busy and productive 2009.  We welcomed longtime residents,
new families who have moved into the community, summer renters, and tourists who
stop by to ask for directions.  Several people wandered into the library and stated that
they never realized that we have a one-room complete facility offering the latest fic-
tion and nonfiction best sellers and older books that line our shelves, a “Mostly Maine”
section, a children’s and young adults section, classics, DVDs, books on CDs, and free
magazines.  We offer computer, fax, and copier service.  If a patron is interested in a
particular book, and we don’t have it, we will make every effort to obtain it.  We are
open to purchasing books upon request.
The Cape Porpoise Library had a very successful annual book sale on August 1.  A
tremendous amount of books were donated, and thanks to our volunteer helpers, filled
the many tables in Atlantic Hall.  It was a beautiful day and very well attended.  Our
ongoing book sale also piques a lot of interest.  Speaking of our volunteers, they com-
mitted to a schedule of replacing me for a month while I was on vacation in the fall
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with my husband.  They deserve my special thanks and appreciation!
Our Saturday girl, Lucie Whitty, moved away to be closer to her daughter and grand-
children.  Her replacement is Barbara Tompkins, a longtime Cape Porpoise resident.
She is very capable, personable, and a great addition to the library.
We are grateful to the voters of Kennebunkport for their continued generosity and to
the Board of Trustees of Atlantic Hall for their support.
Sue Perkins, Library Director
LOUIS T. GRAVES MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT
Chess club meets every Friday at 1:00 p.m.
“Community” was the buzz word around the entire country this past year as we all
tried to get back to our roots and various zones of comfort.  At Graves Library we
thought a lot about community and what we could do for you as “your” public library.
We tried to satisfy our patrons and visitors with a diversity of programs and offerings.
In 2009, our main goal was to be a more-than-active presence.  With the downturn in
the economy still on many minds for most of the year, we wanted to make sure that
Graves was a place in the community where people could visit, get books, magazines,
DVDs and other materials, read the newspapers, play a game of chess, sit by the fire,
meet up with friends, attend a wonderful children’s program or have a front row seat
at an author or artist lecture.
For the children:  We hosted two different magic shows (Dan Viehmann and Peter
Boie), the annual summer reading program (Going Green at Graves), weekly storytime,
a Little Listeners program, Fancy Nancy, Meet the Scientist night (UNE Students
and Professors), many craft-filled afternoons, an airplane model workshop, a valen-
tine workshop, an outdoor treasure hunt and a whole lot more.
For the family:  The Center for Wildlife paid us two visits.  We had three Family
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Read nights and Dan Viehmann performed some magic.  There is always chess, check-
ers, the book sale, puzzles, magazines, a seat by the fire, crayons and paper to pass by
a rainy summer afternoon, and air conditioning to cool off from the dog days of Au-
gust.
For the older crowd:  Tax help through the winter, 10 Pasco lectures, a weekly
chess club, a trip through gothic cathedrals, a monthly book group, and a seasonal
book club.
According to the Merriam Webster Collegiate Dictionary, the word community means
“The people with common interests living in a particular area.”  When I think
of community, I think of a place where people are genuinely concerned about each
other’s well-being.  Community is the expectation that if something is needed, some-
one can be found who will have the proper resource or skill to lend a hand.  Commu-
nity is success measured by a variety of criteria. Is everyone: (1) warm, (2) fed, (3)
literate, (4) safe, (5) working, (6) being educated, and (7) happy with their choices?
When I think about Graves Library as community, I believe we try to help people by
being a warm, welcoming place.  We try to look out for each other as we listen to your
requests for help.  We try to offer assistance with resume? updating and online for job
searching.  We try to get people interested in books and the arts. We are patient. We
are nonjudgmental.  We are genuinely concerned.  We look out for the youth.  We
create a safe, inviting space where everyone is welcome.
As an “outsider” to this community 12 years ago, I was nervous about “fitting in.”  I
was challenged at times—but it was all good.  I have to say, I never felt my community
around me more than in 2009.  Both of my parents passed away and left my sisters
and I to become the next generation.  What a sad and lonesome time when that hap-
pens even when one parent passes on.  Each time I walked through the front door of
Graves Library; however, this community opened its arms and made me feel any-
thing but alone.  I am very grateful for that presence and sense of belonging.
As the public Library, what is our place in the community?
We keep everyone in mind—when we host programs and when we buy materials.
Once people are inside the building, we allow them to have a voice (a quiet voice)
but a voice to ask for what they want or need from us.  We entertain differences.  We
invest our time to help everyone no matter how long it takes.  This community keeps
going by people giving their time (over 4,500 volunteer hours spent in 2009) and money
(town funds, special events and the success of our annual fund drive).  When people do
not give—the community dies.  I truly feel that this community will never have to
think about the possibility of dying, and I am continuously in awe of the generosity
that is shown in a variety of ways over and over again.
Speaking of generosity: I would like to thank:
• our community of 51 volunteers our community of 14 trustees
• our community of 6 staff members our community of 2 cleaners
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and a special thanks to our community of Kennebunkport residents and the
thousands of patrons that continue to give and keep us alive.
****************************************************************
LIBRARY STATISTICS - 2009
Total circulation 67,990 Programs (All) 243
Total registrants 6,489 Participants (All) 3,452
Book purchases 1,164 Volunteers 51
Memorials and gifts 645 Volunteer Hour served 4,630
Total collection 35,860 Public Internet activity 3,678
Interlibrary loans (borrowed)        311 Public wireless activity    452
Interlibrary loans (to others)          52 Public meetings 147
Classroom/school visits 27 Visits to daycares/preschools 43
Board of Trustees
Joshua Bodwell, President Barbara Barwise Lisa Eaton
Peter Broderick, Vice President Richard Hastings Alice Barr
Bill Ellis, Co-Treasurer John Gurski Ben Stephens
Anita Carroll, Co-Treasurer Lisa Coppola Ann D. Adams
Abby Troiano, Rec. Secretary Jack Hunt
Elizabeth Mahoney, Corresp. Secretary John Whalen
Mary-Lou Boucouvalas, Library Director/Children’s Librarian
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR KENNEBUNKPORT STUDENTS
The Olympian Club of Kennebunkport Scholarship Fund was established in 1996
with gifts from friends and members of the Olympian Club of Kennebunkport. The
fund is to benefit the University of Maine at Orono; however, campuses within the
University of Maine system are eligible as well.  Dedicated to “all the ladies who were
ever members of the club,” its purpose is to provide scholarship assistance for under-
graduate students studying Nursing.  A second preference shall be for students in
Pre-Medical/Dental/Optometry, and a third preference shall be for students of any
discipline.  The minimum award is at least one-third of the tuition amount, including
mandatory fees.
To qualify, recipients must be residents of Kennebunkport at the time of high school
graduation and must have a financial need and a reasonable academic record.  They
must be of good character and show good work habits.
Interested students should contact the Office of Student Financial Aid at one of the
following four locations, which have nursing programs:  University of Maine, Orono,
Maine 04469; University of Southern Maine, 96 Falmouth Street, PO Box 9300, Port-
land, Maine 04104-9300; University of Maine at Fort Kent, 25 Pleasant Street, Fort
Kent, Maine 04743; University of Maine at Augusta, 46 University Drive, Augusta,
Maine 04330-9410.
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2009 REAL ESTATE TAXES 
1802 Company LLC 9,257.18 
1802 Company LLC 53.78 
Abtahi Fereydoon 7,059.16 
Acker George I & Janet K 4,869.87 
Ackley Richard C 3,359.85 
Adams Bruce E 187.34 
Adams Bruce E & Gracine P 7,164.79 
Adams Christopher C & Anne  D 3,889.57 
Adams Ellen L 2,070.43 
Adams Helen C 6,214.52 
Adams Helen C Trustee 5,605.66 
Adams Helen C Trustee 9,551.11 
Adams Kathleen M 2,256.80 
Adams Wayne 302.00 
Adams Wayne T Trustee 2,802.67 
Adams Wayne T Trustee 3,444.79 
Adams Wendy A 2,173.79 
Adjutant Jacqueline N 1,123.07 
Agostinelli Donald C & Lila 6,887.98 
Ahmed Shihab U & Marlene M Major 2,036.51 
Aiken Matthew J & Starita Tiffany A 2,041.36 
Alano Sportswear Inc 47.16 
Alberta Ltd 940329 5,176.07 
Aldrich David & Sheila 3,564.95 
Aldrich David L & Sheila 120.48 
Alexander Sharon S 4,834.02 
Aliapoulios Menalaos A & Joan 9,489.74 
Alissons/Docksquare Ltd 169.09 
Allen Jeffrey E & Sharon H 1,824.95 
Allen Roger C & Nancy H 2,855.32 
Aller Carolyn R & Harris C 5,360.19 
Almeder Virginia S & Robert F 6,851.48 
Alter Bruce S & Levine Amy 1,561.70 
Althoff Cecilia Trustee 3,238.07 
Alwin James H & Holly A 1,366.94 
Amato Vincent J &Misciagno Patricia S 3,588.53 
Ambrosino Lawrence A & Linda M 2,343.36 
Ames Nancy I 1,886.97 
Ames-Fitzgerald Elizabeth L Trustee 2,915.72 
Ammann William Jr & Mary 2,650.21 
Amoroso Arnold G & Grace 4,265.86 
Amos Shannonl Etal 11,145.11 
Anderson Family Trust 2,087.23 
Anderson James G & Mary A 3,559.78 
Anderson Joanne & Donald L 1,380.82 
Anderson Marydilys S & Nelson James 5,891.52 
Anderson Melinda Lou & David Vaughn 1,835.29 
Anderson Robert O & Doris H Trustees 3.23 
Anderson Robert O & Doris H Trustees 2,243.23 
Anderson Stephen A & Barbara J 2,310.10 
Andrews Karen E 2,565.27 
Angelos Christ T 4,782.66 
Angers Blanche A & Reny Martin A 2,837.55 
Anghinette Mary S 5,188.03 
Annabelle Lee Inc 3,827.55 
Annabelle Lee Inc 59.59 
Anuszewski Janina & Thomas John 3,057.52 
Anuszewski Kathleen H 437.67 
Anuszewski Robert & Kathy 2,688.01 
Anuszewski Robert E 2,629.22 
Anuszewski Robert E 2,543.62 
Anuszewski Thomas J 434.43 
Anuszewski Thomas J 2,466.75 
Appleton Louise B Revocable Trust 4,700.30 
Arangio Vincenza C 2,613.07 
Archer Charles G 2,927.03 
Archer Norman M & Grainne J 1,844.98 
Archer Yvonne B & George S 5,252.63 
Arline Stirk Dupras,Trustee  2,839.17 
Armentrout Sandra S 4,412.83 
Armentrout Sandra Siver 1,639.22 
Armentrout Sandra Siver 1,655.37 
Arnette Joseph L & Kathryn S 3,260.68 
Arnold Daisy 1,922.50 
Arthur George H Sr 560.41 
Arundel Marine SVC Inc 209.63 
Arundel Yacht Club 7,546.89 
Arundel Yacht Club 32.62 
Ashayeri Nargess & Ebrahim 2,978.71 
Ashley Anna L 5,495.84 
Asplundh Christopher B Family Partnership 7,991.02 
Atherton Ian & Karen 2,214.16 
Atlantic Coast Hospitality LLC 25,218.22 
Atwell William L & Margaret M 15,260.13 
Audley Lois A Daignault & Jf Christoher 2,518.43 
Auman Edward M & Nancy A 2,502.28 
Austin Michael H & Roberta 1,683.48 
Austin Michael H & Roberta 1,190.25 
Aversa Anthony J 7,193.21 
Ayer Gordon Trustee 616.93 
Ayer Susan W 3,128.90 
B & C Properties LLC 4,207.08 
Backman Bruce R & Sullivan Edward T Jr  4,557.53 
Badertscher Mark & Katherine 3,281.68 
Badger Lois S 4,395.06 
Bailey Marjean Linn 3,276.83 
Baines Edward 4.84 
Baines Edward & Joan A 2,644.40 
Baker Theodore S 3,116.95 
Bal Global Finance, LLC 149.39 
Balsis Brian R & Jaime M 2,625.99 
Balsis Robert J & Diane P Trustees 2,062.35 
Baltrusitis Arleane & Bruce J 4,174.77 
Balwinski James W & Joyce A Trustees 1,329.14 
Bantz David F & Claudia 2,120.50 
Baracco Adrien M & Susan V 2,314.29 
Barclay-Whittemore Suzanne 11,441.31 
Barnard Helen Ogden 1,828.18 
Barnard Helen Ogden 4,187.70 
Barner Christian L Trustee 1,413.12 
Barner Jennifer E T 2,321.40 
Barnes Anne F 6,480.99 
Barowsky Andrew P Trustee 11,695.83 
Barr Jeffrey W & Alice Strachan 2,951.25 
Barrett John & Mary A 3,220.31 
Barrett Judith A 2,571.73 
Barrett Ruth T Trustee 10,390.91 
Barris Peter A 6,049.79 
Barron Daphne L 3,638.59 
Barry Patrick R & Margaret V 6,313.03 
Barthelmes Jeanne M 440.89 
Bartlett Alan M & Colombo 4,107.59 
Bartlett Carl G Jr 1,979.02 
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Bartlett Caroline M 1,731.28 
Bartlett Hugh J & Judith 2,277.15 
Bartlett Lillian M 2,597.57 
Bartlett Terry & Allen 1,782.96 
Bartlett William A 3,836.27 
Bartucca James B & Caret Elizabeth R 1,821.72 
Baruffaldi Joan M 3,543.31 
Barwise Barbara A 2,889.88 
Barwise Stuart E & Brigit B 3,863.73 
Bassett Edward P & Lonna J 3,083.68 
Bassett Susan E 3,091.76 
Bastons River Cottages LLC 1,837.87 
Bastons River Cottages LLC 1,936.38 
Batal Edward B & Marilyn 1,022.29 
Batchelor Nancy M 3,451.25 
Bath Amy C 697.68 
Bath Gregory P & Deidre A 1,913.77 
Bath William M 38.76 
Bath William M & Amy C 3,159.59 
Bath William M & Amy C 1,615.00 
Battagliese Neil J & Heather A 3,055.58 
Bauman Mark E & Deborah R 6,866.01 
Baxter Leslie W 2,032.32 
Baylis Lois W & Robert M Trustees 8,200.97 
Baylis Robert M & Lois W Trustees 11,728.13 
Baylis Robert M & Lois W Trustees 6,141.84 
Bean Robert J & Susan F 3,376.96 
Beard Daniel B & Sarah B 5,188.03 
Bearor E Peter & Bacastow Kathryn 3,231.61 
Beauchemin Brian D 1,440.58 
Beaudion William J & Jennifer M 2,306.22 
Beaudoin Richard M 2,486.13 
Beaupre Timothy M & Cristy 3,468.05 
Beausang Allan L & Caroly Ward 1,720.62 
Bebenedicts Teresa 3,848.54 
Belisle Gerard M & Janet 1,936.71 
Bell Dennis B & Julie R 868.87 
Bell Michael J 232.56 
Bella Vista Properties Inc 870.48 
Beman Deane R & Judith N 10,310.16 
Benedict Anne 1,434.12 
Benedict Anne 1,508.41 
Benedict Anne E Trustee 5,775.24 
Benenti Thomas & Irving Victoria V 11,396.09 
Benenti Victoria I 1,563.32 
Beninati John D & Patricia A 1,166.03 
Benjamin Robert E & Barbara R 2,317.52 
Bennett Charles J Jr & Marie 4,554.95 
Bennett Danielle David & Heflin 4,341.12 
Bennett Jonathan P & Patricia P 4,082.72 
Bennett Terri L & Bennett Michael A 2,854.35 
Benson Cecil M Jr & Ann 2,143.75 
Benson Cheryl 2,175.40 
Bent Christopher & Christina 11,023.99 
Bentley George N Jr 4,622.13 
Benya Alois S & Marie D 3,351.77 
Beote Richard A & Kathryn 3,296.86 
Berea Enterprises 2,953.83 
Berg Emil J & Carole A 3,540.08 
Berger Timothy & Kathleen 4,486.47 
Bergeron  George R 1,581.41 
Berry David S & Theresa L 760.99 
Berthiaume Donald R & Jeanne L 2,482.90 
Berthiaume Karin M 2,085.61 
Berube Jacqueline Carol 1,623.72 
Bessey Donald M 1,258.73 
Bete Channing L Jr & Marie P 7,598.57 
Betses David 35.21 
Betses David A & Jean Anne M 2,582.38 
Betses David A & Jean M 4,863.41 
Betses Josephine E 3,098.22 
Bettano Paul J 1,978.37 
Beveridge Arnold H & Kathryn G 2,051.70 
Bick Edward R & Linda A 1,370.17 
Bickford Mary J & Allen E 1,316.87 
Bickford Wade E & Tammy L 838.83 
Bigliani Louis U & Krementz Anne B 12,564.70 
Bigwood Donald L 765.51 
Bigwood Donald L 738.06 
Bigwood Donald L 3,942.21 
Bilderback Beryl 2,001.63 
Billings Caronelle 2,230.31 
Billings Cathy Trustee 2,818.50 
Billings David J & Mary 2,353.38 
Billings Marilyn 2,374.70 
Binette Richard L & Jane 2,487.75 
Biondi James A & Mcguire Lynne 1,698.98 
Biuso Judith D 2,123.73 
BJG Limited Liability Company 1,795.88 
Blackacre Realty LLC 27.45 
Blaha Barbara A 2,589.49 
Blake Sarah 4,270.38 
Blake Sarah 35.85 
Blake Tristram & Kathleen 2,936.07 
Blank Diana D 2,068.81 
Block Sylvia B Trustee 3,781.36 
Blomgren Richard E & Cheryl L 2,211.58 
Bloom Scott F & O’Neil Shawn P 4,854.69 
Bloss Andrew W & Auger Giselle A 2,948.99 
BIR Qualified Personal Residence Trust 6,108.58 
Boak Susan J & Thomas I III 686.37 
Boardman  Sandra D 4,021.35 
Boardman Geoffrey & Linda 3,542.34 
Boarts Lori L & Gerald L 3,069.15 
Bodwell Verne E Jr 1,689.94 
Boginski Peter J & Virginia W 3,609.52 
Bolger Bruce E 1,791.68 
Bolton Susan R 3,971.93 
Bonenfant Edward 2,659.91 
Bongiorno LLC 16,083.78 
Bonneau Paul V & Sarah Pinkerton 2,259.38 
Bonser Henry T & Monika K 3,244.53 
Bonser Henry T & Monika K 421.51 
Bonser Henry T & Monika K 4,382.14 
Bosnian Albert J & Margue 1,855.63 
Boswell A Dean  & Mary E 6,573.70 
Bosworth Donald H Trustee 3,339.82 
Bosworth Frederick H & Susan V 1,408.28 
Bott Doris M Trustee 1,885.35 
Bottling Group, LLC 163.11 
Boucher Normand R & Cecile 2,178.96 
Boucher Robert R 2,382.77 
Bouchillon Virginia R Trustee 3,863.08 
Boudette Beatrice D 1,938.00 
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Boughton Hotel Corp 96,446.18 
Boughton Hotel Corp 3,951.90 
Boughton Hotel Corp 1,030.37 
Boughton Hotel Corp 13,036.28 
Boulanger Joan R Trustee 3,659.91 
Bouras Dimitri J 4,693.84 
Bourgoin Raymond J & Dianora M 3,699.96 
Bourque Dianne J 2,075.27 
Bourque Marc R & Patricia 1,744.85 
Bourque Marc R & Patricia 1.61 
Boutiette Lise Anne Trust 1,868.55 
Bove Andrea P 592.70 
Bove Geoffrey M & Andrea P 5,034.60 
Bowler Annette & Arthur 5,793.00 
Boyd Carolyn H 2,234.19 
Boyer William E & Rolland Emmanuelle 1,731.28 
Boyle Janet A & John J 11,070.83 
Boyle Richard G & Muriel M Trustees 15,198.76 
Bradbury Bros Inc 8,254.27 
Bradbury Brothers Market 245.00 
Bradbury Florence M 1,807.18 
Bradbury Thomas E & Shirley W 2,529.74 
Bradbury Virginia A 5,221.62 
Bradbury Virginia A 4,061.72 
Bradshaw Peter S & Margaret M 3,209.00 
Bragdon Hideko M 2,176.05 
Bragdon Hideko M 558.79 
Bragg Jefferey S 2,853.70 
Braginetz Thomas & Elizabeth 2,519.40 
Bramley Richard A & Rowse Jane S 2,099.50 
Brandy’s Wayfarer Restaurant LLC 75.42 
Brandy’s Wayfarer Restaurant LLC 3,533.62 
Brannen Patricia G 14,975.89 
Brask Marilyn H 4,690.61 
Brass S Yale & Adelle S 5,573.04 
Brassert Joan B 4,244.22 
Brassert Joan B 3,383.43 
Breaker’s Property Management LLC 2,545.24 
Brearey Raymond & Sheila 2,599.18 
Breen John A & Gallager-Breen Leila 993.22 
Breisblatt Stuart I & Kathleen M 7,007.48 
Bremser Pauline A 689.60 
Brennan Charles Thomas 909.24 
Brennan Grace M Heirs 589.47 
Brennon Isobel C 2,310.74 
Brennon Valerie C 2,377.93 
Brewster J Gurdon Trustee 3,065.27 
Bridge  Barbara 3,106.29 
Bridgelle LLC 541.03 
Bridges David M & Linda E 1,668.94 
Bridges Ellsworth L & Sally 1,907.96 
Bridges Kevin M 2,067.85 
Bridges Sally J & Ellsworth L Jr 1,574.62 
Briggs Ann Marie 7,383.78 
Briggs Edwin W 2,485.48 
Briggs Stephen A & Christina G 1,644.07 
Briggs Thelma Jean 7,942.57 
Brill Nicholas S & Margaret W 3,481.94 
Broadhead Mary E & Michael 2,812.36 
Brock Family Revocable Trust 4,175.42 
Brock Linda S & Derek P 7,906.07 
Broderick Peter M & Joan M 5,667.03 
Brodowski Alex T Kathleen M 7,081.77 
Brook Anneke W 4,324.00 
Brook Anneke W 172.80 
Brook Eben C & Helena C 4,262.63 
Brooke Louise 3,054.61 
Brooks Donald W & Glennis 963.19 
Brooks Doris V & Thurston Lloyd 3,756.17 
Brooks Ellen L 10,864.10 
Brooks Stuart E 83.98 
Brooks Warren H 1,073.97 
Brooks Warren H & Lorraine E 1,545.88 
Brooks-Wardrop LLC 10,749.44 
Brooks-Wardrop LLC 10,229.41 
Broughton Leonard C & Claire F 1,393.75 
Brown Carol A 5,814.32 
Brown Carolyn C 3,299.45 
Brown Carolyn C 218.02 
Brown Carolyn C 752.59 
Brown Cathy J 2,015.52 
Brown Charles F & Priscillla 1,673.79 
Brown David Boyd Jr 1,640.84 
Brown Frances E 1,496.14 
Brown Joanna S 550.71 
Brown Kathleen L. 768.74 
Brown Michael J & Rita J 3,238.72 
Brown Ray T & Marie Mcgrath 3,062.04 
Brown Rebecca S & George Tufts 272.93 
Brown Ricky S & Andrea Savona 3,037.81 
Brown Robert H Jr 8,127.00 
Brown Robert P 1,557.51 
Browning Gail C 3,279.10 
Brownlie Andrew N & Stephanie M 2,130.18 
Bruce David K & Pamela 1,396.98 
Bruno John R & Doretta F 3,843.70 
Bryan John R & Carter A 2,739.04 
Bryan John R & Carter A 12,202.94 
Bryan Lynda C 1,720.62 
Bryant Calvin S 1,584.31 
Bryant Calvin S 2,967.08 
Bryant Donald R & Lorna C 923.78 
Bryant Donald R Jr 641.15 
Bryant Donald R Jr & Lorna C 53.29 
Bryant Donald R Jr & Lorna C 2,885.04 
Bryant Donald R Jr & Lorna C 652.46 
Bryant Kenneth I 2,227.73 
Bryant Kristi Ann & Matthew J Kidwell 2,802.67 
Bryant Louise M 1,830.12 
Bryant Louise M & Cluff Ruth S 30.68 
Bryant Louise M & Cluff Ruth S 985.15 
Bryant Mary 3,080.45 
Bryant Ronald P & Eileen M 4,323.35 
Bryant Steven 642.77 
Bryant Steven A & Sheina L 2,104.99 
Buchanan Nancy J 2,105.96 
Buck Jeffrey E 3,191.89 
Buck Susan T & John H III Trustees 4,922.52 
Buckley Frederick C 3,270.37 
Bull Edward J Ii & Litchfield Shawn 6,072.40 
Bullard Shawn & Vlachos-Bullard Aimee 1,586.58 
Bundy Darcie A Trustee 4,741.64 
Bundy Darcie A Trustee 9,304.02 
Bundy Philip L 1,449.30 
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Buonomo John R & Murray Marybeth 1,787.80 
Burbank Wayne N & Paulette R 3,781.36 
Burdett & Hodgkins Revocable Trust 2,080.12 
Burford Kendall & Linda W 4,694.80 
Burford Kendall & Linda W 2,967.40 
Burgess Donald R & Mary Lou 5,277.82 
Burke Mary Bauer,As Trustee  2,855.32 
Burne Daniel S & Laura A 2,278.77 
Burne James W & Sandra Y 2,430.90 
Burnett Anne E 3,204.16 
Burnette Sarah G 3,657.97 
Burnham David L & Patricia A Co-Trustees 3,800.42 
Burnham Eugenie G Life Estate 1,106.92 
Burns Bridget A 521.65 
Burns Gregory & Jane 3,427.03 
Burns Gregory R & Norine C 4.84 
Burns Gregory R & Norine C 2,955.45 
Burns Robert P 3,108.87 
Burns William R Trustee 2,138.26 
Burr Philip S & Sidney E Trustees 3,386.65 
Burrow James R & Lynne M 3,223.54 
Burrows James E & Virginia E 2,143.75 
Burton Joanne C & Dana E 1,128.88 
Buser Boyd R & Pam K 53.29 
Buser Boyd R & Pam K 3,440.60 
Bushee Glenn & Sarah B 938.31 
Bushkovitch Paul A 3,026.51 
Butcher Patrick E & Jennifer L 4,344.35 
Butler Douglas & Jeanne 2,272.30 
Bye Robert J Trustee 4,189.31 
Byerly William F & Constance 7,076.93 
Byrne Patrick & Boyd Catherine 2,617.91 
Byrnes John C & Ada W 2,978.06 
Cable Maureen C 1,964.49 
Cadieux Ronald A & Judith E 3,978.07 
Cadigan Marcia G 48.45 
Cadigan Marcia G & Paul W 3,758.75 
Cadigan Paul W 681.53 
Cadrain Steven J 143.73 
Caesar’s Realty Trust 4,803.01 
Cafferty Dennis M & Rosa 2,393.43 
Calcutt John P & Mary Anne 2,994.53 
Callahan Mary Alice & Callahan William J 4,668.96 
Cameron Family Trust 876.94 
Camp Elisha E & Joyce P 17,655.83 
Campbell Ann W 4,223.87 
Campbell Beverly S 3,790.73 
Campbell Clifton H & Elizabeth 2,119.20 
Campbell Clifton H & Elizabeth 852.72 
Campbell Dana & Marie 1,783.28 
Campbell David 1,641.49 
Campbell Robert S & Kathleen F 3,067.53 
Campbell Terri A & Casey L 1,975.79 
Canada Inc 3878902 6,424.47 
Cantara David P & Catherine A 1,656.99 
Cape Arundel Golf Club 36.18 
Cape Arundel Golf Club 164.73 
Cape Arundel Golf Club 18,756.61 
Cape Arundel Golf Club 431.2 
Cape Arundel Golf Club 1,962.22 
Cape Porpoise Lobster Co Inc 53.46 
Cape Porpoise Lobster Co Inc 2,020.36 
Cape Porpoise Motel 48.93 
Capps Noble F & Nancy Hurley 2,879.54 
Caprio Teresa A & Mulliken Scott P 3,976.13 
Captain Jefferds Inn LLC 10,983.61 
Captain Jefferds Inn The 91.57 
Captain Lord Mansion Inc 22,077.05 
Captain Lord Mansion Inc The 187.34 
Caraboolad Geoffrey S Trustee 1,227.40 
Caraboolad Geoffrey S Trustee 1,631.15 
Card Robert L 4,911.86 
Cardin Carolyn Jvc & Raymond J 2,879.54 
Cardin Raymond J & Carolyn J 1,771.65 
Carlson Elaine M 453.81 
Carlson Elizabeth A 914.09 
Carney Donald A 7,592.11 
Caron Gerard A & Olson George E Co-Trustees 3,737.11 
Caron Ronald G 35.53 
Caron Victor E 492.57 
Caron Victor Edward & Myra M 1,859.19 
Carpenter John W & Ellen S Trustees 3,706.42 
Carpenter John W & Ellen S Trustees 746.13 
Carr Paul D & Lynne B 4,186.73 
Carriage House Inventments Ltd 3,706.42 
Carrick Cheryl E 6,095.01 
Carroll Michael P 6,933.84 
Carter Herbert J & Judy A 3,155.71 
Carvell Linda & Dana 2,748.73 
Case Edmund C & Wendy B 3,094.34 
Case William & Brenda 3,485.82 
Casey Linda A & Harding Warren 22.61 
Casey Linda A & Harding Warren 32.30 
Casey Linda A & Harding Warren 35.53 
Casey Linda A & Harding Warren 132.43 
Cataldo Mary B 3,002.28 
Catarius Paul F & Elizabeth T 560.41 
Caufield Patrick J & Julia M 2,963.52 
CDMK LLC 268.09 
CDMK LLC 2,212.55 
CDMK LLC 17.76 
Celi Laura N 2,374.70 
Celi M Joseph & Lorraine C Trustees 5,749.40 
Celi M Joseph Trustee 552.33 
Central Maine Power Company 549.10 
Central Maine Power Company 20,936.86 
Cerone John M & Johanna 2,251.31 
Chaffee Phyllis A 3,752.29 
Chambers John G II, George P 4,706.11 
Champagne Lucien L & Marilyn J 1,990.33 
Chandler Gail 3,845.64 
Chapin Mary Ellen & Garofalo Wendy F 2,664.75 
Chapman Kenton W & Karina M 3,959.98 
Chappell Christine W Life Estate 2,030.70 
Charette Leo G & Irene 5,534.61 
Charles Warren L 1,360.48 
Chase Frank III & Stephen 69.44 
Chase Lynn E 532.95 
Chase Lynn E 520.03 
Chase Lynn E & Tompkins Richard P 1,884.70 
Chase Lynn Edward 5,215.48 
Chase Lynn Edward 2,821.41 
Chase Lynne E 3,071.73 
Chase Mary H 2,046.20 
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Cheesman Scott A & Claire 1,374.36 
Chenard Alfred J & Rheta 1,550.72 
Chenevert Philip A 3,136.98 
Chenevert Walter J & Lisa 1,058.15 
Cheney George W III & Michele Codling 3,074.96 
Chetwynd Susan K 28.75 
Chew William B & Margaret D 2,831.10 
Chick Clayton B & Patricia J 3,060.75 
Chick Clayton B & Patricia J 1,763.58 
Chick Paul W 1,865.32 
Chick Paul W 2,286.84 
Chickadee Enterprises LLC 473.19 
Chickadee Enterprises LLC 5,452.24 
Chicks Marina 72.35 
Child-Stevens Sara 2,527.47 
Chilton Jane E 2,516.82 
Chisholm Margaret H 10,269.78 
Chisholm Mary A Devisee 684.76 
Chisholm Paul D & Eileen Trustees 4,611.15 
Church Bruce C & Susan M 1,844.98 
Church On The Cape Trustees 2,572.69 
Churchill Natalie Abbott 4,305.59 
Ciarametaro Peter & Jean 3,835.62 
Ciardello Joanne R 3,021.66 
Ciardello Joanne R 155.04 
Ciccone Patrice M 1,001.30 
Cipriano Joanne Trustee 8,837.28 
Ciraolo Joseph S IV 2,062.35 
Ciriello Peter W & Mary D 6,513.29 
Cit Group Inc. 52.00 
Citicapital Commercial Leasing 806.21 
Clark Alan J & Tesch Barbara C Trustees 5,539.45 
Clark Alexander S 1,860.48 
Clark Caleb J 524.87 
Clark Courtney M & David J 1.61 
Clark Courtney M & David J 1,665.06 
Clark Edward Russell & Susan 2,329.15 
Clark Eric A & Maria Beaudoin 2,304.60 
Clark Jeanne Y 3,543.96 
Clark Jeffery J Trustee 4,943.51 
C-Lark LLC 5,867.29 
Clark Mariel 5,670.27 
Clark Marleen E Living Trust 5,019.74 
Clark Robert G Jr & Elaine B 544.25 
Clark Susan S 5,916.39 
Clarke David & Hackett Gail 6,689.33 
Clasby Miriam Life Tenancy 2,437.68 
Claus William C 3,577.87 
Claus William C 211.56 
Clawson James E & Linda L 4,106.95 
Clement Cynthia 4,561.41 
Clinton John L & Rochelle A 4,712.57 
Cliveden LLC 734.83 
Clough Anne E 3,834.01 
Clough Lewis B & Earlene S 1,817.20 
Cluff Arnold & Dorothy Ann 1,089.16 
Cluff Arnold R 717.06 
Cluff Arnold R 22.61 
Cluff Caroline V & Todd 1,410.54 
Cluff Charlotte M 1,103.69 
Cluff James P 3,183.81 
Cluff John N & Janet L 1,614.03 
Cluff John N Jr & Linda B 1,652.79 
Cluff Mildred M 1,568.81 
Cluff Nahum John & Darlene 544.90 
Cluff Phyllis R 1,291.03 
Cluff Robie N & Marcia A 1,636.64 
Cluff Susan I & Donald N 2,042.01 
Cluff Wilbur C Sr 885.02 
Cluff Wilbur C Sr 45.22 
Cluff Wilbur C Sr 636.31 
Cluff Wilbur C Jr 2,486.13 
Cmaylo Mark R & Kathrine L 3,294.60 
Coburn Donald W Jr 2,406.35 
Coburn Donald W Jr 2,992.59 
Coburn Phillip C & Kelly A 6,111.16 
Coca-Cola 107.72 
Cockfield Elinor M 3,443.50 
Coffin Christopher J & Geraldine Healy 2,650.21 
Cohen Herbert A & Judith D 7,747.15 
Cohen J Solomon & Cofer Dorcas H 2,828.51 
Cohen Jerry & Hulda H 4,279.75 
Cohen Lee S 4,274.91 
Colby Judith Rice 4,515.54 
Coldreck Harry Iv & Juliette 3,522.31 
Cole Deborah M 1,851.44 
Colinet Susan W & Christophe C  2,747.12 
Collins John C 137.27 
Collins John Michael & Mary Helen 3,620.83 
Collins John T & Wilson George W 5,996.49 
Collins Kevin W & Paula M 2,185.09 
Collins Monique D 4,291.70 
Collins Neil P & Nancy P 3,370.50 
Collins Susan A 2,202.86 
Collins Thomas & Theresa A 3,501.32 
Colonial Pharmacy Inc 47.97 
Comeau Jeron Lee & Paul L 2,366.62 
Comeau John R & Jennifer A 4,640.54 
Comeau John R & Jennifer A 1,245.16 
Comerford Charles P & Sheila F Trustees 7,695.47 
Condon Jayne R 2,413.46 
Condon Kelly M & Michael J 2,624.37 
Condon Michael J & Marie 4,849.84 
Condon Susan And Scott A 1,384.70 
Coniaris Dean & Ellen 2,396.66 
Conley Joseph G 2,588.84 
Conley Ronald G & Deborah A 2,241.62 
Conley Ronald G & Deborah A 5,945.46 
Connelly Thomas H & Cynthia M 3,935.75 
Connolly Edward J 1,749.04 
Connors James P & Sandra A 4,410.56 
Connors William G & Paula Drozdal 3,982.59 
Conrod G Scott & Beverly E 1/2 Interest 1,455.11 
Conroy James B & Joanne P 815.58 
Convery Robert F & Mary V 3,259.39 
Convery Timothy M 1,792.65 
Conway David R & Alice V 2,642.46 
Conwell James O Etal 1.61 
Cook  Nancy L 2,095.30 
Cook Carol G 2,696.08 
Cook Frank & Barbara 1,819.78 
Cook Richard F Jr & Stephine K 3,436.72 
Cook Robert F & Charlotte H 2,392.14 
Cook Timothy H 625.00 
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Cooke Daniel N & Ruth E 3,751.64 
Cooke Eugene L 4,961.28 
Cooney Shirley W 8,454.53 
Cooper Eban 7,995.86 
Cooper Eban A Trustee 967.38 
Cooper Gregory E & Christopher E 2,743.89 
Copp Richard W Jr & Carolyn A 1,606.92 
Coppola Family Realty Trust 5,108.89 
Coppola Frank & John 5,928.66 
Coppola John F & Theresa C Coppola Trust 6,492.30 
Coppola John Frank Sr & John Frank Jr 2,231.93 
Coppola Pauline V Life Ten 5,231.63 
Corelle Richard & Laurel S Trustees 5,487.77 
Corello Thomas J Trustee 4,662.50 
Cornbrooks Katharine M 3,162.82 
Corsie Pamela 2,949.64 
Corsie Stacey A & Michael S 1,574.62 
Costa James F & Anne G 1,399.24 
Costello Nicholas C 164.57 
Cote Sally Ann 1,145.03 
Cote Stephen R & Julie C 3,640.21 
Cote Stephen R & Julie C 1,582.70 
Cote Stephen R & Julie C 2,494.21 
Cotter John J & Norma J Trustees 4,061.72 
Cotter Shannon M 1,892.78 
Cottman Clarence III & Caron F Trustees 2,359.84 
Cottman Clarence III & Caron F Trustees 4,148.93 
Couture Stephen & Violette Susan 4,111.79 
Covel William P 1,813.97 
Covert Jody 6,468.07 
Coviello Victoria 4,804.62 
Cowles Harold R & Cioffi Antonette 2,369.20 
Cowley Winifred E 2,038.78 
Cox Kathleen A 1,078.82 
Cox Kay H 13,228.46 
Coyle Lawrence T & Rose M 1,870.49 
Coyne John E & Robin A 2,705.12 
Cravings LLC 3,968.05 
Crawford Clark A Trustee 174.42 
Crawford Joan D 2,760.03 
Crelan Josephine Ellen 2,225.79 
Crone Penny B & Forney Mark A 5,851.15 
Crotty Mary Jane Burbank 1,081.08 
Crow Charles E-Elaine Mary-Diana Elizabeth 2,258.42 
Crow Elaine Mary Diana E 788.12 
Crowley Robert E 124.35 
Crowley Robert J 2,876.31 
Cruickshank Robert T 473.19 
CSA Enterprise LLC 55.56 
Cuddy William J & Lee 2,649.25 
Cullen Diane B 4,350.81 
Cummings William M & Remone 849.49 
Cummings William M & Remone 3,288.14 
Cunniff Jm Jr & Elizabeth E 1,295.23 
Cunniff Joseph  & Anderson Marjorie Trust 2,390.20 
Cup And Saucer LLC 8,583.72 
Curatola John M & Knowlton Lesa C 1,434.12 
Curran Kevin R & Prudence M 4,397.64 
Curran Lawrence E & Winann M 8,821.13 
Curry Helen A 4,144.74 
Curtis Arthur E & Richard H Trustees 2,359.52 
Curtis Kymara M 6,745.85 
Curtis Kymara M 28.26 
Cushman George W & Iris L 2,453.83 
Cutone Robert & Forsman Jennifer Ann 3,567.53 
Cyr Alexander S & Demarco Heather J 3,858.23 
Cyr Irene Trustee 4,079.49 
Czarnowski Stephen & Virginia M 2,070.43 
Czekanski Pamela N & Robert B 2,230.31 
Dabrecodi Partnership 4,649.58 
Dabrowski Richard A Life Estate 2,644.40 
Dacri Richard P & Barbara L 6,988.75 
Daeris Deborah Lee 3,562.69 
Daeris Deborah Lee 1,329.14 
Daggett Allen A & Wanda L 2,952.22 
Daggett John R 555.56 
Daggett John R 701.56 
Daggett John R 140.50 
Daggett John R & Wanda C 3,361.46 
Daggett Robert A 1,360.48 
Daher Kenneth E & Mary Elizabeth H Trust 7,587.27 
Daily Rose D & Francis F 4,856.30 
Dakers Dana O & Belik Barbara T 2,337.55 
Dakers Hugh B 1,998.40 
Dakers Hugh B Jr & Wogan Karen L 2,846.28 
Dakin Michael N & Maka Anne E 4,381.49 
Daley Cynthia C & Leo H 9,998.46 
D’Alonzo Janice J 2,261.00 
Dalton John V & Sonia M 3,816.24 
Damadu Usa Ltd 2,183.48 
Danckert Gail E 3,210.62 
Daniel Wiltshire Trust 2,031.67 
Danis George C & Marilyn Y 2,792.98 
Dardia Gary & Janet L 2,705.77 
Dascoulias Revocable Living Trust 1,766.81 
Davies Brian F &: Patricia E Trustees 2,078.50 
Davino Rocco R Jr & Jocelyne J 1,858.86 
Davis Betty S 886.63 
Davis Bev & Litchfield Rick 34.56 
Davis Charlene D & Barry H 1,933.80 
Davis Cheryl B 2,301.37 
Davis Christopher T & Gail 2,957.71 
Davis Jeffrey S & Pamela A 1,488.06 
Davis Kirk W 463.50 
Davis Kirk W & Lucy D 817.84 
Davis Richard A & Sheryl D 3,727.42 
Davis Robert E & Deborah D 7,545.93 
Davis Stephen 736.44 
Dawson Leslie M & Brunnick Joan M 4,008.43 
Day Alan & Carlene 1,762.29 
Day Michael M 961.57 
Day Michael M & Cheryl A Phillips-Day 1,527.79 
Day Sandra E & Richard G 2,768.11 
Day Square Realty Trust 5,038.80 
Day Square Realty Trust 671.84 
Daydreamer Nominee Trust 2,359.52 
De Mallie Louise S 6,650.57 
De Mey Yvonne Lippens 5,508.77 
Dechiazza Joseph P & Vicki F 2,044.59 
Decristofaro Michael J 2,424.11 
Decristofaro Natalie R 3,847.58 
Deere Credit Inc. 374.52 
Deering Winifred 4,470.97 
Defeudis Gene J 10,862.49 
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Defilipp Christina Ann 1,685.09 
Delhome Kathryn M 3,323.67 
Delhome Robert & Kathryn M 3,063.66 
Dell Eleanor Cecelia 2,214.16 
Dell Financial Services, LP 19.86 
Demadu USA Ltd 58.14 
Demarre James P & Cheryl B 1,996.14 
Demarre Kathleen A 1,954.15 
Denoia Marc 2,222.24 
Deprez Peter G Sr & Pamela J 9,859.57 
Derosby Anthony R 3,730.65 
Derrah Sean A & Michelle T 1,978.37 
Dersham Charmaine C & George H 1,091.74 
Dervis Donald & Stanley Charmoy Trustees 2,676.06 
Desantis Patrick L & Margaret A 3,933.17 
Deschenes Janet D 8,054.65 
Desrochers Lee P 2,268.11 
Desrosiers Brian J Trustee 1,871.78 
Desteso Peter W 1,963.84 
Detchon C Faith 2,269.07 
Deutsche Bank National Trust 1,908.93 
Deux Joueur Realty Trust 6,424.47 
Devaul William D 2,004.21 
Deveau Joseph E & Rendich Kathleen 7,080.16 
Deveaux Brian T 2,321.40 
Devine Andrew T & Dorothy F 2,916.69 
Dibella Cecilia M 3,007.13 
Dicesare Elaine F Trustee 5,147.00 
Dicesare Elaine F Trustee 442.51 
Dicesare Helene 2,211.58 
Dicey Janet French 1,893.43 
Dickens Rue Forsland 4,417.02 
Dickinson Frank R & Joanne L Trustees 700.91 
Dickinson Frank R & Joanne L Trustees 998.07 
Dickinson Frank R & Joanne L Trustees 508.72 
Dickinson Joanne L & Frank R Trustees 3,217.08 
Dickson David M Jr & Amelia Del Rio 10,804.35 
Dicostanzo Jerane 5,610.51 
Didonato Torry J 2,500.67 
Dignan Danielle 5,155.08 
Digregorio Michael E & Dianna L 3,670.89 
Dillon Robert E & Joanna C 3,641.82 
Dimarzio Harry & Lilian 4,874.07 
Dimola Louis J 2,651.83 
Dinardo Angelo & Jeanne 1,981.60 
Dinyari Sara C 2,802.67 
Directv, Inc. 53.94 
Disalvo Dominic J & Cynthia A Trustees 14,827.31 
Dittami Louis J & Patricia T 2,002.60 
Dobson Laurie G 2,835.94 
Dock Square Clothier 39.24 
Doe Stephen G & Ann K 2,575.92 
Dolbeare Robert & Lorraine Trustees 2,716.43 
Dolby Sandra G & O’Brien Christina D 219.64 
Dolinsky Gary N 2,072.69 
Dollard Peter A & Westbrook Merle A 4,275.55 
Dombrowski Scott A & Karen M 3,112.10 
Domijan-Brindle Nancy C 5,849.53 
Domine Cynthia Hall 2,321.40 
Domine Robert M & Cynthia Hall 113.05 
Domine Robert M & Cynthia Hall 5,770.40 
Domine Robert M & Cynthia Hall 98.51 
Donaghy Margaret A B & Barbara T 5,282.99 
Donahue Edward Trustee 339.15 
Donahue Robert E & Gina C 2,283.61 
Doneski David J & Sandra D 1,518.10 
Donovan Brendan R & Marion L 8,128.29 
Donovan Brendan R & Marion L 2,994.21 
Donovan Cindy E 2,939.30 
Donovan Elaine M  Trustee 2,709.97 
Doran Paul R & Denise R Trustees 2,248.08 
Doran William M & Susan L 7,164.14 
Dorman Sharon L Trustee 2,007.44 
Dorney Jonathan T & Judith A 4,544.61 
Doty Elizabeth A 1,846.27 
Doubleday David N & Ellen L 1,781.34 
Doubleday David N & Ellen L 2,510.36 
Doubleday David N & Ellen L 1,791.04 
Dow Angus & Patricia J 1,073.01 
Dow Carl 1,638.26 
Dow George F & Michelle A 3,220.96 
Dow Kim 1,055.24 
Dowd Michael R & Traci C 3,770.06 
Downing Mark C & Black Mary C 3,376.96 
Downs Eva M 3,876.32 
Doyle Gregory & Ann Marie 962.54 
Drake Hill Company 796.20 
Drake John D & Delia R 4,328.20 
Draleau Steven L & Gillian A 4,123.09 
Drew Geoffrey A & Randall Deborah S 2,156.02 
Drew Lawrence D & Kathleen 822.03 
Drinon Daniel J & Judith 3,521.35 
Driscoll Sean S & Fredo Gregory S 2,118.88 
Driver Richard J & Margarete 5,373.43 
Dromgoole John & Carol Ann 2,010.67 
Dubay Adam & Jennifer 3,478.71 
Duchemin Jeffrey 3,511.01 
Duchemin Paul & Joanne 843.03 
Duffield James E Iii & Suzanne E 2,026.82 
Duffy Carol A & David E Jr 2,684.13 
Duffy James H & Mary S 2,981.29 
Duffy Taylor & Megan 6,484.23 
Dufoe April R & Mark C 5,761.35 
Dufosse Richard F & Patricia B 3,050.73 
Dugan William H Jr & Patricia R 3,006.16 
Dukakis Arthur G & Patricia 2,685.74 
Duley Frank P Jr 2,526.51 
Duncan Barbara J 4,380.53 
Duncan Gregory & Laura 1,591.42 
Duncan Jane E 1,534.90 
Duncan Janet E & Siegel Ernest E 1,881.47 
Durcan Tracy L Trustee 4,053.65 
Durheimer Donald K & Reid Susan 544.25 
Durkin William & Donna 1,529.40 
Durrell Philip F & Louise A 1,274.88 
Dussault James R & Cynthia A 3,105.64 
Duston Alice E Revocable Trust 1,595.62 
Dwelley Willard Parker Jr 6,568.53 
Dwyer Robert & Francisca 4,429.95 
Dwyer Walter Ty & Terri L 2,995.82 
Eagleson Jon 2,797.50 
Eamc Enterprises LLC 13,325.36 
Eastwood Family Residence Trust 6,944.50 
Eaton Ardythe M 2,161.52 
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Eaton David L & Scully-Eaton Jennifer 5,429.63 
Eaton Deborah H 2,004.86 
Eaton E Peter & Deborah H 1,689.29 
Eaton Fred & Harriett S 1,279.08 
Eaton Fred & Harriett S 2,531.35 
Eaton Harriett 3,968.05 
Eaton Rebecca C 4,150.55 
Eaton Scott D & Kathleen O 14.53 
Eaton Scott D & Kathleen O 3,146.67 
Eaton Scott D & Kathleen O 25.84 
Echostar Satellite LLC 70.58 
Eckfeldt John M & Nancy P 2,558.48 
Edmands Beatrice Vom Bauer Madeira 4,447.71 
Edmands Peter L Etal 14.53 
Edwards John Alan & Margaret A 4,360.50 
Edwards Michael & Dolores A 7,728.42 
Eglinton David G Mette A 5,170.26 
Eiselen Theodore W & Louise 48.45 
Eiselen Theodore W & Louise 1,398.59 
Eisenberg Robert B & Leslie A 7,491.02 
Eisenberg Robert B & Leslie A Trustees 7,550.77 
Eising Peter A & Susanne 5,706.44 
Ekchian Christine A 2,404.73 
Eldridge Olive C 2,348.86 
Eleven Halcyon Way LLC 9,783.67 
Elicker Joan C Trustee 10,310.16 
Elkington Christian M & Carol-Lee 4,319.16 
Ellig Edythe M Revocable Trust 1,833.02 
Ellis Alexander III & Robin R 2,524.24 
Ellis G William III & Carol N Co-Trustees 3,774.25 
Ellis G William III & Carol N Co-Trustees 6,009.41 
Ellis Larry A & Jean C 684.76 
Ellis Nancy B Trustee 8,021.70 
Ellis Nathan M & Patricia J 8,294.64 
Ellis Robert J & Marcia R 7,345.02 
Eltzroth Carter Weaver 5,410.90 
Emanouil John T 1,401.82 
Emero Roland F & Joyce M 2,026.82 
Emerson Carl R Jr & Florence 3,248.09 
Emerson James P & Faye B 421.51 
Emerson James P & Faye B 2,098.21 
Emery   Barbara 1,896.33 
Emery David J & Judith N 2,403.77 
Emery George W & Patricia K 5,891.84 
Emmons Barbara A & Tarr Donald P 1,256.47 
Emmons Douglas A & Betty 1,552.66 
Emmons Eric & Amy L 2,723.54 
Emmons George H & Mary L Trustees 4,198.03 
Emmons George H & Mary L Trustees 376.29 
Emmons George H & Mary L Trustees 478.04 
Emmons George H & Mary L Trustees 54.91 
Emmons George H & Mary L Trustees 4,641.51 
Emmons George H & Mary L Trustees 747.74 
Emmons Grosvenor B Heirs 61.37 
Emmons Mary L 978.69 
Emmons Michael R 2,313.33 
Emmons Paul And Joan K 1,975.79 
Engborg Alan R 1,584.96 
Engesser Stewart A & Williams Lela I 2,927.17 
Engesser Stewart A & Williams Lela I 53.29 
Engesser Stewart A & Williams Lela I 3,216.11 
Engesser Stewart A & Williams Lela I 46.83 
Engle John 1,447.04 
Eon-Harris Sharon A & Harris John M 2,300.41 
Eraklis Katherine L 7,395.08 
Erb Ryan A & Amanda J 2,072.04 
Erickson Paul M & Jeanette R 3,181.55 
Erlandson Mabel & Heirs 4,596.29 
Evans Carter S & Elizabeth Kelley 8,515.89 
Evans William B & Therese N 1,794.26 
Evelyn Allan J & Jane W Trustees 1,831.41 
Everest John 2,173.79 
Everest Susan 45.22 
Everest Susan 4,799.78 
Ezrow Leonard & Hjordis 4,702.88 
Fairbanks Robert D & Marie L 1,831.41 
Fairchild Robert B & Diana M 2,306.22 
Falconer Janet E Trustee 1,153.76 
Fales Ann R & Rimmer, Jr  FORECLOSURE 6.46 
Faller Melissa L 1,540.71 
Falls Richard C & Louise 2,514.88 
Famolare Leo H & Anne P 8,753.95 
Fanton Dwight F & Roma F 2,482.25 
Farr Christopher J 2,890.85 
Farrell Island LLC 1,776.50 
Farrell Nancy 2,173.79 
Farrell Thomas J 4,417.02 
Faulkner James & Nancy Educaion Trust 2,240.00 
Faulkner James M 4,525.23 
Faulkner James M & Nancy J 219.64 
Faulkner James M & Nancy J 5,750.05 
Faulkner James M & Nancy J 7,784.30 
Faulkner Jane 2,529.74 
Featherman Sandra 4,939.32 
Fecko Christine A 2,302.99 
Fecko Jeffrey M 2,135.03 
Federman Frank & Linda 4,084.33 
Feehan Etal 51.68 
Feldman Marc D & King Maureen 2,781.68 
Fellenz Peter & Catherine 4,371.80 
Ferguson Mary Ann & Antoniazzii Michael 4,155.39 
Fernandez Robert V & Ruth S 4,630.85 
Fernandez Ruth S 1,311.38 
Fernandez Ruth S 792.96 
Ferrara Thomas G & Philomena R 4,228.07 
Ferrick Sean & Cathleen 4,544.61 
Ferris Joel R & Froehlich Denise R 2,188.32 
Fessenden Vivian Revocable Trust 3.23 
Fessenden Wendell Wayne II 5,535.25 
Fessenden Wendell Wayne II 2,666.37 
Fetzner Reva S & Charles R Trustees 41.99 
Fetzner Reva S & Charles R Trustees 2,984.52 
Fick Susan K 1,034.25 
Field Joseph T 3,042.66 
Field Joseph T 3,407.65 
Fifield Oliver R & Mary Ellen Living Trust 2,824.64 
Findlay Joseph S 1,698.98 
Fine Philip E & Bazelmans Genevieve 1,330.76 
Fineman Stanley J 7,219.05 
Finkenbinder David O & Mary R 3,370.50 
Finnegan Alice V 3,769.41 
Finnegan James W & Judith 3,214.17 
Firth Mary E Trustee 2,512.94 
Firth Robert & Aileen 568.48 
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Firth Robert & Mary E 350.45 
Fischer Robert 87.86 
Fisher D N Jr & Jane F Carlson 5,368.26 
Fishing Pole Lane LLC 560.41 
Fishing Pole Lane LLC 174.42 
Fishing Pole Lane LLC 104.97 
Fishing Pole Lane LLC 30,247.33 
Fiske Donald R Sr & Ruth H 2,831.74 
Fitzek Candace H Trustee 11,697.44 
Fitzek Candace H Trustee 544.25 
Fitzgerald Donald & Ruth Trustees 6,120.85 
Fitzgerald Donna L 1,258.73 
Fitzgerald Land Trust 7,950.64 
Fitzgerald Michael J III & Marilyn A 5,640.23 
Fitzgerald Michael J III & Marilyn A 2,013.90 
Fitzgerald Michael J IV 1,989.68 
Fitzpatrick Edward F & June 3,729.68 
Fitzpatrick James & Ruth 2,716.43 
Fitzpatrick Jan S 8,851.81 
Fitzpatrick John D Trustee 1,061.05 
Fitzpatrick John D Trustee 1,004.53 
Fitzpatrick Michael G & Janice A 2,002.60 
Fitzsimmons Warren 6,856.32 
Flaherty Paul D 2,411.19 
Flanagan Niclole E & Ayer John L 676.69 
Flavin David P & Catherine Casey E 2,198.02 
Flavin Living Trust 2,059.12 
Flavin-Casey Catherine Trustee 2,823.02 
Fleetwood B P 2,970.31 
Fleming Deirdre A 1,641.49 
Fleming Janice M 4,956.76 
Fleming Janice M 2,735.81 
Fletcher George P Trustee 2,060.74 
Fletcher Warner S & Mary F 12,685.83 
Flint Robert M & Linda C 2,116.30 
Florentine Corporation 1,723.20 
Flynn Nancy 5,109.86 
Flynn Sean M & Amy S 5,292.36 
Flynn Simon A Jr Etal 5,162.19 
Foehl C Allen & Sara Hastings 3,428.64 
Fogarty Cynthia A 552.33 
Foley Michael D & Anne H 6,389.59 
Foley Thomas J & Maryellen 1,889.87 
Folsom Raymond C 1,864.03 
Forbes Edward K & Martha P 3,400.22 
Forman Fred J & Jerilyn A Clarke Forman 1,035.21 
Forrest Charles M II & Ruth D 2,843.05 
Forrest William D & Julian Nancie M 5,524.91 
Forrey Scott E & Patrice M Leary 2,091.42 
Forsberg Robert R & Jane R 4,223.22 
Forte Daniel & Sandler James 2,685.74 
Fortin Blaine & Tracy E 3,884.07 
Foster Janis M Trustee 2,094.65 
Fowle Walter C & Dana H 2,657.32 
Fowler Ronald G & Lois R 1,388.90 
Francis Stephen D Trustee 12,782.72 
Francoeur Delores 345.93 
Francoeur Raymond J 691.87 
Francoeur Richard L & Okeema L 2,260.03 
Francoeur Robert E & Dolores A 1,733.54 
Francouer Ronald P & Dawn M 2,725.15 
Fraser Elaine B 1,218.36 
Fraser Stuart P & Dorothy S 5,365.68 
Fraser Timothy P Trustee 2,270.69 
Frawley Andrew & Julianne 9,827.27 
Frechette Carl P & Louise 2,263.26 
Freeman Guy S & Norene B 3,068.50 
French Peter A & Marietta E 6,279.12 
Freni Santi Trustee 5,306.89 
Fried James & Otie Ann 4,312.05 
Friedman Sheldon & Renee 3,543.31 
Frink John A 1,224.17 
Frink Peter H 2,342.40 
Friot Christopher & Janet 2,065.58 
Frischer Harry & Debra Kupper 4,184.46 
Fuhrmann Calvin & Denise 4,445.13 
Furlong Carole 1,817.52 
Fusco Linda 1,342.06 
G & J Yankee LLC 7,396.70 
G & J Yankee LLC 10,807.58 
Gabriele Alice G & Albert M Trustees 3,079.80 
Gachowski Gerald R & Nancy D 3,188.01 
Gadbois Carole C & Roger U 2,347.24 
Gaffney Eleanor A Estate 3,677.35 
Gafner Stefan & Bergeron Chantal 2,277.15 
Gagnon George A & Deborah B 2,709.00 
Gagnon Jacques L & Carol M Co-Trustees 4,683.50 
Gagnon Jacques L & Suzanne F 2,781.68 
Gallagher David W 1,806.22 
Gallagher James Revocable Trust Etal 11,269.47 
Gallant John O 5,295.58 
Galle Craig & Helena 2,776.18 
Galligan Thomas J III & Ann C 3,499.70 
Gallinari Paul A 143.73 
Gallinari Paul A 125.97 
Gambell Eleanor S & Margaret B Trustees 1,947.69 
Gamble Howard W & Joanne B Revocable Trust 5,544.94 
Gannon Stephen D & Barbara 2,874.70 
Gano Rhett W 4,542.99 
Gardinier Nancy J 2,709.97 
Garrett Bruce W & Bonnie J 3,631.17 
Garrett Bruce W & Bonnie J 3,409.26 
Garsoe Peter B 5,014.57 
Garvey Robert J & Jane 5,507.15 
Gasink Donald J 642.77 
Gasink Nancy C 6,810.45 
Gates James A & Joanne 691.22 
Gates James Austin 4,488.08 
Gauthier Christopher P & Kristen L 3,063.66 
Gaynor Amy B & William J 1,133.73 
Gaynor William J & Amy 3,783.94 
GE Capital Information 112.57 
GE Commerciall Equipment 38.11 
Geary James J & Joyce Ellen 1,401.82 
Gelardi Anthony & Isabelle 980.30 
Gelardi Anthony & Isabelle 4,420.58 
Gelardi Anthony & Isabelle 161.50 
Gelardi Anthony L 101.74 
Gelardi Deborah Pepin 14,303.09 
Gelardi Isabelle 1,792.65 
Gelardi Paul J 3,336.59 
Gelardi Paul J 364.99 
Gelardi Paul J 3,071.73 
Gendron David B 6,563.36 
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Gentsch Lucille 2,771.34 
George Susan L 1,025.52 
George Susan L 6,201.60 
George Susan L 33.91 
Georgitis James W 969.00 
Georgitis James W 6,408.97 
Gerace Robert F & Marilyn A 2,112.42 
Gerber Nancy P 1,841.75 
Gerges Samir B & Malak M 9,669.00 
Gerrish Everett H & Jule 125.97 
Gerrish Everett H & Jule 5,914.78 
Gesell Charles J 4,676.07 
Gesing Rand W & Heather H 2,743.89 
Gesing Rand W & Susan D 4,488.73 
Geyerhahn Nancy G & George R 4,865.03 
Ghaffari Niloufar 1,010.99 
Ghaffari Niloufar 3,458.36 
Ghayour Babak & Anne P 4,730.33 
Ghayour Babak & Anne P 1,035.21 
Gifford Anisia A & George H Jr Trustees 5,129.24 
Gifford Anisia A & George H Trust 4,399.26 
Gifford Anisia A & George H Trust 941.54 
Giknis Mary L 1,476.11 
Gilday Robert F 8,140.25 
Giles Stuart C 59.75 
Gilman David D & Gail E Trustees 17,075.39 
Gilpatric Robert L 6,376.02 
Gilpatric Sally H 271.32 
Gimbel Kenneth J & Judy C 1,569.78 
Gingras Donald E & Linda K 3,125.02 
Glasser William A & Laura J 2,267.78 
Glauz-Todrank Stephen 100.13 
Glauz-Todrank Stephen 5,696.11 
Glavin Francis J & Mary 5,290.74 
Glavin Francis J Trustee 2,054.28 
Glavin Francis Jr-Mary Jo-Ann-Julie 1,489.03 
Gleason Christina Trustee 1,810.41 
Glickman Theo 2,173.79 
Goedecke William S & Janet 7,524.28 
Goedecke Wm S & Janet C 14.53 
Goldenfarb Barbara J & Howard A 15,514.34 
Goldenfarb Howard A 2,178.63 
Gomez Jeanne 3,087.88 
Gomez Robert & Cynthia 3,454.48 
Gonnella Lisa C & Anthony J 2,293.30 
Gonneville Maurice G & Priscilla J 2,443.49 
Good Patricia A 3,578.84 
Good Timothy H & Webster Wendy G 550.71 
Good Timothy H & Webster Wendy G 3,200.93 
Goodman Mary L & Lavoie Roger J 1,665.71 
Goodman Mary L & Lavoie Roger J 1.61 
Goodrich Albert L 3,315.92 
Goodwin David F & Barbara V 3,416.37 
Goodwin Karen A 2,599.18 
Goon Greg 983.53 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,227.08 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,009.06 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 10,239.10 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,923.46 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,002.60 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,946.07 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,030.05 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,516.17 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,923.46 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,946.07 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,487.10 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,847.56 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,194.79 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,946.07 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,030.05 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,954.15 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,030.05 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,055.89 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,055.89 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,055.89 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,923.46 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,009.06 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,013.90 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 1,548.79 
Goose Rocks At Kennebunkport LLC 2,013.90 
Goose Rocks Beach Association Inc 2,595.30 
Goose Rocks Beach Association Inc 1.61 
Goose Rocks Beach Association Inc 71.06 
Goose Rocks Beach Holdings LLC 6,605.35 
Goose Rocks Beach Holdings LLC 5,261.67 
Goose Rocks Beach Holdings LLC 4,413.79 
Goose Rocks Beach Holdings LLC 5,213.22 
Goose Rocks Beach Holdings LLC 7,374.09 
Gordon Elizabeth P 1,719.97 
Gordon Family Home Place LLC 4,438.02 
Gordon Nathan H D 6,625.38 
Gordon Robert A & Cathy M 3,670.89 
Gorny John & Roberta C 2,784.26 
Gorny John & Roberta C 5,403.79 
Gorny John & Roberta C 6,230.67 
Gosnell Arthur James III & Beverly  642.77 
Gosnell Arthur James III & Beverly 11,179.03 
Gosnell Arthur James III & Beverly 1,489.03 
Gosselin Rebecca A 2,117.91 
Gott Jake E & Sara B 5,995.53 
Gott James C & Harriet A W 3,100.80 
Gould Charles E Jr 3,277.48 
Goulet Dennis H 3,758.75 
Gourley Margaret D Trustee 12,611.53 
Grady E Russell Jr & Julie B 2,889.88 
Graesser Carl F Jr 2,839.82 
Graesser Natalie H 3,619.86 
Graham David J & Debra B 3,472.90 
Graham Jay R & Gallagher Maureen 1,663.45 
Graham Peter D & Gretchen R 3,020.05 
Grana James & Kawadler M John Trustees 1,576.24 
Granetz Marc D & Kristine K 16,639.34 
Gray Carol Ruth 50.06 
Gray Carol Ruth 904.40 
Gray Donald K Trustee 637.92 
Gray Donald K Trustee 1,871.78 
Gray Eugene R 5,629.89 
Gray Eugene R 1,146.65 
Gray Eugene R & Constance S 4,747.13 
Gray Robert III 1,054.59 
Gray Robert Jr & Maureen Co-Trustees 4,447.71 
Graydon Regina S 5,808.19 
Gray-Gibson Wendy 2,263.26 
Greaney Paul M & Kathleen E 2,369.20 
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Great Hill Development LLC 687.99 
Greco Carol Anne & Douglas Alan 1,364.67 
Green David & French Jean Trustees 6,731.32 
Green Frank T 4,165.73 
Green Marine Corporation 1,225.78 
Green Sandra Ann Co-Trustee 2,207.70 
Greenberg Family Trust 2,737.43 
Greene David E 12,519.48 
Greene Patricia L 3,834.01 
Greene Richard F Trustee 424.74 
Gregoire Norman H 156.65 
Gregory Living Trust 5,340.80 
Grenier Dana R & Lori A 7,099.54 
Griffin Frederick W Jr & Martha M 5,646.04 
Grimaldi John & Catherine C 2,978.06 
Grimmer Mary 1,543.94 
Grindle Alden R & Donna M 1,420.23 
Grindle Alden R & Donna M 1.61 
Griswold Lee F & Cooke Rosanne S 2,814.95 
Groman Elizabeth L 2,241.62 
Groman Henry N Jr & Phillip & Elizabeth L 3,856.62 
Groman Henry N Jr & Elizabeth L 10,700.99 
Gronberg Katherine & Kevin 2,212.55 
Groom Evelyn M 8,075.65 
Grossman Loyd D 2,059.12 
Grover Rowena M & J Roger 1,966.10 
Guay Kathryn Ann 3,792.67 
Guignard Arthur R 1.61 
Guldberg Alexandra B Trustee 6,708.71 
Gulf Coast Commercial Corp 2,890.85 
Gundling Barbara R, Gerard & Peter Willa 1,692.52 
Gunn James & Cherie 2,938.33 
Gunn Richard L & Frances Trustees 2,431.22 
Gunther Lisa C 1,384.70 
Gurski Kimberly A & John E 1,927.34 
Gustin Joanne K 2,558.16 
Gustin Joanne K 148.58 
Gustin Joanne K & Michael M Trustees 5,106.63 
Gutermann Cynthia 130.81 
Gutermann Peter 138.89 
Gutermann Peter & Cynthia 4,094.02 
Guthrie William A 1996 Revocable Trust 2,219.01 
Guyer Carroll & Gail 9.69 
Hagens Elizabeth A 1,938.65 
Haggerty John L Trustee 3,386.98 
Hahr Gregory P & Elizabeth S 1,834.64 
Hale Barbara J 3,632.13 
Haley Timothy M & Lynanne N 5,588.55 
Hall Anthony J & Tracy L 2,118.88 
Hall David S & Suzanne B 3,379.23 
Hall Edward R & Anneliese  Z 3,844.02 
Hall Harry A III 4,599.52 
Hall Karen E 1,962.87 
Halle  Neil A 2,356.61 
Halliwell Denis P & Jeann 1,526.17 
Halvorsen John H & Pamela J 6,359.87 
Hamilton Daniel W & Bogdan Gerald J 3,083.68 
Hammel Clifford P & Betsy 1,043.29 
Hamrock William F & Anne T 3,406.68 
Hanagan Julie A Leonard Dan 3,530.39 
Hanby Ronnie B 2,465.14 
Hand Ann R & Jeffrey 658.92 
Hand Jeffrey M & Ann R 3,506.81 
Handlen  Mary-Lamontagne Frances 138.89 
Handlen Frank W 4,039.76 
Handlen Mary C & Curran David M 2,222.24 
Handler Kenneth L & Lauren Teel 3,265.53 
Hanify Elizabeth H 2,298.14 
Hanify John D 3,919.60 
Hanley Margaret A 1,461.57 
Hanna Linda B & Steven R 4,557.53 
Hannaford Grazyna 2,733.23 
Hanscom Vincent P 222.87 
Hanson Carol A 411.82 
Hanson Dana R 743.55 
Hanson Gale M 2,076.89 
Hanson Harry L 203.81 
Hanson Theodora B & Stephen M 1,808.80 
Hanson Theodora B & Stephen M 6,479.38 
Harborside Hospitality LLC 1,133.73 
Harborside Hospitality LLC 93.35 
Harborside Hospitality LLC 9,389.61 
Harcourt John Jr & Sue Ellen  T 2,267.46 
Harding Robert 1,170.87 
Harding Warren A & Casey Linda A 17.76 
Harding Warren A & Casey Linda A 989.03 
Hargreaves Kip 1,222.55 
Harke Lance A & Alison C 2,701.89 
Harlow Michael 1,386.32 
Harmon Loren B. 3,350.16 
Harmon Marcia S 3,244.86 
Harmon Neil L & Geraldine M 838.18 
Harmon Paula S 1,617.26 
Harmon William E & Diane Schweitzer 3,743.57 
Harms Mark T & Lucas Karen L 3,133.10 
Harper Marguerite J 2,542.66 
Harriman George A & Shirley M 1,612.09 
Harriman Stephen J & Jean 3,199.96 
Harrington Anne B & Paul A 2,946.08 
Harrington Everett C & Dorothy L 1,897.62 
Harrington Timothy 1,432.51 
Harrington Timothy 1,450.27 
Harrington Timothy 2,729.35 
Harrington Ward 815.58 
Harris Robert F & Cecile A Trustees 2,622.76 
Harrison Lisa Rogers 943.16 
Haslam Barbara A 2,514.55 
Hass Michael & Ronni 2,968.37 
Hastings Edwina D Trustee 5,350.49 
Hatch Nancy J 1,695.75 
Hatch Paula 2,374.05 
Hathaway W John & Sue-Ellen 5,343.07 
Hathaway W John & Sue-Ellen 1,866.94 
Hauslohner Emily W & Adams Douglas P 3,334.01 
Hawco Martha 1,668.62 
Hay David W & Brown Sheila I 5,783.32 
Haydock Tom M & Linda 2,434.45 
Hayes Frances L Trustee 74.29 
Hayes Frances L Trustee 2,563.65 
Hayes John T & Cynthia E 3,162.82 
Hayes Patricia A & Ronald J 2,911.85 
Hayes Sharon K & Paul J Trustees 6,674.79 
Hayes Timothy F & Valorie R 13,972.98 
Hayes William J & Sousa Lorraine H 2,395.04 
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Haynes Frederick & James A  177.65 
Hays James M & Louise H 3,750.03 
HDC New England Inc 6,636.03 
HDC New England Inc 664.90 
Heaphy Lois 5,360.19 
Heartz Eldon W 2,173.79 
Heartz Eldon W 88.82 
Heaton Robert C & Alice M Trustees 2,676.06 
Heaven Marshall H & Maryann 6,376.02 
Hebert Claramae A 2,642.14 
Heffernan Edwin James Etal 918.93 
Heffernan Timothy Patrick 666.99 
Heinemann David L & Leslie M 1,083.66 
Hellstrom Doullas F & Julie K 4,136.01 
Helms Susan-Male Deborah C-Clark William 2,545.24 
Heminway Elizabeth R 2,294.91 
Henderson Paul F & Lisa A 6,017.49 
Hendrick James R 5,995.53 
Henke Lucy L 4,285.24 
Hennessey Vincent E & Mary F 2,769.72 
Hennessy Paula D 812.67 
Hennessy William J & Barbara K 4,722.58 
Hennig William W & Carol 9,207.11 
Henriksen Marie Birkemose 387.60 
Henriksen Marie Birkemose 16,540.83 
Henriksen Marie Birkemose 8,694.19 
Henriksen Marie Birkemose 374.68 
Henriksen Marie Birkemose 155.04 
Henry Janet & Moore Vernon L 2,602.41 
Herlihy James W & Rebecca P 5,050.10 
Herman Allegra 11,464.88 
Herron Robert R & June T 1,886.32 
Heselton Laurie L 1,847.56 
Hetz Edwin David & Elizabeth JC Trustees 7,506.52 
Hetz Edwin David & Elizabeth JC Trustees 15,366.72 
Hickey Matthew J & Kathleen F 729.98 
Higgins Shawn & D Sarah 1,532.63 
Highpoint Farms Homeowners Association 281.01 
Highbarger Morey A & Jennifer E 4,321.74 
Highpoint Farms Homeowners Association 116.28 
Highpoint Farms Homeowners Association 11.30 
Highpoint Farms Homeowners Association 235.79 
Hikade Mary Ellen 2,104.34 
Hildreth Russell 2,195.43 
Hill Barbara A & Pollard Laurel L 2,516.17 
Hill Laurence R & Beverly 2,121.14 
Hill Patrick E 2,826.25 
Hill Shane R & Crystal 48.45 
Hill Timothy A & Kathleen E 700.91 
Himmelman Harold & Bonnie B 3,301.06 
Hinckley Suzanne 2,625.99 
Hinds Annie & Joyce 2,718.04 
Hios Hospitality LLC 28,385.24 
Hios Hospitality LLC 18,929.41 
Hios Hospitality LLC 27,427.54 
Hios Hospitality LLC 240.63 
Hios Hospitality LLC 5,720.33 
Hios Hospitality LLC 802.65 
Hios Hospitality LLC 261.95 
Hios Hospitality LLC 189.60 
Hirschhorn Mark K 3,997.77 
Hirst Donald J & Sally 2,780.06 
Hirst John R & Katherine 2,263.26 
Hirst Jolene & Leach Gail 1,258.73 
Hirst Shayne 1,115.00 
Hitz John F & Judith Barnes Hitz 3,905.07 
Hobson Harold F Jr & Barbara Ann 2,129.22 
Hoff Peter B & Judith A 3,469.67 
Hogan Paul J & Fitzgerald Geralyn 5,356.95 
Holbrook David H & Janice 1,620.49 
Holbrook Donald A & Mitzi 59.75 
Holbrook Donald A & Mitzi 2,104.99 
Holbrook Kendrick W Jr 1,638.26 
Holden David J & Jean M 1,149.88 
Holden David J & Jean M & Janis Marie 2,517.79 
Holden Jean M & David J 2,441.88 
Holdsworth Arthur C III 2,722.89 
Holdsworth Arthur C III 1,887.93 
Hollan Roger O & Edith 8,305.95 
Hollingsworth Margaret T 2,786.20 
Hollingsworth Margaret T 11.30 
Hollingsworth Margaret T 345.61 
Holt Karen E 2,717.08 
Holtham Megan E 1,006.14 
Holtz Herbert L Trustee 3,754.87 
Homa Dennis P & Nancy S 7,121.18 
Homer Chester E III & Shirley B 5,985.19 
Homme Anne R 3,438.33 
Homsey Samuel & Kelly 7,272.34 
Hopkins Cynthia L 637.92 
Hopkins Cynthia L & Hopkins Dorothy B 1,115.00 
Hopkins Paul G 926.04 
Hopkins Raymond E & Judith L 3,666.05 
Houlihan Barbara A & Timothy P 2,159.25 
Houston Jane B 1,949.30 
Houtz Harry James & Nancy 2,384.39 
Howard James B & Anne W 3,662.82 
Howarth Charles S & Christine M 2,176.05 
Howarth Robert E  & Jeann 3,535.88 
Howes James E Federick E & Sally-Ann 3,241.30 
Hsieh Sheng-Ju 586.24 
Huber Donald K & Sally H 3,175.09 
Huff Donald E & Joyce E 2,339.17 
Huff Lyman P & 1,014.22 
Huff Lyman P & Louise C 3,545.57 
Huff Lyman P & Louise C 5,030.72 
Huff Mary Frances Foye Life Estate 3,175.41 
Hughes David 2,280.38 
Hughes David & Tracy 2,669.60 
Hughes David L J & Tracy L  3,338.85 
Hughes David L J & Tracy L 948.00 
Hughes Dorsey F Jr 3,414.11 
Hultgren Gary W & Joan M 1,338.83 
Hultgren Kenneth J & Carol A 4,791.70 
Hunt Ralph M & Dianne C 2,353.70 
Hunter Robert N & Elizabeth A 3,002.28 
Hurin Jason P 411.82 
Hussey Kathryn A 5,247.78 
Hutchings Kenneth 103.52 
Hutchins Burleigh M Jr & Lorraine M 3,121.79 
Hutchins Dexter C - Burleigh M Jr 272.93 
Hutchins Edward W II & Christina M 1,648.91 
Hutchins Edward W II & Christina M 1,907.96 
Hutchins Herbert H & Clara May 53.29 
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Hutchins Herbert H & Clara May 1,197.04 
Hutchins Jon E & Katherine A 1,932.19 
Hutchins Joyce H Trustee 3,323.99 
Hutchins Jr Burleigh M 224.48 
Hutchins Jr Burleigh M 755.82 
Hutchins Kenneth E 291.35 
Hutchins Kenneth N & Janice M 2,377.60 
Hutchins Loretta M & Timothy L 2,403.12 
Hutchins Maurice B & Patricia 4.84 
Hutchins Maurice B & Patricia 287.47 
Hutchins Maurice B & Patricia 350.45 
Hutchins Maurice B &Patricia 1,958.03 
Hutchins Michael A & Ann 2,589.49 
Hutchins Nicole T & Michael W 1,308.80 
Hutchins Patricia S 408.59 
Hutchins Patricia S 419.90 
Hutchins Victor W & Pamela G 1,200.59 
Hutchins Victor W & Pamela G 633.08 
Hutchins Victor W Jennie & Kenneth 230.94 
Hutchins William J 208.33 
Hynes John C Jr 224.48 
Inergy Propane, LLC 167.64 
Inglesi Maria A 4,433.17 
Inglesi Raymond 909.24 
Inglis John H & Elizabeth S 5,541.39 
Inglis Marilyn M Trustee  1,839.48 
Ingwersen Henry L 1,736.77 
Inniss Melissa H 3,055.58 
Inniss Michael 1.61 
Inoue Naoto 2,002.60 
Inoue Naoto 541.03 
Inoue Naoto & Susan R 7,322.41 
Inoue Nato 583.01 
Isaksen Robert J & Janie V 2,333.67 
Ivancevic Kristen M Trustee 6,542.36 
Ives Cordelia I 1,864.36 
Ives Suzanne 1,207.05 
Ives William B & Barbara C 2,030.38 
Ivey Philip M & Rebecca E 5,381.18 
J A Gates Company LLC 1,419.58 
J Y F Inc 30,739.91 
Jackson Valerie P 1,926.69 
Jacob Gabriele K 2,594.34 
Jacobs Mark I & Alisa G 3,126.64 
Jakmar Real Estate Inc 4,013.27 
James David E & Lisanne A 2,466.10 
James Lisanne A & David E 6,061.09 
Jandl Margaret M 4,977.43 
Jandl Margaret M 565.25 
Jandl Margaret M 377.91 
Janelle Mark A & Norma Jean 1,402.47 
Jasin Family Realty Trust 6,466.46 
JCI Inc 6,577.89 
JDMSK Inc 4,969.35 
Jellison John L 1,379.21 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 778.43 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 3,730.65 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 4,577.56 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 345.61 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 4,203.84 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 463.50 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 66.21 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 2,978.06 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 10,334.38 
Jenkins David W & Diane J 4,444.48 
Jenkins Diane W & Diane J 1,141.80 
Jenkins Jessica D & West Andrew M 1,913.77 
JJCN Properties LLC 544.25 
Job Robert Iv & Amy G 2,561.39 
Jodoin Richard W & Janet S 3,561.07 
Joel William L II 4,563.99 
John Nagle Company 82.37 
Johnsen Elizabeth S 4,898.29 
Johnson David L & Amy B 2,177.02 
Johnson Dean & Holly B 3,262.95 
Johnson Dean C & Denyse D 1,887.93 
Johnson Donald J 3,225.16 
Johnson Douglas R & Barbara M 8,162.21 
Johnson Family Maine Rlty Trust 1,868.55 
Johnson Katherine R 2,084.96 
Johnson Patricia C & Curtis C 476.42 
Johnson Paul & Evelyn L 3,677.35 
Johnson Richard A & Christine A 2,981.29 
Johnson Steven G & Rosell F 8,724.23 
Johnson Todd L Sr 592.70 
Johnson Walter C & Patricia 1,659.25 
Johnston Arthur R Jr & Janet R 2,680.90 
Johnston Douglas & Cornelia N Perkins 3,478.71 
Johnston Heather M 1,295.88 
Jones Ann Fairbanks 2,742.92 
Jones David B & Mary Elizabeth Trustees 2,445.11 
Jones Katherine E Living Trust 6,726.48 
Jones Katherine E Trustee 5,985.84 
Jones Robert & Deborah 5,236.48 
Jones Sabra R 1,929.92 
Jones Sabra Rowell 3,317.86 
Jordan Bruce N & Kathi 2,537.16 
Jordan Joan C 3,569.15 
Jordan Thomas G & Gatto Carl V 9,372.49 
Jose David R Etal 3,039.43 
Joshi Anne C 3,519.08 
Josselyn-Rose Leslie A 3,170.24 
Jourdan David W & Lynn R 6,217.75 
Joyce William D & Linda A 5,105.01 
JRD LLC 492.57 
Judge Stephen D 1,524.56 
Juhlin John & Joan 1,978.37 
Julian Nancie M 3,536.85 
Junker Hildegard I 3,795.90 
Junker Joan T & William A Jr 4,650.23 
Junker William A & Maria 4,994.23 
Juressen Adele H 1,647.30 
Jurga Stanley M & Carol E 2,328.83 
JYF Corp 284.72 
Kaemmer Frederick C Revocable Trust 2,533.93 
Kamm Barbara  & Hosford Christian Trustees 5,532.02 
Kane Robert M & Cheryl 2,490.98 
Karalus Ronald R & Jo-Ann 6,915.75 
Kasprzak Stephen M & Paula J 4,575.29 
Kassirer Jerome P & Sheridan L 3,646.67 
Kast Elizabeth R Trustee 5,486.15 
Katsimpas Charles & Diane 2,280.38 
Katz Arnold S 11,700.67 
Katz Arnold S 2,477.41 
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Katz Eric S & Joanne R Trustees 6,598.89 
Katz Joanne R 21,594.16 
Katz Marla J 16,387.41 
Kay Aileen 2,838.20 
Keating Sally R 2,709.97 
Keating Sally R 4,515.54 
Keefe Joyce E 1,452.53 
Keithley James H Sr & Linda 866.29 
Kellar Doris E 5,262.32 
Kellett Alicia N 1,455.11 
Kellett Mark 4,924.13 
Kelley Eunice M & Carleton Sharon E Trustees 4,326.91 
Kelley Marguerite R 4,853.40 
Kelley Martha A & Michael W 736.44 
Kelley Martha A & Michael W 1,854.67 
Kelley Richard M Trustee 6,800.77 
Kelley Richard S Trustee 2,886.00 
Kelly Ann M 1,976.76 
Kelly Judith L Havens 22.61 
Kelly Richard & Sharon A 2,640.52 
Kember Robert F 74.29 
Kempinski Heidi M & Matt 1,724.82 
Kenneally James & Otts Mary E 3,200.93 
Kennebunk River Club 36.34 
Kennebunk River Club 9,935.48 
Kennebunk River Club 2,319.14 
Kennebunk River Club 3,052.35 
Kennebunk River Club 56.04 
Kennebunk River Club 8,234.88 
Kennebunkport Inn The 383.56 
Kennebunkport Marina 10,830.19 
Kennebunkport Marina LLC 20.67 
Kennedy Martha C 2,583.03 
Kennedy Michael C 1,640.84 
Kennedy Michael P & Kathy N 3,809.78 
Kennedy-Jones Heather A 557.17 
Kenneway Seth C & Alison Z 1,883.74 
Kenney James J & Joanne R 2,199.63 
Kennybeck Trust 3,667.66 
Keough Edward T & Beverly A 2,407.96 
Kern Barbara H 2,030.70 
Ketzler Mark D & Roy Camille F 6,592.43 
Kew Rauni S 5,634.73 
Kezar Thomas J & Lynn M 5,496.49 
Kezar Thomas J & Lynn M 1,006.14 
Kienia Terry 16.63 
Kiezulas Charles 2,966.75 
Kilcoyne Brendan J Etal Trustees 3,383.43 
Kimball Jed K 1,330.76 
Kimball Michael S 3,205.77 
King Bruce A 7,257.81 
King Bruce A & Judith S 12,763.34 
King Bruce E 1,937.03 
King Dorothy J 1,640.84 
King Fredrick P Jr 2,781.03 
King James W Jr & Debra J 323.00 
King John Etal 750.97 
King John Etal 2,543.62 
King John T II & Helen F 4,211.92 
King Karen A 1,552.02 
King Marion Crichton 6,822.41 
King Robert E & Dorothy Trustees 8,711.31 
King’s Cottage  LLC 3,152.48 
Kingsbury Edward A & Mary K 3,666.05 
Kingsbury Nicholas N 1,247.43 
Kingsley Dana W & Margaret J Trustees 5,311.74 
Kingsley Francis F & Gail P 17.76 
Kingsley Francis F & Gail P 3,635.36 
Kingston John S & Jenifer 6,219.36 
Kingston John W & Carol A 2,690.59 
Kingston Linda L 2,222.24 
Kingston Thomas P & Lana S 7,876.03 
Kinney Deborah J 1,115.96 
Kinney Deborah J 5,133.12 
Kirby Margaret A 3,772.64 
Kirsch James H Revocable Trust 2,189.94 
Klein Realty Trust Linda 3,729.03 
Klemer Benjamin P & Sue A 1,976.76 
KLH Exports/Imports LLC 1,271.00 
Kling David R & Nancy P 5,142.48 
Knapp Mark F & Sally Cargill 615.31 
Knickle Harold N & Sharon N 3,280.06 
Knight David C & Gormley Michele J 1,552.02 
Knoth Jill B 7,479.06 
Knowles Robert W 5,038.80 
Knox Elizabeth H & Francis V Jr 1,729.66 
Knox Janis B 3,490.66 
Knox Thomas V & Helen B 1.61 
Knox Thomas V & Helen B 1,521.65 
Knudsen Jay M 6,595.66 
Koch Gary A Trustee 23,730.81 
Koehler Cynthia -Clark Victor 7,535.59 
Koester David M & Grant Mary Jane 2,531.35 
Koffs Richard L & Kathleen Ann 2,936.07 
Kohl Helmut & Janet 2,655.38 
Konrad Richard N 3,230.00 
Korobkin Steven M & Ellen M 5,804.31 
Koshis Thomas P & Susanne C 550.71 
Kotz Joan S Trustee 3,685.43 
K-Port Natural Spring Water 11.30 
Kraeuter Carol S 1,337.22 
Kraeuter John N 4,593.06 
Kraeuter John N & Carol 1,550.40 
Kraeuter John N & Carol 1,338.83 
Kraeuter Norman Trustee 1,338.83 
Kramer Berri 4,987.77 
Kratovil Rose 1,067.51 
Kravetz Gary J & Audrey Lahti 6,632.80 
KRE Associates One LLC 505.49 
KRE Associates One LLC 1,921.85 
KRE Associates Three LLC 482.88 
KRE Associates Three LLC 3,430.26 
KRE Associates Three LLC 15,604.13 
KRE Associates Three LLC 694.45 
Kreiser Elizabeth H & Siegler Hansjoerg 4,785.24 
Krieg David & Julia M 3,695.12 
Krieg Julia M 2,881.16 
Kroustallis Konstantinos 67.02 
Kubiak Walter D & Eleanor H 8,221.00 
Kudaroski Jane & Taylor Lisa 2,286.84 
Kudaroski Mary C Trustee 3,955.13 
Kudas Hotel Company LLC 8,209.04 
Kudas Hotel Company LLC 185.24 
Kudas Jacek & Sharry 7,188.36 
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Kudas Jacek W & Marek 3,344.66 
Kudas Marek 9,147.36 
Kudos Hospitality LLC 145.03 
Kudos Hospitality LLC 10,237.48 
Kuehnle Kristen J 2,685.74 
Kuehnle Kristen J 1,322.68 
Kullaway Living Trust 3,581.10 
Kuun Thomas T Jr & Rosemary 4,067.22 
Kvaka Mary Beth 3,204.16 
Kyne John M & Deborah 3,443.83 
La Flamme Donald N & Janice 930.24 
Labrie Henry G III 3,792.67 
Lacasse Kenneth R & Beverly A 3,648.28 
Lachance Sarah K & Paul G 4,704.49 
Lachiatto Judith A & Alexander M 3,813.66 
Ladlow Kevin Bradford 2,632.45 
Laflamme Marc 1,394.39 
Laflamme Michael 1,890.20 
Lafortune Ann T 1,592.39 
Lafortune Ann T 3,470.63 
Lafortune Ann T 29.55 
Lake Brook Co 4,342.73 
Lake Brook Co 4,396.03 
Lakeman Erika 636.96 
Lakeside 19 LLC 1,928.31 
Lakeside 19 LLC 1,059.44 
Lakeside 19 LLC 1,933.15 
Lakin Paul Jr K& Audrey F 3,701.58 
Lamarre Gilbert O & Ruth H 4,114.05 
Lamarre Mark C 1,786.19 
Lamarre Mark C 6,669.95 
Lamb Norma 3,270.37 
Lamb Stephen A 2,057.51 
Lamborn Joan C 1,789.42 
Lamborn Joan C 4,823.04 
Lamey Mary S 5,037.18 
Lamontagne Frances A 3,210.62 
Lamontagne Jamie Lynn & Cory 586.24 
Lamson Howard J Trustee 4,265.21 
Landry Druscilla 1,825.27 
Lane Carol Ann 2,084.00 
Lane Denis George & Carol Joy 5,158.31 
Lane John B & Deborah B 2,291.68 
Lang Eileen 2,621.79 
Langsford Properties LLC 2,273.92 
Langsford Properties LLC 4,375.03 
Langshaw Deborah 3,900.87 
Lanigan Mathew 19.70 
Lanigan Mathew James 2,805.90 
Lanzetta Thomas M & Joan L Donovan Trust 3,334.97 
Lapalme Stephen & Joann 6,044.94 
Lapp Robert William Jr & Long Jennifer 1,666.68 
Largey Elizabeth A 3,662.82 
Larochelle Peter M 3,129.87 
Larrabee Johanthan F & Catherine E 2,296.53 
Lavallee William S Jr & Andrea M 2,208.35 
Lavery Brian D 2,994.21 
Lavimodiere Jean Paul 5,530.41 
Lavoie David J 2,323.98 
Leach Hartley Heirs 1,744.20 
Leach Kinder H & Sarver Jill I 1,674.75 
Leach Raymond D & Linda 1,951.57 
Leach Shirley H 222.87 
Leaf Financial Corporation 143.73 
Leahy Charles F Trustee 4,457.40 
Leblanc James A & Pamela J Trustees 3,226.77 
Lebrun Erick S & Katherine W 2,311.71 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,498.72 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,498.72 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,500.33 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,521.33 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,511.64 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,521.33 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,526.17 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,498.72 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 66.21 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,514.87 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,500.33 
Ledges At Ocean Avenue LLC 1,511.64 
Lee George C & Pamela A 3,425.41 
Lee W Scott & Bridget B 1,148.26 
Leeman John R Trustee 3,909.91 
Leene Mary Louise 5,332.73 
Leffen Collette/ Successors As Trustees 4,206.43 
Leffler William J Ii & Kathryn Trustees 3,643.76 
Legere David E & Patricia A 16,975.26 
Lehane John J & Agnes A 4,188.34 
Leighton Deborah S 2,808.48 
Leinoff Andrew M & Ellen 8,691.93 
Lemay Arthur P & Mary Ellen 3,024.89 
Lemay Peter S 2,180.25 
Lemieux Constance R 1,309.76 
Lemos-Farnell Paula 1,030.37 
Lencki Donna K Trustee 4,917.67 
Lencki Donna K Trustee 379.52 
Lenczyk Andrew J & Ullmann Karen A 2,286.84 
Lennon Debra A & Nill Thomas J 3,420.57 
Lennon James E & Joan A 2,850.47 
Leonardi John J & Lynda L 4,124.71 
Leprohon Linda 54.91 
Leroy Gary L & Sheri A 2,815.59 
Lescure Jr John Motter 2,802.67 
Leskowsky Raymond J & Jennifer E 2,074.31 
Letourneau Marsha Vigue 3,666.70 
Levin Arthur L 2,125.34 
Levin Jann B 5,432.86 
Levines Lea R 3,496.47 
Levis S James Jr 1,594.01 
Lewand Helene Marie 558.79 
Lewand Helene Marie 243.86 
Lewand Helene Marie 542.64 
Lewand Helene Marie 2,733.23 
Lewand Helene Marie & Koch Dana J 457.04 
Lewia Bruce & Jennifer 2,973.86 
Lewis Family Realty Trust 4,660.89 
Lewis Scott G & Hsieh Chia-Ju 1,547.17 
Lewis Susan K Trustee 6,169.95 
L’Heureux Roland M Jr 544.25 
Lichte George L 2,591.11 
Liebel James & Maryann P 1,240.32 
Lighthouse Properties LLC 930.24 
Lincoln Brian C 4,253.91 
Lindley Allen L Jr & Bird Elizabeth L 6,792.69 
Lindsey Jane M 6,339.52 
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Lindsey Jane M 82.20 
Linnemann Roger E & Patricia M 4,328.20 
Linnemann Roger E & Patricia M 67.83 
Lint Eric B 2,548.47 
Lipkin Robert L & Mary Lou 1,484.18 
Liss Roberta & Mitchell Elizabeth 2,643.75 
Litchfield Duane 3,279.10 
Littell Linda L Trustee 7,767.18 
Littell Pamela A 6,496.18 
Little Norma E & Clyde G 3,023.60 
Little River Real Estate Trust 3,499.70 
Little Vineyard Properties 606.27 
Litwiller Joanne F & Lonnie S 1,844.33 
Loffredo Suzanne Newell 2,653.45 
Loika Family Trust 2,448.34 
Lombard David F & Susan D 146.96 
Lombard David F Etal 3,068.50 
Lombard John C & Janet 5,709.03 
Longo Joseph W Jr & Corinne C 2,782.64 
Longworth James M & Lynne L 9,349.23 
Lonsberg John V 5,004.88 
Lord William E 6,686.75 
Lorden Kenneth & Witham Susan 1,954.15 
Loring Robert S  & Annette S 6,789.46 
Lovejoy Builders Inc 169.58 
Lovejoy Keith W Sr & Jane 2,872.12 
Lovejoy Kenneth R 700.91 
Lovejoy Kenneth R & Mary J 1,823.98 
Lovejoy Management Group LLC 442.51 
Lovejoy Michael J & Chisholm Kerri H 2,963.52 
Lovejoy Richard J 2,877.93 
Lovejoy Richard J & Robin J 2,556.54 
Lovell Glenda L 5,265.55 
Low Richard S Jr & Darlene 1,741.62 
Lowell Edgar G & Louise P 1,357.25 
Lown Bradley M 4,926.40 
Lown Bradley M, Elizabeth Anne Y Sarah 4,673.81 
Lown Robert G & Elizabeth 2,706.74 
Luby John E & Agnes M 2,999.05 
Luby John E & Agnes M 46.83 
Lucas On 9 151.65 
Lucero John 6,363.10 
Lucey William S & Jeannine A 5,546.56 
Lucht Robert & Jane 2,806.87 
Ludwig Phillip & Joan 4,685.12 
Lukas Elizabeth R 3,069.15 
Lukas Malte & Marcia J 7,939.34 
Lukas Marcia J & Malte 5,492.61 
Lunde Jeffrey S & Catherine J Trustees 4,003.58 
Lush Ernest L & Van Ness M 1,377.92 
Lush George P & Caroline E 547.48 
Lush John & Faith 66.21 
Lush John & Faith 3.23 
Lush John & Faith 11.30 
Lush John & Faith 32.30 
Lush John & Faith 66.21 
Lush John & Faith 14.53 
Lush Pauline E & Earl R 77.52 
Lussier Gerald J 5,545.91 
Luthern William R & Joan B 5,658.96 
Lutjen Paul M & Donna A 1,226.43 
Lyle Robert A & Katherine B 1,803.95 
Lyman Ernestine M 5,571.75 
Lyman George F 2,212.55 
Lyna Brannen Patricia 6,408.97 
Lynch Marie & Defrancesco Carole 427.98 
Lynnfield Woods Homeowners Association 229.33 
Lyons Michael & Jacqueline 1,989.68 
M3300790 Canada Inc - Molson Eric 32,390.44 
Mabee Carleton H & Andrea 5,913.16 
Maccachran Robert F & Susan H Trustees 4,006.81 
MacDonald Brian J & Susan F 5,633.12 
MacDdonald Brian J & Susan F 2,913.46 
MacDonald Brook & Luanne 140.02 
MacDonald Graham W & Dolan Elinor W Trust 2,257.77 
MacDonald Graham W & Dolan Elinor W Trust 2,083.35 
MacDonald Graham W & Dolan Elinor W Trust 2,288.45 
MacDonald Roderick D 1,851.44 
MacDonald Roderick D & Lafave Ernestine 3,263.91 
Mace John T & Claire M Trustees 3,455.13 
MacGregor Karen L 2,135.68 
Mackiewicz Thomas G & Susan M 2,621.14 
Mackinnon Ruth I 2,453.18 
MacLaren Laurie 1,997.75 
MacLeod Carol H & Robert B Jr 79.13 
MacLeod Carol H & Robert B Jr 2,442.53 
MacMartin J Alexander Jr 2,390.20 
MacQueen Mary G 6,321.11 
Madden Katherine L 594.32 
Madden Robert A & Carole P 3,662.82 
Madden Ruth C 922.16 
Madore Marilyn A D 1,294.26 
Maher Celeste 4,219.99 
Maher Celeste 117.89 
Mahoney Donald R 3,185.10 
Mahoney Donald S & Cheryl L 9,919.98 
Mahoney Kevin G & Stacy T 710.60 
Mahoney Paul & Patsy 5,885.06 
Mahoney William & Carole 2,256.80 
Maiona John A Jr & Christopher B 3,396.34 
Maiuccoro John V & Cathiann 6,912.20 
Maiuccoro John V & Cathiann 21,080.59 
Malconian Richard G 8,887.34 
Malone Debra S & John F Jr 6,447.08 
Malone John F Jr & Debra S 3.23 
Maloney James H Jr & Joan S 3,399.57 
Maloney Richard A & Alice 2,395.04 
Maneche Houchidar C Trustee 3,827.55 
Mannetta Thomas J 1,145.03 
Manning Joseph W & Lora L 5,344.03 
Manschreck Theo C & Judy Laughery 5,998.11 
Mansfield Thomas R & Allyson M 2,558.16 
Marcotte Christine L 2,700.93 
Marcotte Raymond R & Gayle M 571.71 
Marcus John T & Ruth G 2,554.93 
Mariano Richard M & Susan L 4,540.41 
Markowitz David 5,176.72 
Maron Michael B & Dawn L 2,554.93 
Marsters Mary S & Andrew V 143.73 
Marsters Patricia W 1,811.06 
Martin Brian C 558.79 
Martin Donald K & Margaret F 2,214.16 
Martin Gary E 3,246.80 
Martin Leo & Priscilla B 2,697.37 
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Martin Martha Stone 2,125.34 
Martin Peter M & Kristyn R 18,052.47 
Masi Susan Cornbrooks 3,476.13 
Mason Janice M & Warren E 1,788.45 
Mason Joseph W L & Gloria L 66.21 
Mason Joseph W L & Gloria L 245.48 
Mason Richard G & Joan M 3,431.87 
Mason Richard G & Joan M 6,001.34 
Masters George E & Rogers Judy A 1,677.98 
Masters George E & Rogers Judy A 4,196.42 
Mather Linda S & Simpson Norman R Trustees 3,675.74 
Mather Thelma S Trustee 2,474.18 
Matson Anita E & Lacour Raymond M 3,655.39 
Mattesen Nancy 3,346.28 
Matthews Elizabeth 27.13 
Matthews Elizabeth 3,796.86 
Matthews Justin R & Jill E 4,522.00 
Matthews Phillip H & W R 600.78 
Matthews Sheila 2,954.48 
Matthews Sheila 121.12 
Matthews Sheila 365.15 
Matthews W R Jr & M H 1/2 Int 476.42 
Matthews Wiliam R Jr & Marcia H 5,056.56 
Matthews William R Jr & Marcia H 1,256.47 
Matthews William R Jr & Marcia H 33.91 
Matthews William Rankin III 1,934.77 
Mattuchio Richard F & Linda 4,652.81 
Maucieri Nicholas R Jr & Deborah 5,511.99 
Maucieri Nicolas R & Ann Trustees 1,804.28 
Maule Family Goose Rocks Beach Trust 5,075.95 
Maushart Bradford S & Donna M 4,003.58 
Maxwell Jeffery P & Marcella M 5,068.52 
Mayes Timothy Kevin & Karen Dean Trustees 3,643.44 
Mayhew Patricia M 90.44 
Maynard Heidi B & Joseph D 1,836.25 
Maynard Joseph D & Heidi B 3,388.92 
Maynard Joseph D & Heidi B 258.4 
Maynard Joseph D & Heidi B 20.99 
Maynard Joseph D & Heidi B 82.37 
Maynard Lee Trustee 1,455.11 
Mazeika Barbara N & David P 4,158.62 
MB Holdings LLC 9,291.09 
MB Holdings LLC 199.29 
McAleer Edward J & Nancy B 7,302.06 
McAlpine Paulette Holden 1,740.00 
Mcalpine William 46.83 
McCabe Agnes E Trustee 3,835.62 
McCabe Bait Co Inc 3,278.45 
McCabe Bait Co Inc 47.48 
McCabe F Richard 813.96 
McCabe Francis R 256.78 
McCabe Francis R 6,639.91 
McCaffery William & Catherine B 1,976.76 
McCall Robert J & Rita F 4,863.09 
McCann James E & Helen I 574.94 
McCann James E & Helen I 2,469.98 
McCarthy Charlotte F 2,617.91 
McCarthy Ruth F York & Ronald J 531.33 
McCarthy Sean P & Terrence J 3,210.62 
McCarthy Stephen E & Cheri M 3,593.37 
McCarthy Susan Trustee 10,450.66 
McCarthy Thomas F Trustee 5,245.52 
McCarthy Virginia 3,351.12 
McClelland Keith B & Mary Louise 2,242.27 
McConnell Helen Glen 6,305.61 
McCrae Douglas M 2,267.46 
McCrae John D & Deirdre E 2,013.90 
McCrillis Robert A 4,868.26 
McCrillis Robert A 62.98 
McCrillis Robert A 860.79 
McCrillis Robert A 334.30 
McCrillis Robert A 113.05 
McCrillis Robert A 316.54 
McCrillis Robert A & Suzanne M 360.14 
McCrillis Robert A & Suzanne M 587.86 
McCullough Charles D Trustee 4,728.72 
McCullough David A 1,128.88 
McDonald Peter H & Linda D Trustees 3,299.45 
McDonough Robert D & Charlanne 2,007.44 
McDougald Frank A 4,814.31 
McDougald Jr Frank A & Martha L 8,304.33 
McElwee Neal D & Joan M 2,189.94 
McEvoy John J & Joan S 2,929.61 
McGann Thomas V & Anna H 2,522.63 
McGannon Martha E & Holway Jamieson E 2,516.17 
McGovern Kevin M & Tracy G 3,184.78 
McGrath Brian 4,861.15 
McGrath Brian J 4,150.55 
McGrath Lora 4,961.28 
McGrath Lora 3,073.34 
McGrath Michael D & Kelli A 2,283.61 
McGuire Jane B & Robert R 2,209.97 
McGuire Robert & Jane 22.61 
McHugh Alfred T 2,080.77 
McInnis Craig W & Heather J 2,314.94 
McInnis Heather J 560.41 
Mckay John R & Sally M 1,389.55 
Mckay Lawrence A & Gloria A 3,241.63 
McKenney Raymond E & Leach Linda P 1,657.64 
McKenney Raymond E & Leach Linda P 2,067.20 
McKeown Michal 2,945.76 
McKinnon Robert C & Gail P 1,658.60 
McLaughlin Alfred L & Mary T 1,907.64 
McLaughlin Charles H IV & Susan E 1,997.75 
McLaughlin George S Jr 2,451.57 
McLaughlin O’Regan 1,752.92 
McLaughlin Robert A & Triplett Oleta A 4,092.41 
McLaughlin Susan E 261.63 
McLaughlin Susan E 5,999.73 
McLean Gladys H 1,645.68 
McLean Gladys H 1,673.79 
McLean Gladys H & Harrison 1,928.31 
McLellan Alan D & Elaine M 3,356.29 
McLuskey Donald P Trustee 3,111.78 
McMahon James T & Susan W 6,646.37 
McMann James A & Colleen P 584.63 
McManus Joan S & Myhra Judith S 156.65 
McManus Lawrence & Anne Reynolds 3,013.59 
McNally Elizabeth A & Robert J 3,976.13 
McNamara Carolyn K & John F 3,519.41 
McNamee Agnes C 1,503.56 
McNerney Michael J & Kathleen O’connor 3,157.32 
McPheeters Peter 2,424.11 
McSweeney Denis P & Celeste M 2,010.67 
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McWilliams James R & Carol J 4,667.35 
Mead J Martin 2,045.24 
Meagher Michael J & Lois 1,356.60 
Meagher Michael J & Lois 2,236.77 
Medeiros Ross And Kathryn 2,055.89 
Medina Mary  Lucille 2,462.87 
Meehan Maine Realty Trust 2,835.94 
Meek Peter H & Sheila H Life Estate 6,505.87 
Mehlhorn Ralph E & Eileen L Trustees 1,587.54 
Meir Kenneth E & Rose J Trustees 2,209.64 
Meirowitz Elizabeth B Trustee 1,019.06 
Melley John J & Neal F Trustees 3,393.11 
Menard Raymond I & Claire 1,337.87 
Menard Raymond I & Claire D 9.69 
Menter Shelly L 1.61 
Merchant William & Jane 8,769.45 
Mercury Properties LLC 1,870.17 
Merrill Allen C & Karen L 1,975.79 
Merrill George H Heirs 8.07 
Merrill Norman P & Judith A Trustees 4,627.62 
Merrill Rebecca A & Richard K 1,181.21 
Merrill Terry C & Caroline 3,090.14 
Merritt George W & Martha 2,220.62 
Merrow Joshua Brooks & Alexander Carlson 1,582.70 
Merrow Norman E & Judith L 2,006.15 
Merrow Wescott Rossman & Elizabeth B 3,861.46 
Merrow Westscott R & Elizabeth B 129.20 
Merry John C III 2,285.87 
Merzigian Jake & Varti Trustees 3,594.99 
Meserve Albert W & Beverly J 2,290.72 
Meserve Lorttta J 2,185.74 
Meserve Stanley F & Barbara S 2,432.51 
Messer Mark W & Carlson Elizabeth A 3,364.69 
Metcalfe Michael S & Jennifer L 1,902.47 
Meyer Family Realty Trust 7,031.71 
Meyer Herbert W III & Elaine 2,305.25 
Meyer Prudence S & Susannah R Butash 8,872.81 
Meyer Richard T & Janis M 5,147.00 
Meyer Robert B & Maureen V 1,421.20 
Meyer Roger F & Joan S Trustees 163.11 
Meyerhoff Kay Frances 1.61 
Michelman James D Life Estate 2,461.26 
Middleton Marjorie D 3,377.61 
Midgley Famil Revocable Trust 9,346.00 
Milburn James R & Nancy H 1,715.13 
Miles Daniel F 3,031.35 
Milewski Sally M Trustee 2,380.51 
Millard Family Trust 2,587.23 
Miller Arthur C 2,663.46 
Miller Douglas & Susanne 4,462.24 
Miller Douglas T & Susanne Elin 8,669.97 
Miller G Christopher & D Kimberley 1,434.12 
Miller Judith L 6,137.00 
Miller Karen A 4,252.29 
Miller Louis F & Jill Ann 2,574.31 
Miller Roger M & Jeanne L 2,974.83 
Miller Roger M & Jeanne L 4,825.62 
Millian Nancy L 3,002.93 
Milligan Elizabeth P 3,101.77 
Milligan Elizabeth P  521.65 
Mills Robert T & Ugolini Elaine 3,538.46 
Milton Kathleen M 2,601.76 
Minchello James B & Linda J 7,558.20 
Mirsky Allan F & Duncan Constance C 807.50 
Mirsky Allan F & Duncan Constance C 2,291.68 
Mitchell Jon A & Susan I 5,105.66 
Mitchell Joseph 2,500.67 
Mitchell Robert J & Dana Deborah A 3,461.59 
Mitchell Stephen L 2,323.02 
MM At Wildes LLC 1,028.75 
Mobley Alice Burr 5,762.32 
Moir Allan K & Donna L 1,983.87 
Molinari Deborah E 1,393.75 
Moller Kenneth III & Trustees 8,788.83 
Molson Andrew T Etal 2,312.68 
Molson Andrew T Etal 5,650.88 
Monsaert Lenore A & Richard 3,186.39 
Montagner Marc & Larose Mary Kae 8,800.13 
Moody Kavin W & Virginia 1,950.92 
Moody Kavin W & Virginia C 3,643.44 
Moody Kavin W & Virginia C 547.48 
Moon Marcie M & Curtis Carolyn C 2,957.39 
Moon Robert & Barbara Trustees Of 4,188.02 
Moon Robert F & Barbara R Trustees 736.44 
Mooney Louise J 71.06 
Mooney Louise J 1,177.33 
Moore Alton L & Marjorie 2,453.51 
Moore Jeffrey G & Yourine S A 4,745.52 
Moore-Renfrom Sherry & Paul W 7,369.24 
Moran John T & Bedelia A 5,230.02 
Morang James B 2,649.25 
Morelli Michael J & Kerry H 2,831.10 
Moreno Frank A  & Maureen F 1,342.06 
Morgan Carolyn M 2,578.19 
Morgane Cecile Trustee 4,556.56 
Morgenstern Saul P & Rothenstein Julie 686.37 
Morison Mary Park 2,346.59 
Morris Cynthia P 5,259.09 
Morrissey Mary Ann & John 4,408.95 
Morse Albert H & Priscilla G 1,698.01 
Morse Donald M & Nancy A 3,993.57 
Morse Philip A 3,313.98 
Morse William E. 586.24 
Morton Dana R 545.87 
Morton Dana R & Wendy S 545.87 
Morton David C & Carlene R 1,989.68 
Morton Michael S & Susan M 2,711.58 
Morton Wendy S 4,731.95 
Moser Stephen J & Denise A 2,283.61 
Mosher Lionel W 1,214.48 
Mosher Raymond E Sr & Dorothy M 1,006.14 
Moshimer Patricia M 1,816.87 
Moshimer Paul D 634.69 
Moshimer Robert H 8,149.61 
Mosser Virginia 2,272.30 
Motes Heather 1,983.22 
Moulton Albert W & Jean C 2,848.86 
Moulton Alice 2,344.01 
Moulton Frank R & Ann Ff 2,851.12 
Mountain Tops Inc 59.11 
Mountain Tops Inc 5,164.77 
Mrs.J.J.Inc 4,366.96 
Mullarky Kevin H 3,800.74 
Muller Helen 2,732.58 
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Mulligan James L Jr & Gwen L 2,994.21 
Mullin Jerome L 2,447.37 
Mulsow Susan M 2,847.89 
Mulvihill Kristen Andrea 5,550.75 
Mulvihill Mary Jane & Jason D 7,452.26 
Munette William H Jr 1,870.17 
Munson Stuart C James H 3,045.89 
Murdock Kenneth W & Robin M 1,072.36 
Murphy Ann H Z & Robert 2,866.62 
Murphy Charles M Msgr 4,151.20 
Murphy Edmund J & Elaine 4,323.35 
Murphy Elaine D Trustee 2,992.59 
Murphy John F & Margaret Life Estate 2,407.96 
Murphy Jospeh P & Donna M 1,145.03 
Murphy Mary Jane W & Francis L Trustees 4,570.45 
Murphy Paul P 2,162.48 
Murphy Paul P 615.31 
Murphy Robert T & Elizabeth A 7,894.12 
Murphy Sharon E 3,381.81 
Murphy Timothy J & -Murphy Wendy 2,224.50 
Murray Dean L & Amanda D 5,442.55 
Murray Earl B & Margaret J 5,001.98 
Murray James Metcalf 6,728.74 
Murray Juliet J 3,927.68 
Muse Christopher P & Mindy M 1,350.79 
Muse Christopher P & Mindy Miller 678.30 
Muse Elizabeth A 1,061.05 
Muse Thomas M 639.54 
Muse Thomas W & Sue Ellen 3,518.12 
Muse Thomas W & Sue Ellen 2,130.18 
Myers Fred G & Maccarthy Mary C 2,676.70 
Nabor Trust 912.47 
Nadeau Mark E & Christina B 3,657.01 
Nagle John Co 145.35 
Nagorniak John J 3,688.66 
Nahil John G 182.17 
Nahil John G 13,410.96 
Napolitano Robert A & Deborah 4,980.66 
Nardi Charles L & Marie J Trustees 11,264.62 
Nassua Tower Realty LLC 1,913.77 
Natoli Joan E & Richard 6,718.40 
Natoli Richard & Joan E 2,399.89 
NC & MM Management LLC 5,513.61 
Neathery  Elizabeth 949.62 
Neathery Elizabeth M 5,254.24 
Neff Peter & Kimberly 1,897.62 
Nelligan James P & Kathryn A 2,979.68 
Nelson Clarence T & Sarah 9,354.40 
Nelson Clifton A Jr 2,771.99 
Nelson Daniel C & Nancy K 10,321.46 
Nelson Edward J & Joyce G 2,685.74 
Nelson Louise M & Bruce K Trustees 4,827.23 
Nelson Robert A & Joanne C 2,335.94 
Nelson Virginia L 1,719.01 
Nelson Wendy 4,228.07 
Nesbit Catherine A 3,792.02 
Nesher Jill & Robert 1,300.07 
Nesher Robert A & Jill C 5,145.39 
Nest Benjamin F & Sara M 3,546.54 
Ney Barbara G 7,198.70 
Nichols Raymond S & Ellen L 2,997.44 
Nichols Rosemary D 1,172.49 
Nichols Rosemary Dickinson 731.59 
Nickerson Charles L Trustee 6,537.52 
Nickerson Charles L Trustee 27.45 
Nickerson Gary W & Karen L 2,204.48 
Nickerson Sally Life Tenant 8,637.34 
Nickerson Virginia Bourne 2,243.23 
Nickerson William M 1.61 
Nickerson William M 2,196.40 
Nickerson William M 58.14 
Nicolls Margaret E 1,674.75 
Nieuwkerk Willem F & Maria N 3,132.13 
Niland William C & Patricia A 3,154.09 
Nineteen Ocean Avenue Llc 5,679.95 
Nixon Howard J Family Irrevocable Trust 5,003.27 
Nixon William A III & Katherine O 4,719.03 
Noble Thomas A & Sandra E 3,498.74 
Nompleggi S John & Paula 1,621.78 
Nonis Gregory & E H 550.71 
Norby Llaney & Dorset 2,145.37 
Normandin Kelly G 2,052.66 
Northern Leasing Systems, Inc. 25.19 
Northern Ne Tel Operation 304.75 
Norton Mary Louise 2,764.88 
Norton Robert S & Lynne B 4,440.28 
Norwood Road Realty Trust 2,424.11 
Notman Donald D Jr & Pamela B 4,940.93 
Notman Donald D Trust 8,361.50 
Novotny James F 3,457.71 
Noyes Jonathan E & Monica B L 4,701.91 
Noyes Monica 4,773.94 
Noyes Monica Bettina Leach 1,130.50 
Nunan Christopher J & Melanie T 2,605.64 
Nunan Dale & Eleanor J 641.15 
Nunan Dale O & Eleanor J 2,266.49 
Nunan Keith B & Richard C 54.91 
Nunan Keith B & Richard C 2,187.36 
Nunan Keith B & Richard C 4,073.68 
Nunan Norman H & Shirley C 1,957.70 
Nunan Raymond W 2,239.04 
Nurnberger Barbara 1,675.40 
Nutter James G & Sandra B 1,380.82 
Nype H Russell 4,152.16 
Nype Russell L 4,404.10 
Oakley Joseph C & Mary S 3,154.09 
Obert Sandra 1,183.79 
O’Brien Andrew L & Lisa A 3,583.68 
O’Brien Arnold & Joan 1,329.14 
O’Brien Charles J & Mary L Life Estate 2,613.07 
O’Brien Cornelius L & Eleanor G 2,343.36 
O’Brien Jeffrey M & Jamie M 3,867.92 
O’Brien Patrick G & Geraldine 5,918.98 
Ocean Avenue Realty Trust 3,854.04 
Ocean National Bank 345.93 
Ocean National Bank 8,698.39 
Ocean View Trust 2,469.33 
Ocean Woods Resort 318.80 
O’Connor Alexei L 1,976.76 
O’Connor Jay Jr & Michael 5,657.34 
O’Connor Jo-Anne F 2,269.07 
O’Connor Terrence G & Leahey Joan M 6,866.98 
O’Connor William J & Serena A 3,882.78 
Oddy John G Iii & Diane M 2,915.72 
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O’Donnell, John M & Ferreido, Roxana M 5,507.15 
Ogden Vernon E 179.27 
O’Hara Desmond Trustee 164.73 
O’Hara Joan F & Desmond Trustees 7,576.61 
O’Hara John & Barbara 3,238.07 
O’Hara Karl J & Barbara 1,858.86 
Old Fort Inn & Antiques Inc 17,406.47 
Old Fort Inn & Antiques Inc 2,514.55 
Old Salt Pantry The 18.09 
O’Leary Richard D Trustee 3,262.30 
O’Leary Richard D Trustee 3,167.01 
Oliver Richard W & Tracey S 3,064.30 
Ollari Constance A 2,776.18 
O’Neill Edward J Jr 5,143.77 
O’Neill Gary Michael & Frazee Cynthia 448.97 
O’Neill Jr Eugene F 5,108.24 
O’Neill Linda D 1,203.17 
O’Neill Linda D 8,683.86 
O’Neill Linda D 4,940.28 
O’Neill Timothy J 58,416.16 
O’Neill Timothy J & Linda D 5,423.17 
Oransky Lori L 3,808.82 
Orciani Jane A 1,334.64 
O’Reilly Robert J 104.97 
O’Reilly Robert J & Seifridsberger Waltr 1,945.11 
Orme Lawrence E & Corinne M 4,416.06 
Ory Robert G & Marjorie 8,700.65 
Orzech Theodore R 442.51 
O’Shea Kelly O 2,550.08 
O’Shea Rita Trustee 6,747.47 
Oster Carol L & Olson Robert L Trustees 1,797.49 
Osthues Robert H & Davis Beth A 3,619.21 
Otis Family Limited Partnership 2,508.09 
Otis Karen L & James C 132.43 
Ottman Mark S 2,659.91 
Overton Gretchen A 8,075.65 
Owen Andrew P 3,682.20 
Owen Christopher John & 3,173.47 
OWR LLC 642.77 
OWR LLC 19,652.93 
OWR LLC 642.77 
Oxbridge Corporation 5,479.69 
Ozalis Sheila A & Smith Mark A 3,415.72 
Page Lyman A 5,659.61 
Paine W Robert & Evelyn 4,273.61 
Painter Stephen H III & Corbey Ann K 4,132.79 
Palaima Alphonse J & Leonora 4,029.75 
Palano Rose M & James P & Adams Gracine 7,656.71 
Palermo Stephen & Grete 2,503.25 
Paley Mark S & Luanne W 9,373.46 
Palmer Gretchen E 1,744.20 
Palmisano Samuel & Gaier N 10,957.77 
Panagiotu Matthew W 8,047.54 
Pangborn Marion 2,958.68 
Papaz G Michael & Jane 3,422.18 
Pappalardo Wilma A Trustee 2,168.94 
Paquette Mark R & Cynthia S 2,813.98 
Paradis Kevin M. 2,831.10 
Parent Karen J & Gilman B 2,397.31 
Parisen Margaret A & Richard 2,723.21 
Parker John A & Jeannette 4,932.21 
Parrish William D & Sharon S 2,466.75 
Parrott Charles S & Lynda W 3,216.11 
Pate Paul T 230.94 
Paterson Lillian-Heirs 27.45 
Patricia A Hannon Trustee  3,351.12 
Patten Dawn D & Donald D 2,185.09 
Patten Donald D & Dawn D 2,341.75 
Pattillo Linda & Murray David J Jr 2,052.66 
Pattillo Linda L 5,424.78 
Pattison Timothy & Solomon Harriet 4,449.33 
Pavlic John C & Jessika G 1,358.22 
Payne Leo R & Suzanne M 3,165.40 
Pearce Robert H 2,824.64 
Pearce Robert H 631.46 
Pearlmutter Nina & Frink Orrin 4,166.70 
Pearse Deborah M & Bruce Donath 3,484.20 
Pearse Deborah M & Donath Bruce R 3,161.20 
Pelletier David G & Sarrette Susan M 4,236.14 
Pelletier Gregory J & Sandra B 2,622.76 
Pendergast Craig & Cheryl 8,741.03 
Pendergast Craig A & Cheryl L 261.63 
Pensco Trust Company 361.76 
Pepin Karl A 2,067.85 
Perkins Carla L 3,396.34 
Perkins Constance L 2,406.35 
Perkins Donald F & Jean M 2,076.89 
Perkins Donald F & Jean M 4,217.09 
Perkins Henry S & Suzanne C 3,512.62 
Perkins Lee S & Ann G 5,583.38 
Perkins William R & Kathleen M Trustees 2,375.66 
Perlmutter Richard M. 5,552.37 
Perloff David S & Sandra L Trustees 12,395.12 
Perrigo Joshua Nathan & Rebecca B 3,146.02 
Perrson Ruth C 150.36 
Perry Christopher L & Ann Marie 3,559.78 
Perry Elizabeth M & John G 3,102.41 
Perry Janet 4,523.62 
Perry Jill 2,731.61 
Perry Parker D 1,778.76 
Perry Phyllis 2,805.58 
Perry Richard & Carlson Elaine 6,463.23 
Perry Richard J & Carlson Elaine M 1,293.61 
Persson Ruth C 4,145.70 
Perullo Fred 2,394.08 
Peter Wasserman Trust 8,125.06 
Peters Susan Babcock 46.83 
Peterson David D & Larsja K 3,155.71 
Peterson Laurie E 3,423.80 
Peterson Mark A & Anne M 13,092.80 
Petros James G & Susanne S Trustees 5,675.11 
Pettegrove Lois M & Garry G 5,213.22 
Pettegrow Brent A & 3,436.72 
Pettegrow Mark Dale & Witek James 646.00 
Phebe’s LLC 7,550.12 
Philbrick Cathy A 1,012.60 
Philbrick Daniel L 1,724.82 
Philbrick Daniel L 1,075.59 
Philbrick Daniel L & Mary 3,300.09 
Philbrick Daniel L Jr & Sharon J 2,524.89 
Philbrick Kevin L & Lisa 2,773.60 
Philbrick Peter A Sr & Dianne Lee Trustees 2,975.48 
Philbrick Terry 2,080.12 
Phillips John S & Magdalene 3,212.56 
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Phillips Leland A 1,717.39 
Phillips Robin 2,377.28 
Phillips Wesley H 783.27 
Phillips Wesley H & Elizabeth A 6,027.18 
Phinney Allison W Jr 5,626.66 
Piasecki John J Jr 2,895.70 
Picavet Robert C & Marjorie C 3,737.43 
Pichette Linda 2,390.20 
Pickard Union LLC 2,514.55 
Pierce Gloria F 1,643.10 
Pierce James L & Catherine L 2,401.50 
Pierce Joan 6,891.85 
Pierce Mary T 7,012.33 
Pierce Richard L & Beatrice 1,680.25 
Pinckney Family Living Trust 2,488.71 
Pinckney Family Living Trust 1,332.37 
Pinel John & Helen 3,548.15 
Pingree E Jason & Penelope 369.83 
Pinkham Place Condominium Association Inc 80.75 
Pirylis Tracy 1,571.39 
Plaisted Scott L 3,248.41 
Plamondon Gary A & Barbara M 2,524.24 
Plourde Paul A & Westcott Lana M 1,736.12 
Pmc Realty 7,451.61 
Pochebit Stephen M & Celine M 9,673.85 
Poli Jo Ann 2,739.69 
Poli John C Trustee 2,051.05 
Poli John C Trustee 1,159.57 
Poli Rita 819.45 
Polo Janet 423.13 
Polo Janet M 423.13 
Polo William 423.13 
Pond Island Partners LLC 566.86 
Poole Christopher A Trustee 6,928.35 
Poore Nathan & Jennifer 3,232.26 
Popular Leasing USA, Inc. 27.62 
Port Building Trust 5,016.19 
Port Lobster Co Inc 3,131.48 
Poulin Robert J & Margaret M 3,580.45 
Powell David Gould & Elaine Catherine 3,762.95 
Powell Robert M Jr & Joanne M 3,188.01 
Powell Stephen W & Janet S 2,068.81 
Powers Julia A 5,251.98 
Poznanski Helga Trust 2,445.11 
Preble Gail G 3,609.52 
Preble Gail G 1,258.08 
Preble Luverne C 2,834.33 
Preble Luverne C 5,499.40 
Preble Robert J & Luverne Clough Trustees 1,240.32 
Prendergast Mary Elaine 7,800.45 
Prendergast Michael D Jr & Kathryn L 2,811.71 
Price William K & Irene R 1,679.60 
Prichard Brian R & Lindsey C 2,558.16 
Proctor Hiram Heirs 35.53 
Proctor Pamela K 553.94 
Proctor Pamela K & Trakimas Wayne A Trustees 3,782.33 
Prokopiw Igor & Rita 8,659.63 
Prunier Suzanne B & John H Trustees 10,986.84 
Pulsifer Daphne & Bates Daniel W & Ellio 3,010.36 
Putnam Josephine F 1,456.73 
Putnam Josephine F & Arnold 1,844.98 
Queen Grace Est 2,391.81 
Quezada Annette P 6,422.85 
Quigley Leslie Cargill & William F 4,424.13 
Quigley Steven F & Karen I 2,088.19 
Quilter Joanna Bell 784.89 
Quinn Realty Trust 2,690.59 
Quint Prudence T & John B 3,104.03 
R Smaldone Inc 549.10 
R Smaldone Inc 552.33 
R Smaldone Inc 544.25 
Radham Park Properties Limited 2,147.95 
Rahim Joyce L 604.01 
Raines Kristen B 6,043.33 
Raines Merilee 8,210.66 
Raines Merilee 360.14 
Ramsey David L & Tracy A 8,457.75 
Ramsey David L & Tracy A 16.15 
Ramsey Robert J Trustee 6,214.52 
Ramsey Thomas M Etal 6,862.13 
Rand George C Jr Trustee 2,563.00 
Randall Kenneth W & Beverly 1,699.63 
Randall Linda A 1,590.78 
Rapp Brian J & Hanley Claire O 1,962.22 
Raum Clifton E & Marlene Trustees 2,770.37 
Rauscher Mary M 1,870.17 
Raymond Martine B 3,661.85 
Raymond Peter W 1,444.46 
Raynor Kenneth C & Anne F 4,025.23 
Raynor Kenneth C & Anne F 1,597.23 
Read Bruce M & Laura Butterworth 200.26 
Read Bruce M & Laura Butterworth 230.94 
Read Rebecca & James 2,299.76 
Read Sara M Trustee 74.29 
Read Sara M Trustee  41.99 
Read Sara M Trustee  41.99 
Reagan Marian A 2,431.22 
Reale Nancy M & Theodore J 6,690.94 
Redden Michaela A Trustee 2,146.33 
Redmond John J & Stephanie Thayer 1,611.77 
Redmond John J & Stephanie Thayer 6,044.94 
Redmond Michael P & Karen E 2,163.13 
Reece Katherine Lee 4,625.36 
Reed Everett C Trustee 3,410.88 
Reed Everett C Trustee 6,035.25 
Reed Michael A 4,662.50 
Rees Susan J & Jeffrey 4,890.22 
Regan Mary T Trustee 2,831.10 
Regan Patrick John & Gail Ann 3,504.55 
Regan Robert F & Susan E 1,393.75 
Reid Charles E Jr 4,342.73 
Reid Charles E Sr 5,402.17 
Reid Charles E Sr 6,418.66 
Reid Charles E Sr 62.02 
Reid David B & Paula J 2,310.10 
Reid Debra J 1,245.16 
Reid Gregory W 4,413.79 
Reid Robert W & Janice M 4,625.36 
Reid Wallace E 3,521.02 
Reigeluth John B Jr 2,561.39 
Reilly Edward M 3,750.03 
Reminger Richard T & Bille G Trustees 8,255.88 
Rensel John R & Wigle Christopher C 2,235.16 
Reynolds Charles H 5,113.41 
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Reynolds Leigh 2,188.32 
Reynolds Pamela T 3,228.39 
Reynolds Patricia M & Taylor Brian 2,509.71 
Reynolds Thomas H 1,399.24 
Rhdick Joanna Oliver & Hughes Kimberly C 1,944.46 
Rhumb Line Motor Lodge Inn 30,351.34 
Rice Linda M 3,827.55 
Rice Louise S 985.15 
Rice Robert & Therese Mary Delahunty-Ric 6,847.60 
Rice Stephen H & Louise S 3.23 
Rice Stephen H & Louise S 2,664.75 
Richard Catherine A 1,500.33 
Richard Gerald M & Catherine A 6,208.06 
Richardson Janice B & Frank A 3,414.76 
Richardson Stephen C & Judith B 6,481.64 
Richardson Todd A & Morgan Pamela 3,607.91 
Richardson Todd A & Morgan Pamela 615.31 
Richter Isabel N 6,016.52 
Ricker Robert & Mary 2,565.27 
Ridings Roseann M & Machado Robert B 2,114.68 
Ridlon Gary & Marjory 3,028.45 
Ridlon Harold A & Dufoe April 2,237.10 
Riggieri Albert A Jr & Judith F 6,103.08 
Rigney Brian F & Fitzpatrick Richard Trustees 5,547.53 
Rimmer Charles P Jr & Clare C 6,499.08 
Rimmer Charles P Jr & Clare Trustees 8,937.41 
Rinaldi John F 8,772.68 
Rinaldi John F & Powell Brian 4,899.91 
Rinaldi John PST 11,009.45 
Rinaldi Realty Limited Partnership 3,423.80 
Rinaldi Realty Ltd 9,822.43 
Risigo Lawrence J & Susan P 4,959.66 
Ritchie John Charles & Cheryl A 2,924.76 
Ritchie Sondra K 552.33 
River Dock Llc 4,696.42 
Rizzieri Gerald A & Melissa 6,513.29 
Rizzo Brenda L Etal 1,710.29 
Rizzo Charlie & Kerry L 1,193.48 
Rizzo David A & Kathryn NB 557.17 
Rizzotti Dana J & Mccaffrey Erika M 2,083.35 
Roach William N 1,765.84 
Robart Edward R & Nancy W 3,011.01 
Roberge Richard J & Elaine J 2,230.31 
Roberge Scott D & Diane L 2,822.05 
Roberts Alfred E 2,978.06 
Roberts Everett L 113.05 
Roberts Everett L 4,108.56 
Roberts Frederick N 127.58 
Roberts Michael P & Sandra C 3,648.28 
Roberts Susan B 1,409.89 
Robertson David & Diane M 3,605.33 
Robertson Family Trust 906.01 
Robertson Mary Helen Est 179.27 
Robinson Davis R & Suzanne W 2,727.73 
Robinson Davis R & Suzanne W 4,673.81 
Rocky Coast Realty LLC 544.25 
Rodgers Allan G 4,515.54 
Rodiger Elizabeth K & Walter G Jr 4,914.45 
Rodiger Walter G Jr & Elizabeth 4,157.01 
Rodrick Laurence A & Mary Jean 1,558.47 
Roesler Richard & Eve 19.70 
Rogers Dennis A & Gray Susan S 2,283.61 
Rogers Mark J & Alison S 3,438.33 
Rokowski Susan E Trustee 3,661.20 
Roller Mark A & Gail L 2,187.36 
Romanos Paul & Charlene A 2,224.18 
Romine Donald J & Rhoda M 2,412.81 
Ronan Christopher J & Janet M 2,170.56 
Rose Alice L Trustee 1,868.55 
Rose Joyce L 2,488.71 
Rosen James P 2,383.74 
Rosenberg Ira J & Judith A 3,922.83 
Ross Frederick S & Milligan Elizabeth B 3,417.99 
Ross Gerard 1,256.47 
Ross Laura J & Gerard 4,512.96 
Ross Neil T & Vickie E 2,692.85 
Ross Stephen J & Holly C 1,334.64 
Rossi Jeanne M 2,847.89 
Rossics David J & Nicole J 1,838.52 
Rotchford Peter & James 1,290.38 
Rote Esther L 91.09 
Rote Esther Louise 532.95 
Roth Gary S 2,173.79 
Rousseau Laurie C & Shawn D 3,310.75 
Rowe Kenneth E Trustee 5,436.09 
Rowe Robert P & Lynda A 3,624.06 
Rowell Glendon 5,801.40 
Rowell Glendon & Jones Sabra R 22.61 
Rowell Glendon & Jones Sabra R 2,874.70 
Rowse Kristin S & Jane S 1,458.34 
Rubero John & Deborah 2,108.22 
Rubino Guy J & Nancy L 2,632.45 
Ruff Harold C Jr & Catherine A 1,508.41 
Ruggles Thomas M & Jeanne P 285.85 
Ruggles Thomas M & Jeanne P 1,921.85 
Ruskoski Linda M 4,697.07 
Russell Barbara H 5,395.71 
Russell Robert P & Elizabeth S 3,526.19 
Russo Mark J & Nancy A 6,631.84 
Russo Mark J & Nancy A 549.10 
Ryan Phyllis 3.23 
Ryan Phyllis 7,007.48 
Ryan Phyllis & Eugene A Harris 1,985.48 
Ryan Winston C & Christine B Trustees 4,712.89 
Rybczyk Stephen M & Carole A 3,436.72 
Saboski Eleanor 581.4 
Saboski Eleanor Margaret 1,809.45 
Sahin Kenan E 1,726.43 
Sahin Kenan E 239.02 
Sahin Kenan E 224.48 
Sahin Kenan E 9,794.97 
Sahrmann Thomas R & Anne H 3,254.87 
Salinaro Living Trust 5,092.09 
Salter Barry M & Morris Carol R 3,263.91 
Samson James M & Dana 2,563.65 
Samuels William P & Lois Ann 8,846.00 
Sanborn Patricia F & Lombard Anne S Trustees 6,447.08 
Sanborn Roberta A 1,295.55 
Sandcastles LLC 6,973.57 
Sanders Ann C - Cournoyer Kathleen 1,768.42 
Sanders Neal D & Kathryn J 3,475.48 
Sanders Robert W & Ann C M 2,453.18 
Sanderson  Eleonore P 2,433.80 
Sandifer Michael & Alice B Co-Trustees 10,436.13 
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Sandler James 5,755.86 
Santamaria James F & Nancy N 82.37 
Sarbacker Michael R 2,294.91 
Sargent Pamela E 1,678.63 
Sargent Peter E & Karen 3.23 
Saunders Daniel J & Patricia L 2,716.43 
Savastano Andrea G Family Trust 1,393.75 
Savignano Barbara F 2,897.31 
Savona Jack & Anne 2,088.84 
Scanlon Jane Etherington & James 2,055.89 
Scannell Mary M & Mark E 4,187.70 
Scarborough Betsey R Rev Trust 3,202.87 
Scarborough William B Jr 3,563.34 
Scarborough William B Jr 11,532.71 
Scharff Edwina K & Monroe B 4,021.35 
Scharff Monroe B & Edwina K 8,811.76 
Scherer Elizabeth A & Stevick Glen R 6,371.17 
Schiff Mark & Erick 636.31 
Schlegel Henry Jr & Rita A 2,303.31 
Schlegel Karen A & Henry J 1,828.83 
Schlegel Rita A 1,916.04 
Schmalz Carl N Jr & Dolores T 2,378.89 
Schmid Peter & Farrell Margaret 13,330.21 
Schmidt Anton A & Marilyn L 6,258.45 
Schmidt Bruce W & Jill 2,998.09 
Schmidt Bruce W & Jill K 534.56 
Schmidt Stephen R & Elizabeth 1,885.35 
Schoener Carol L 2,886.65 
Schofield Bette 3,804.94 
Schoonmaker Robb E & Munette William H 3,782.33 
Schriesheim Chester A 2,306.22 
Schudroff Michael 9,728.76 
Schurian Nancy C 4,302.36 
Schwartz Elissa 6,650.57 
Scibelli Carolyn V 2,422.50 
Scientific Games International 17.12 
Scollins John R Jr & Jean M 3,160.55 
Scontsas George P & Donna L 3,267.14 
Scoon Kristine L & Davey S 5,192.22 
Scott Denis & Patricia 2,037.16 
Scott William W & Nina Savin 4,465.47 
Scott’s Woods LLC 595.93 
Scowcroft Brent Trustee 2,063.97 
Scribner Eleanor A & Robert H Trustees 6,358.90 
Scribner Holly J 780.04 
Scribner Holly J 4,443.51 
Scribner Robert 2,646.02 
Seabury John D & Carol L 3,953.52 
Seaport Development Group LLC 5,247.13 
Seaside Hotel Associates Limited Partnership 33,692.13 
Seaside Hotel Associates Limited Partnership 46,880.22 
Seaside Hotel Associates Limited Partnership 4,115.02 
Seaside Hotel Associates LP 1,104.34 
Seaver Raymond K & Susan E 1,980.64 
Seavey Ann 2,074.31 
Seavey David Lunt 96.90 
Seavey H Stedman & Elizabeth P 2,541.04 
Seavey Roger A & Lucille D 2,699.31 
Seaward Claire & Ransone Jane S 2,285.22 
Seckinger Daniel L & Patricia M 15,347.99 
Seeley Mark E 807.5 
Seibel Kelly & Peter 1,128.88 
Seigle Marilyn A Trustee 5,001.65 
Seiple Richard R & Mary J 2,811.71 
Selsby Harvey & Mary Lou 8,212.28 
Senese John G 8,460.02 
Senning Calvin F 2,880.19 
Serignere Nicholas F & Paula J Trustees 5,114.70 
Serreze Victor C & Geraldine 2,717.08 
Sessler Stephen M & Robyn C 4,943.51 
Shakra Lauri A 2,050.08 
Shanahan William T & Jane K 2,327.21 
Shannon Stephen C & Winterson Barbara 1,031.98 
Shannon Stephen C & Winterson Barbara 4,161.85 
Shapper Arlene B 2,564.62 
Sharkey Marguerite A 2,798.79 
Sharpe Tracey L 2,173.79 
Sharron Sandra & Joseph A 3,624.71 
Shaw Elizabeth  & David W 6,500.37 
Shaw Frances A 5,422.20 
Shaw Keith S & Sharon L 3,457.71 
Shaw Peter J & Wendy L 1,873.40 
Shawmut Woods Realty LLC 337.54 
Shea K P & Maginnis C R 2,819.79 
Sheehan John M & Louise M 1,841.10 
Sheehan John M & Louise M 2,554.93 
Sheehan Raymond T & Judith M 5,543.00 
Sheldon Harey B Jr & Claire J 7,972.93 
Shellene Michael J & Kathleen G 2,149.56 
Shepard Linda E 2,792.33 
Shepard Rebecca B Trustee 3,401.19 
Shepherd Henry H Jr & Joyce P 4,567.22 
Sherman Carolyn K 7,406.39 
Shible Charlotte & Edward 12,223.93 
Shields J Michael & Linda C 3,242.92 
Shields Katherine-Prosper Carol Gilines 3,304.29 
Shippee Thomas P & Kathleen R 7,550.12 
Shivel Glen L & Julie A 4,416.06 
Shmalo A Nathan 5,424.78 
Shmalo A Nathan Realty LLC 9,127.98 
Shmalo Raymond & Rosalie Trustees 13,034.66 
Shmalo Raymond Trustee 6,201.60 
Shmalo Raymond Trustee 21,277.62 
Shmalo Raymond Trustee 6,555.28 
Shook Barbara A 1,990.33 
Shore Margaret K 7,794.64 
Shore William H & Rosemary Jordano 5,876.98 
Shoreline Builders Ltd 511.95 
Shorey William A Sr & Jean L 1,802.99 
Shorthill David W & Patricia M 3,832.39 
Shotwell Jennifer M 3,036.20 
Shuffleburg Clayton W & Dorothy 594.64 
Shultz David S & Ann A Trustees 5,770.40 
Shuris Elizabeth Lou Trustee 4,751.98 
Shuster Albert E & G Virgina 2,621.14 
Sidari Joseph N & Karen O 2,770.37 
Siderides Elliot 15,499.15 
Siderides Lambros E & Cleo I 4,706.11 
Siegel Richard 952.85 
Siegler Hansjorg & Irmgard Else Trustees 5,980.34 
Silvester Larry & Aletha M 2,152.79 
Simmons Richard J & Margaret M 3,123.41 
Simons Leonard M & Sheila T 2,341.75 
Sinclair Celia C Trustee 2,139.87 
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Sinclair Sara E 3,040.08 
Sinclair Thomas J 1,193.48 
Singer Kathleen M 3,966.44 
Sinotte Daniel A & Theresa K Trustees 2,923.15 
Sireen Geraldine E 1,484.18 
Sked Robert G & Dorothy A 1,497.10 
Skeirik Lewis & Patricia D Trustees 4,820.77 
Slattery Patrick A & Candide 3,189.95 
Sleeman Joseph 2,036.51 
Smaldone Joan 4,749.71 
Smaldone Robert P 781.66 
Smaldone Robert P 583.01 
Small Harrison D 2,117.91 
Small-Williamson Properties Llc 1,845.94 
Smart Delma M 950.27 
Smath LLC 792.96 
Smith Clifton H & Anne B 6,287.84 
Smith David L & Valerie M 3,330.13 
Smith Dexter P & Edwin B 109.82 
Smith Eric G & Lyn A 1,785.22 
Smith Eric G & Lyn A 2,133.41 
Smith Freeland D & Joan 2,392.46 
Smith Freeland David & Joanne 851.1 
Smith Freeland K 2,111.45 
Smith Howard Heirs 570.09 
Smith Jeanette Ellard & Mark 2,510.03 
Smith Jennifer A & Walter T 584.63 
Smith John G & Nancy S 2,508.74 
Smith John Gilpatrick & Benjamin Ethan 738.06 
Smith M Carroll 2,026.82 
Smith Mark & Keady Elizabeth 1,271.00 
Smith Peter M & Nancy  A 4,373.42 
Smith Phillip G & Shelagh K 5,838.23 
Smith Ralph G & Mary A 802.98 
Smith Richard L & Patricia T Trustees 8,435.14 
Smith Robert N & Mary Lou 4,144.74 
Smith Royal S & Rosanne L 1,410.54 
Smith Sarah E 4,926.40 
Smith Sarah E 710.60 
Smith Scott Stuart & Royal S 899.55 
Smith Shawn S & Dunbar Ann M 3,893.76 
Smith Steve & Shannon 2,952.22 
Smith Thomas H & Ann T 2,123.73 
Smith Virginia D & Brooks Carl Jason 83.98 
Smith William Henry & Freeland K 741.28 
Snail’s Pace LLC 8,822.74 
Snider Marvin & Faye 2,344.98 
Snow Jill  K 66.21 
Snow John Roberts & Jennifer J 3,641.82 
Snow Maretta M 1,667.33 
Sola Ernest Iii & Dorothy E 3,175.09 
Solari John W & Lori A 8,058.85 
Solimini David A Jr & Maria C 2,590.46 
Sorenson George D Trustee 2,751.96 
Sotir Etal Trustees 5,300.43 
Sotir John H & Luke T Trustees 3,496.47 
Sotir Thomas & Beverly 73.00 
Soucy Suzanne Wilkinson-Wilkin 3,648.28 
Soule Beverley Baum Trustee 3,971.93 
Soule Lawrence C III & Anna C 2,921.53 
Soule Lawrence C III & Cullinan Sarah E 8,324.03 
Soule Lawrence C Jr 4.84 
Soule Sharon T & Charles 2,104.99 
Soule Walter F 103.36 
Soule Walter F 3,312.36 
Sousa Edward M & Helen 2,052.66 
Sousa Edward M Trustee 3,315.59 
Sousa William R & Aleta L 2,302.99 
South Church Housing Corp 4,888.60 
South Congregational Church 3,385.04 
South Maine LLC 1,434.12 
South Maine LLC 145.35 
Spalding Edward L Jr 1,335.60 
Spalding Edward L Jr 2,623.41 
Spang Daniel 1,958.99 
Spang Daniel L 1,820.10 
Spang Deidre J 3,773.29 
Spang Deidre J & Philip J Spang III 2,491.94 
Spang James 17.93 
Spang James R & Lois F 507.11 
Spang Kathleen M 2,524.89 
Spang Louise Dwight 2,860.16 
Spang Louise Dwight 6,523.63 
Spang Louise Dwight 323.00 
Spang Mary 4,461.28 
Spang Michael W & Mary 2,390.20 
Spang Michael W & Mary 713.83 
Spang Philip J Jr III 37.14 
Spang Philip J Jr III 4.84 
Spang Priscilla 1,140.19 
Spang Priscilla 2,007.44 
Spang Priscilla A 5,879.25 
Spang Timothy C 188.96 
Spc Construction Inc 2,625.99 
Spc Construction Inc 1,697.36 
Speers Elliott C & Anne W Trustees 6,011.03 
Speers Norman E & Clark John 3,435.43 
Spencer Mary A 3,112.10 
Spencer Nancy C 6,543.01 
Spencer Nancy C & Richard H Jr 2,764.88 
Spencer Nancy C & Richard H Jr 187.34 
Spenlinhauer Stephen P & Alicia F 19,568.95 
Spita John E 3,822.70 
Spottiswoode John P 2,301.37 
Spottiswoode John P 2,302.99 
Spottiswoode John P 607.24 
Spottiswoode John P 744.51 
Spottiswoode John P 2,191.55 
Spottiswoode John P 1,162.80 
Sprague Stephen O & Margaret M 4,328.20 
Spurr J Sherman & Mary J 5,182.53 
Squires Dale 5,029.76 
St Ann’s Episcopal Church 19,712.69 
St Laurent Ray B & Rhonda J Trustees 4,882.14 
Stackpole A Wendell & Edna 19.38 
Stackpole A Wendell & Edna 43.61 
Stackpole A Wendell & Edna 24.23 
Stackpole A Wendell & Edna 80.75 
Stackpole A Wendell & Edna 4,994.55 
Stafford Frederick T & Charlene J 3,280.06 
Standish John L & Carol C 915.70 
Standish John L & Carol C 45.22 
Stanhope Gary L 1,842.71 
Stanhope Wesley E & Melinda S 1,777.15 
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Stanton James H & Patricia M 3,168.63 
Staples Patricia T 1,780.38 
Staples Scott A 1,380.82 
Staples Scott A  Wendy J 3,842.73 
Stapleton Dorothy W 8,895.42 
Starr Clare I 5,395.71 
Stavros Dino G & Marilyn 2,776.83 
Stead John & Elaine 2,608.87 
Stedman Richard S & Susan J 3,648.28 
Steele Carol J 974.49 
Steele James E & Agnes G Revoc Trust 1,561.70 
Steele James E & Agnes G. 3,672.83 
Steele James E II & Lynne M 2,618.56 
Steele James Ii & Lynne 140.50 
Steele William G Jr 3,811.40 
Steiger Richard T & Mary H 2,703.51 
Steltzer Gordon L & Johanne C 2,785.87 
Steltzer Gordon L & Johanne C 1,327.53 
Steltzer Marjorie J 2,523.28 
Stephens Benjamin F III & Anita G 2,775.22 
Sterling Kevin F & Nancy J 2,341.75 
Stern Ernest Trust Of 2007 3,541.70 
Stevens Beulah & Mctaggart Rebecca Trust 3,995.83 
Stevens Marguerite C 2,793.95 
Stevens Terri G 2,501.63 
Stevens Terri G 40.37 
Stewart Craig P 1,652.79 
Stewart Helen F 9,610.86 
Stewart Jennifer B Trustee 3,335.62 
Stievater David N & Katherine V 1,805.57 
Stimpson Anna Mari & Robert L 2,353.70 
Stimpson Daniel L & Virginia W 4,240.99 
Stinson Dorothy B Life Estate 1,579.47 
Stirling Robert V & Bette J 4,202.55 
Stockman James & Cornelia 2,277.80 
Stockmayer Ellen Fisher 6,130.54 
Stockwell Richard S & Elizabeth L 1,939.61 
Stockwell Richard S & Elizabeth L 5,457.73 
Stohlman Martha L & Suzanne K 5,464.19 
Stone Deborah 1,675.40 
Stone Roberta S & Willie 2,218.04 
Stonehouse LLC 18,373.85 
Storey R Louise & Russell G 3,717.73 
Stornelli Mark F & Susan J 5,809.80 
Strachan Family Limited Partnership 2,839.17 
Strachan Family Limited Partnership 4,197.38 
Strachan Family Limited Partnership 620.16 
Strack Robert 2,593.69 
Strater Harriet Harding 2,440.91 
Straub Jr Charles W & Carol J 1,845.94 
Strauss Jill A & Glynn F Valerie 3,288.79 
Strickland Heloise L & Peter N 2,647.63 
Strong Federic B 2,310.10 
Strycker David L & Elizabeth 563.63 
Strykowski Frances E Trustee 2,449.95 
Stuart Gregory Allen & Billie-Jo 1,937.03 
Stuart Robert L Jr & Christine G 863.06 
Studley Michael J 3,741.95 
Subilia Maurice H Jr & Linda 5,265.55 
Sudaler Family Company LLC 4,920.91 
Sudalter Family LLC 555.56 
Sullivan Albert C 754.21 
Sullivan Ann F 2,763.91 
Sullivan Brian J & Anne K 2,720.31 
Sullivan Charles W & Judith 4,535.24 
Sullivan Jane E 1,594.65 
Sullivan Jeanne C 2,713.20 
Sullivan Joanne M 2,175.40 
Sullivan Marguerite C 544.25 
Sullivan Michael P & Christine E 5,300.43 
Sullivan Robert & Leslie 2,435.42 
Sullivan Robert F & Marguerite C 2,298.79 
Surhoff Karen E & Kennedy Charles R 2,188.32 
Surrett Howard L Jr Trustee 1,984.83 
Surrett Janet M Trustee 6,373.11 
Sutter David Lord & Joan Cope 7,075.31 
Sutton Mark S 3,432.52 
Svanoe Willard H & Joan Darling 8,515.89 
Swanson Fred C & Noreen T 1,260.02 
Swanson Richard C 1,209.63 
Swanton Christine E & Bruce D 4,972.58 
Sweetland David R & Joyanne Susan 1,975.14 
Swennes Jon R & Patricia 4,228.72 
Swicegood Eric & Kennedy Gypsy 1,313.64 
Swift Aubrey Earl & Terralynn Walters Trust 10,014.61 
Swords Candace E 4,773.94 
Szostowski David J & Shelia L 3,522.31 
Tacy Betty Ann 3,837.24 
Tahan Michael A & Bonnie A 7,301.41 
Talmage Archibald A III 4,110.82 
Tang Gregory 2,606.61 
Tanner Peter H & Joanne D Trustees 5,960.96 
Tapply Ethel M 1,619.84 
Tarbox Wallace B 1,447.69 
Taylor Collette J 156.65 
Taylor Collette J 3,669.93 
Taylor Dean M & Suzan M 2,049.43 
Taylor John C & Gina S 2,382.12 
Tedesco John A 813.96 
Teele Woodman F & Barbara 2,181.86 
Tello John L & Jane R 1,740.97 
Temerlin Liener & Karla S 1.61 
Temerlin Liener & Karla S 6,878.28 
Temkin Leonid I 2,855.97 
Tenney David B & Catherine S 2,385.35 
Terry Mark H & Frances K 1,818.49 
Teufel Severin & Miriam Ann 3,094.34 
Thayer Dennis R & Diane H 3,170.89 
Thayer Jennifer E 2,624.37 
Thelin Vincent J & Susan E 2,452.22 
Themens Pierre-Andre & Perusse Johanne 6,564.98 
Theodosiou Nicoleta 7,154.45 
Thibodeau Marguerite E 2,492.59 
Thibodeau Robert 310.08 
Thompson Benjamin S 2,196.40 
Thompson Benjamin S & Macdougall Rebecca 1,448.65 
Thompson David M & Lisa C 2,697.70 
Thompson David W & Marilyn A 2,172.17 
Thompson Donna 4,453.20 
Thompson Eleanor A 1,190.90 
Thompson Glynnis 2,491.94 
Thompson John W & Teri L 6,134.42 
Thompson Kathryn H 2,872.12 
Thompson Pamela 1,942.84 
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Thompson Paul D & Anne Marie 1,379.86 
Thompson Randy L Trustee 150.19 
Thompson Sherman & Glynnis 3,323.67 
Thompson Suzanne E 2,197.05 
Thomson James L Ii 166.34 
Thorne Thomas & Mary 2,919.92 
Thornton Thomas T & Cameron M 19,780.52 
Three Dyke Road Limited Partnership 5,287.51 
Throne Stoe Corporation 3,980.97 
Thrown Stoe Corp 30.85 
Tillotson Debra J 5,931.90 
Tilney Philip V R 2,110.80 
Tilney Philip V R 5,113.74 
Tilney Philip Vp 2,719.66 
Timber Island Trust 6,616.65 
Timber Isle Trust 2,214.16 
Time Warner Cable 4,197.06 
Timperio Nicholas & Robin M 5,965.81 
Tinsman Stewart Hw & Marilyn W 6,879.90 
Tito Dhimitra V Trust 5,907.99 
Tito Gary A & Lisa 4,690.61 
TJP LLC 7,378.93 
Todhunter Stephen J & Julia L Trust 4,922.52 
Tompkins Barbara B 2,831.10 
Tonello Edward 90.44 
Tonneson H Richard & Evelyn 4,102.75 
Toth Christopher A 2,696.08 
Toubail Abraham & Althea P 4,103.71 
Towne Helen M Est 209.95 
Towne Helen M Est 130.81 
Towne Helen M Est 1/2 Int 177.65 
Townsend Marjolaine M 10,394.14 
Tracy Laurence W Jr 2,470.30 
Traverso Anthony P & Mary 53.29 
Treetops LLC 3,234.84 
Tremblay Andre 5,180.92 
Trenchard Webster T & Michele A 2,751.96 
Tricco Roger E & Elisa A 2,301.37 
Trimper Daniel Iv & Janet H Trustees 3,179.93 
Tripp Jane Ann W C 4,031.04 
Troegner Clara M 2,596.92 
Troiano Jeffrey S & Abby J 6,329.83 
Troost Daan & Morven N 3,217.73 
Tropeano Crystal D 3,112.10 
Trudo Donna 2,850.47 
Trudo Frederick G 2,894.08 
Trudo Frederick G 2,879.54 
Trudo Frederick G & Donna M Trustees 6,055.28 
Trudo Jonathan T & Karen L 3,453.52 
True Philip G & Robin A 3,753.58 
Truesdale Claudia D & Keith L Trustees 2,017.78 
Truhan Andrew P 1,385.67 
Truman Thomas D & Lehouillier 1,920.88 
Tryon Nora H & Richard D 3,451.25 
Tsfp A Maine General Partnership 13,146.10 
Tsfp A Maine General Partnership 1,351.76 
Tsfp A Maine General Partnership 1,602.08 
Tuller Mark E & Deborah J 5,060.44 
Tuller Mark E & Deborah J 655.69 
Tuller Robert E Revocable Trust 10,489.75 
Turbat Creek Preserv Limited 1,545.55 
Turner Mark R & Julie M 4,207.08 
Tuthill Gregory W & Tracey W 1,970.30 
Twitchell Wendy E 1,422.81 
Tyler J Wayne & Joan A 10,087.61 
Tynik Joseph J & Sandra L 2,795.56 
Tynik Sandie 25.03 
Tyrrell Christopher P. 2,923.15 
Tyson Dudley M & Rosemary C 634.69 
Umanzio Roy D 4,200.62 
Umanzio Roy D & Christine Zand 2,393.43 
Urell Michael E 1,646.33 
Urell Michael E & Nancy E 544.25 
Uriarte Marcia C 2,493.56 
Usenik Frances A 4,538.80 
Valerie Gordon 1973 Revocable Trust 4,591.45 
Valeska Family Trust 5,286.54 
Vallely  Marjorie C 2,759.07 
Valls Bonita C 555.56 
Valls Nicholas 4,250.68 
Van Veen Frederick T & Julia F 4,840.80 
Van Veen Frederick T & Julia F 167.96 
Vandervoorn Cornelius J 5,807.54 
Vansons Incorporated 7,401.54 
Vansons Incorporated 10,888.33 
Varnum Sandra A Trustee 4,559.79 
Varzakis James G & Roy Renella M 1,379.21 
Vasenka James P & Gewendolyn D 2,553.31 
Vastardis John L & Pauline L 3,656.36 
VCI Inc 18,713.00 
VCI Inc 356.92 
Vennell Lawrence M & Barbara 1,914.42 
Verizon 5,219.68 
Verpaelst Margaret H 1.61 
Verroust Dorinda Trustee 2,744.53 
Vesta Trust 2,156.67 
Vicenzi George A Trustee 410.21 
Vicenzi George A Trustee 5,187.38 
Viden Eric A & Maloney Maureen A 2,974.83 
Viehmann Anthony 5,020.07 
Viehmann Daniel C & Melissa J 1,799.76 
Viehmann Daniel C & Melissa J 239.02 
Vigue Living Trust 5,197.72 
Vigue R Frank & Barbara L 1,577.85 
Vigue R Frank & Barbara L 67.83 
Vinagro John V & Edna M 4,872.78 
Violette Theresa C 545.87 
Visser Jordi C & Andrea C 7,472.60 
Vitali Louis & Bonny G 10,360.22 
Vorce Kathleen-George & Daniel Trustees 4,382.14 
W 131 Kings Highway LLC 3,905.07 
W Cushing & Co 82.37 
Wade William A & Rosalind E 1,964.49 
Wagner Karen L Etal 681.53 
Wagor David & Margaret 2,261.65 
Wahwa Family Limited Partnership 6,910.58 
Wahwa Family Limited Partnership 1,266.16 
Wahwa Family Limited Partnership 6,524.28 
Wainman Paul R & Helen J 7,109.88 
Waitt Albert R Iii & Kimberly Cantara 2,784.26 
Wakeland Paul Richard 1,933.48 
Walba Amy B 2,692.20 
Walczyk Sandra L 6,369.56 
Walker G H IV 8,120.22 
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Walker George H III 10,360.22 
Walker John C & Kathleen 2,054.28 
Walker John W Jr & Karen L 1,926.69 
Walker Michael J & Leslie A 2,422.50 
Walker’s Point Family Limited Partnership 18,868.04 
Walker’s Point Family Limited Partnership 38,478.99 
Wall Robert C & Linda L 2,345.63 
Wallace John M 62.98 
Wallis Robert P 4,656.04 
Walsh Edward M 657.31 
Walsh Edward M 4,910.25 
Walsh Mary Joan & Bradley John E 6,122.46 
Walsh Nancy G 1,342.06 
Walsh Robert L & Virlinda G Trustees 4,573.68 
Walsh Thomas A & Kathleen 6,222.59 
Walsh William R & Carol E 3,290.40 
Walters Alan S 9,368.94 
Walton Mark A & Hageman Mary S 5,575.63 
Ward Duane E 1,830.44 
Ward Helene 3,459.33 
Ward Joseph L & Leigh Anne 2,125.34 
Ward Linda E & Price Steven R 3,494.86 
Warga James L Trustee 1,078.82 
Warlick Mary Cahill Trustee 6,411.55 
Warner Edna M Qualified Personal Residence 7,960.98 
Warner Jennie 1,928.31 
Warren Family Trust 30,725.37 
Warren Neil Clark & Marlyn M 1,755.50 
Warren Neil Clark & Marylyn M 1,715.13 
Warren Neil Clark & Marylyn M 1,052.98 
Washburn Ralph F 2,194.79 
Waskiewicz Robert J 1,779.73 
Wassell George W & Elizabeth S 2,117.27 
Waterman Charles J & Janet M 2,709.00 
Watnick David M & Adeline 2,080.12 
Watson Charles W & Marion 2,132.45 
Watson Robert C III & Anne S 3,790.40 
Waugh Harvey J & Margaret C 3,024.89 
Weadock Florence T & Daniel P 9,316.94 
Webb A H Mrs 58.14 
Webb James S & Paula 9,329.86 
Webster Dean K & Eliza 10,053.37 
Webster Patricia Jeanne Trustee 221.25 
Webster Patricia Jeanne Trustee 6,019.11 
Webster Philip E & Erna I 1,736.77 
Webster Robert G Trustee 2,073.66 
Weed Candee I 1,153.11 
Weed Candee I &  Michael Gray Keady 3,296.21 
Weed Gary & Katherine B 2,781.03 
Weidner Cynthia L 4,882.14 
Weidul Ernest G & Ernestine 6,463.88 
Weinberger Geri S Trustee 4,326.58 
Weintraub Herbert D & Maxine B 3,672.51 
Weintraub Jerome Charles & Flo 9,625.40 
Weis Jeremy A & Perkins Craig L 1,970.30 
Wellesley Group LLC 1,272.62 
Wellesley Group LLC 16,913.89 
Wellesley Group LLC 5,665.42 
Wells Fargo Financial Leasing 136.31 
Wendle Janet L 710.60 
Wendle Janet L 3,070.76 
Wentworth John B & Taylor Amanda L 3,427.03 
Wentworth Marshall & Sarah H 3,041.69 
Wentworth-Bennett Terri L & Michael A 1,469.65 
We’re Here LLC 2,361.13 
West Angela M & Perfect David W 1,258.08 
West Christopher SJ & Jennifer M 3,466.44 
West Sheila A 1,247.43 
West Susan E & Richard 3,707.07 
Wester Robert H & Denise D 3,666.05 
Weston D Michael & Janet R 9,795.62 
Weyl Thomas J III & Pamela C 3,477.09 
Whalen John F & Christin H 3,817.86 
Whalon Roaslind W & Peter G 7,823.06 
Whetsell M Heyward Jr & Sherrill A 4,197.38 
White Blaine C 1,161.83 
White Edgar D & Helen J 1,949.63 
White Frederick J 2,923.80 
White Grace H Trustee 11,972.00 
White James E & Marie 2,149.56 
White Jeanette Trustee 4,298.48 
White Priscilla K 7,551.74 
Whitehead Audrey G 3,399.57 
Whitehouse Arnold A & Eleanor 1,865.97 
Whitehouse Marguerite Trust 5,255.21 
Whitney Susan Emmons 2,551.70 
Whittemore Charles R & Kristine S 6,727.12 
Whittemore Charles V Jr Hockman Katherine 2,563.00 
Whitty Lucie O 1,904.08 
Whitworth Paul R Jr & Luddy Joyce W 4,139.24 
Wielinski Susan 621.77 
Wielinski Thomas J Susan 1,522.94 
Wiewel David W & Vikki A 4,059.14 
Wiewel Michael & Susan 3,993.89 
Wilcox Irving S & Judith A Trustees 2,364.68 
Wilcox Ted & Davis Ivory 59.75 
Wild Horse Tavern (A Limited Liability) 12,020.44 
Wildes Allen E 1,539.09 
Wildes Allen E & Clenda B 1,820.75 
Wildes Bros James 163.11 
Wildes Charles L 1,043.94 
Wildes Charles L Sr Etal 1.61 
Wildes Charles L Sr Etal 14.53 
Wildes Charles L Sr Etal 12.92 
Wildes Elizabeth H 1,678.31 
Wildes Gregory Gordon 2,000.98 
Wildes Helen W 1,423.46 
Wildes Howard G & S Patricia 2,550.73 
Wildes Peter H 465.12 
Wildes Roslyn R & Theodore W Jr 1,966.75 
Wildes Thomas E Trustee 3,383.75 
Wildes William F & Janet 1,224.82 
Wildes William T & Nancy M 6,419.62 
Wildes Winefred W Est 62.98 
Wildwood Road 15, K-Port, Me I 2,419.27 
Wiley Carolyn B & Bruce E Trustees 2,131.80 
Wilkinson Mary Ann 1,578.50 
Willard Frank H 3,388.92 
Willey Thomas A & Violet 1,037.48 
Williams Holly H 615.31 
Williams Leila I & Engesser Stewart A 2,404.73 
Williams Ruth E 2,647.31 
Williams Scotsman Inc. 30.68 
Williams Shelly L 1,631.15 
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Williamson Robert S 16,500.45 
Williamson-Small Properties LLC 1,185.41 
Willis Evelyn S 72.67 
Willis Evelyn S 53.29 
Wills Prudence 2,476.12 
Wills Richard T Jr & Rose A 2,206.74 
Wilson Angus L & Doris S 8.07 
Wilson Arline E 2,584.00 
Wilson Doris Smith 4,076.58 
Wilson Frank Alexander 2,138.26 
Wilson Kinder H 2,206.09 
Wilson Neville & Reta 2,188.32 
Wilson Neville & Reta 3,480.97 
Wilson Suzanne M Trustee 4,559.14 
Winstanley Adam D 7,330.48 
Winstanley Barbara A 10,969.08 
Wirtes Rebecca & Daniel E Jr 2,590.46 
Wishbone Enterprises LLC 75.90 
Wishbone Enterprises LLC 10,578.25 
Witek James & Petegrow Mark Dale 579.79 
Withington Judith A 1,939.61 
Witzer Joan Life Estate 1,715.13 
Wolf Janet L & J R 2,550.08 
Wolff  Hansdieter & Ruth 1,911.19 
Wolff Brend D & Amy K 1,781.99 
Wolff Susanne & Jenni John J 2,987.75 
Wonderful Corp 5,227.75 
Wong Samuel S & Constance B 2,604.99 
Wood Barbara M Life Estate 122.74 
Wood Barbara M Life Estate 234.17 
Wood Barbara M Life Estate 2,592.72 
Wood Debra Jean 6,653.80 
Woodard Hubert C H & Edith C Trustees 3,003.90 
Woodman Kristen Preble & Richard W 4,039.76 
Woodman Mary F & Robert B 5,086.28 
Woodman William K 2,600.80 
Woolfolk Claire 2,608.22 
Wortherspoon Gillian G 2,146.98 
Worthley Harold Field & Barbara Louise 3,515.85 
Worthley Kelvin A 12.92 
Worthley Kelvin A 681.53 
Worthley Kelvin A & Diana M 3,164.43 
Worthley Kelvin A & Diana M 2,490.33 
Worthley Kelvin A, Diana M- Robert A 61.37 
Worthley Robert A & Eileen M 5,041.06 
Worthley Robert A & Eileen M 3,853.39 
Wostbrock Henry J & Barbara T Etal 1,674.75 
Wostbrock Steven F & Heidi S 3,594.99 
Wotherspoon Gillian G 51.68 
Wozny Mark 1,912.81 
Wright David H Jr & Annalee P 6,421.89 
Wright Family Property LP 6,120.85 
Wright Janet K 5,017.80 
Wright Josephine F & Alice 2,992.59 
Wright Patricia L 1,644.72 
Wright Ruth B & Harold S Md Trustees 3,254.87 
Wrigley D Alan Jr 1,997.75 
Wyman Arthur H & Rose Mary 5,718.71 
Wyman Eric W & Diane L 942.19 
Wyman Priscilla C 3,968.70 
Wyman Priscilla C 187.34 
Wyman Regina R 442.51 
Wyman Ross G & Priscilla 2,202.86 
Wynn-Nolet Ronald R & Lynda R 3,448.02 
Wysocki Benjamin S & Kim S 1,666.68 
Xerox Corporation 41.67 
Yankowski George & Janice 153.26 
Yankowski George & Janice 27.94 
Yankowy Wendy S 2,478.06 
Yates Sarah C S 1,582.70 
Yeager Richard A & Margarite Trustees 8,800.78 
Yeskay Frank M & Irene 2,031.67 
York Ruth F 3,051.38 
Yorke Max LLC 1,634.38 
Young Barbara P 5,562.06 
Young David K Jr & Zeno Deborah Young 3,914.76 
Young Herbert L & Powers James M Trustees 3,191.24 
Young Howard G & Rachel L 807.82 
Young Phillip O & Margaret 1,240.32 
Young Ralph E 1,932.19 
Young Sara 2,325.60 
Zacks Gordon B Trustee 11,044.98 
Zagaja Ronald E & Sally S Trustees 1,865.32 
Zagoren Beth G 6,106.31 
Zarrella John A & Wendy B 5,117.93 
Zbink David M 4,140.86 
Zea Alison A 3,018.43 
Zecco Robert P & Paula M 1,182.18 
Zecco Robert P & Paula M 2,900.54 
Zeddis Anne D 1,886.64 
Zeiner Charles 1,282.31 
Zeiner Charles F 1,870.82 
Zeitner John N Thereas M Lukas J & Peter 2,944.79 
Zeller Sandra W G 1,424.43 
Zerangue Michael & Prescott Stacy 7,173.83 
Zetwick Christopher & Deborah 1,988.06 
Zilaro Susan M 10,390.91 
Zimmerman Andrew & Maura 8,485.21 
Zimmerman Edith M 8,848.58 
Zimmermann John D 1,461.57 
Zimmermann John D Trustee 1,653.76 
Ziskis Leslie L & Susanne D 3,716.11
2009 UNPAID REAL ESTATE TAXES  
Hill Shane R & Crystal 56.29 
Liened Accounts  
Alberta Ltd 940329 2719.81 
Ashley Anna L 5877.69 
Benson Cheryl 1170.52 
Brennan Grace M Heirs 672.27 
Buck Jeffrey E 3435.11 
Bullard Shawn & Vlachos-Bullard Aimee 463.89 
Carney Donald A 1440.08 
Carvell Linda & Dana 2960.70 
Chisholm Mary A Devisee FORECLOSURE 773.26 
Clark Jeffery J Trustee 5286.78 
Coldreck Harry Iv & Juliette 754.88 
Curran Lawrence E & Winann M 4601.65 
Curtis Kymara M 2173.26 
Davis Stephen 828.03 
Demarre James P & Cheryl B 2168.64 
Deutsche Bank National Trust 2070.67 
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Eaton Scott D & Kathleen O 80.47 
Eaton Scott D & Kathleen O 68.48 
Fairchild Robert B & Diana M 2491.72 
Forte Daniel & Sandler James 2893.95 
Fowler Ronald G & Lois R 764.59 
Francoeur Raymond J 780.80 
Gates James A & Joanne 780.11 
Goodwin Karen A 2802.21 
Gunther Lisa C 1520.61 
Hanson Harry L 152.76 
Hargreaves Kip 1343.23 
Harmon Paula S 882.03 
Harrington Everett C & Dorothy L 1032.32 
Harrington Ward 911.91 
Hayes Sharon K & Paul J Trustees 7121.63 
Hildreth Russell 2374.31 
Hultgren Gary W & Joan M 35.03 
J A Gates Company LLC 1552.04 
JDMSK Inc 5314.17 
Johnson Douglas R & Barbara M 105.56 
Johnson Todd L Sr 681.24 
Kellett Mark 5271.79 
King James W Jr & Debra J 389.87 
King Marion Crichton 7283.62 
Klemer Benjamin P & Sue A 54.29 
K-Port Natural Spring Water 59.51 
Kubiak Walter D & Eleanor H 8760.34 
Kudas Hotel Company LLC 4291.19 
Kudas Jacek & Sharry 7665.92 
Kudas Marek 4770.08 
Lint Eric B 2739.08 
Low Richard S Jr & Darlene 1893.34 
Mccann James E & Helen I 656.88 
Mcpheeters Peter 2616.67 
Neathery  Elizabeth 1059.50 
Nype Russell L 4720.64 
O’shea Kelly O 1367.29 
OWR LLC 10199.37 
OWR LLC 734.30 
OWR LLC 384.92 
Paradis Kevin M. 1508.30 
Pendergast Craig A & Cheryl L 131.94 
Pendergast Craig A & Cheryl L 193.69 
Perry Janet 4847.31 
Perry Jill 794.21 
Philbrick Daniel L 1187.47 
Philbrick Daniel L 859.92 
Plaisted Scott L 3490.27 
Reid Charles E Jr 2300.65 
Rotchford Peter & James 709.60 
Seavey Ann 1118.45 
Sleeman Joseph 2211.42 
Smart Delma M 1054.65 
Smith Howard Heirs 651.74 
Soule Sharon T & Charles 2284.00 
Spencer Mary A 3345.82 
Stanhope Wesley E & Melinda S 1118.54 
Stone Roberta S & Willie 2087.94 
Studley Michael J 1979.41 
Tito Gary A & Lisa 3008.43 
Towne Helen M Est 186.18 
Towne Helen M Est 270.05 
Towne Helen M Est 1/2 Int 235.82 
Wildes Allen E 1678.70 
Wildes Allen E & Clenda B 1937.44 
Wildes Winefred W Estate  FORECLOSURE 114.28 
Williams Shelly L 897.71
2009 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES  
1802 Company LLC 53.78 
Alano Sportswear Inc 47.16 
Aldrich David L & Sheila 120.48 
Alissons/Docksquare Ltd 169.09 
Annabelle Lee Inc 59.59 
Arundel Marine SVC Inc 209.63 
Arundel Yacht Club 32.62 
Bal Global Finance, LLC 149.39 
Betses David 35.21 
Blake Sarah 35.85 
Bottling Group, LLC 163.11 
Boughton Hotel Corp 1030.37 
Bradbury Brothers Market 245.00 
Brandys Wafarer Restaurant LLC 75.42 
Cape Arundel Golf Club 36.18 
Cape Arundel Golf Club 431.2 
Cape Porpoise Lobster Co Inc 53.46 
Cape Porpoise Motel 48.93 
Captain Jefferds Inn The 91.57 
Captain Lord Mansion Inc The 187.34 
Chetwynd Susan K 28.75 
Chicks Marina 72.35 
Cit Group Inc 52.00 
Citicapital Commercial Leasing 806.21 
Coca-Cola 107.72 
Colonial Pharmacy Inc 47.97 
Costello Nicholas C 164.57 
CSA Enterprise LLC 55.56 
Curtis Kymara M 28.26 
Davis Bev & Litchfield Rick 34.56 
Deere Credit Inc. 374.52 
Dell Financial Services, LP 19.86 
Directv, Inc. 53.94 
Dock Square Clothier 39.24 
Echostar Satellite LLC 70.58 
Fischer Robert 87.86 
Ge Capital Information 112.57 
Ge Commerciall Equipment 38.11 
Harborside Hospitality LLC 93.35 
HDC New England Inc 664.90 
Henriksen Marie Birkemose 155.04 
Hios Hospitality LLC 240.63 
Hios Hospitalliy LLC 261.95 
Hios Hospitalty LLC 189.60 
Hutchings Kenneth 103.52 
Inergy Propane, LLC 167.64 
JYF Corp 284.72 
Kennebunk River Club 36.34 
Kennebunk River Club 56.04 
Kennebunkport Inn The 383.56 
Kennebunkport Marina LLC 20.67 
Kienia Terry 16.63 
Kroustallis Konstantinos 67.02 
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Kudas Hotel Company LLC 185.24 
Kudos Hospitality LLC 145.03 
LaFortune Ann T 29.55 
Lanigan Mathew 19.70 
Leaf Financial Corporation 143.73 
Lindsey Jane M 82.20 
Lucas On 9 151.65 
MacDonald Brook & Luanne 140.02 
Matthews Elizabeth 27.13 
Matthews Sheila 365.15 
MB Holdings LLC 199.29 
McCabe Bait Co Inc 47.48 
Mountain Tops Inc 59.11 
Nahil John 182.17 
Northern Leasing Systems, Inc. 25.19 
Northern Ne Tel Operation 304.75 
Nunan Keith & Richard 54.91 
Ocean National Bank 345.93 
Ocean Woods Resort 318.80 
Old Salt Pantry The 18.09 
Perrson Ruth C 150.36 
Popular Leasing USA, Inc. 27.62 
Reid Charles E Sr 62.02 
Roesler Richard & Eve 19.70 
Scientific Games International 17.12 
Seaside Hotel Associates LP 1104.34 
Sotir Thomas & Beverly 73.00 
Spang James 17.93 
Thrown Stoe Corp 30.85 
Time Warner Cable 4197.06 
Tynik Sandie 25.03 
VCI Inc 356.92 
W Cushing & Co 82.37 
Wells Fargo Financial Leasing 136.31 
Williams Scotsman Inc. 30.68 
Wishbone Enterprises LLC 75.90 
Xerox Corporation 41.67 
Yankowski George & Janice 153.26 
Yankowski George & Janice 27.94 
  
  
 
  
2009 UNPAID PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
Cape Porpoise Motel 48.93 
Costello Nicholas C 82.28 
Curtis Kymara M 28.26 
Davis Bev & Litchfield Rick 34.56 
Kennebunkport Marina LLC 10.33 
Mountain Tops Inc 59.11 
Ocean Woods Resort 318.80 
Reid Charles E Sr 31.01 
Sotir Thomas & Beverly 73.00 
Yankowski George & Janice 13.97 
2008 UNPAID REAL ESTATE TAXES  
Chisholm Mary A Devisee  Foreclosed 684.76 
Fales Ann R & Rimmer Charles Jr  Foreclosed 6.46  
Guyer Carroll & Gail 9.69 
Verroust Dorinda Trustee 2736.13 
Wildes Winefred W Est   Foreclosed 62.98 
Liened Accounts  
Ashley Anna L 5905.04 
Demarre James P & Cheryl B 2176.38 
Francoeur Raymond J 777.82 
Goodwin Karen A 2809.93 
Hargreaves Kip 1352.17 
Harrington Ward 918.58 
Low Richard S Jr & Darlene 1896.25 
Mccann James E & Helen I 662.20 
Mcpheeters Peter 1304.73 
Neathery  Elizabeth 1061.39 
Old Cape Enterprises 681.11 
Perry Janet 4869.22 
Plaisted Scott L 3501.63 
Sleeman Joseph 2219.38 
Smart Delma M 832.49 
Smith Howard Heirs 657.03 
Soule Sharon T & Charles 1135.15 
Towne Helen M Est 189.01 
Towne Helen M Est 273.33 
Towne Helen M Est 1/2 Int 238.91 
Wildes Allen E 1689.42 
Witherell Richard E 1403.57  
2008 UNPAID PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES  
Mountain Tops Inc  64.12 
 
This list contains unpaid balances as of June 30, 2009.
Unpaid tax amounts listed above do not include interest.
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ABATEMENT AND REFUNDS GRANTED IN 2009
Gregory and Deidre Bath Building $647.00
Spencer Nancy Building 51.68
Gregory Living Trust Land 38.84
GE Capital Info Personal Property 426.43
Brian T. Deveaux Building 13.31
James P. and Cheryl B. DeMarre Land 15.85
Brian Richard Prichard Land & Building 4,251.60
Goose Rocks at Kennebunkport, LLC Building 463.51
Carolyn and John McNamara Exemptions 120.46
Desmond O’Hara Trustee Land 341.09
Jonathan T. Trudo Building 978.26
Gary Roth and Sue Ann Roth Land & Building 4,155.87
Deborah J. and James H. Andrews Land 1,379.68
Blackacre Realty Land 252.97
Robert McLaughlin Building 17.75
Rick and Beverly Litchfield Personal Property 13.57
Rick and Beverly Litchfield Personal Property 34.56
John and Carol Standish Land 278.96
John Spottiswoode Building 420.98
Albert and Beverly Meserve Land 1,287.65
David and Lisanne James Land 999.82
Robert and Sandra Green Land 1,440.45
Siegler Hansjoeng Land 1,307.31
Jann Levin Building 36.12
Chester and Shirley Homer Land 1,041.66
Anthony and Nancy Viehmann Land 910.42
Isabel Fitzgerald Building 529.39
Anne Barnes Building 258.04
Candace Swords Building 557.29
Andrew Thompson Land 27.90
Richard and Muriel Boyle Building 2,683.72
Ruth Barrett Building 621.95
Douglas Miller Land 2,979.17
Jack and Sharry Kudas Building 1,986.32
Mrs. Donald Notman Land 19.65
Lucy Henke Land 1,268.00
Pauline Lush Land 332.22
Joanne Ciardello Land 1,268.00
Wildes Bros. James, Charles and Ferdinano Land 176.89
Kathleen Campbell Building 318.90
Judith Barnes and John Hitz Land 2,276.69
William and Margaret Building 3,176.48
Carolyn V. Scibelli Building 105.88
Jeffrey Maxwell Building 251.70
Wesley and Elizabeth Phillips Building 185.76
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Candace Fitzek Trustee Land 3,212.48
Joan Boulanger Trust Building 15.85
Robert and Lorraine Dolbeare Building 84.32
Patricia T. Smith Revo Trust Building 948.46
Marek Kudas Building 4,528.46
Jacqueline Adjutant Building 216.42
Katherine Johnson Building 59.60
SUPPLEMENTALS FOR 2009
Lela Williams and Stewart Engesser  $2,927.19
Preble Luverne Clough 1,055.51
Brian Robert Prichard 3,817.31
Theo Glickman and Steven Thomas Snyder  2,077.94
William A. and Katherine O. Nixon  341.09
Gary S. Roth 2,077.94
Alyse H. Trudo 978.26
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HOW TO IDENTIFY YOUR PLASTICS FOR RECYCLING
With the large variety of plastics available, the average consumer often has difficulty 
distinguishing between the types of plastic discards.  To facilitate recycling, these 
items are coded by the manufacturers.  A coding numeral can be found on the bottom 
of a plastic container.  For easy identification of your plastic items, please refer to the 
following numbering system:
Plastic Recycling Reference Chart
The following items will be picked up curbside:
 Coding  Item Description
 Number  
1 Polyethylene  Soda bottles, generally referred to as custom PET (peanut  
  Terephthalate (PET) butter type jars, dishwashing liquids, liquor bottles). 
  
2 HighDensity   Clear (white) containers or colored containers.  The clear 
  Polyethylne (HOPE) bottles (milk and water jugs) are also known as natural   
   HDPE. Colored bottles will primarily consist of liquid   
   detergent bottles, motor oil bottles, cosmetic bottles. 
   
3 Vinyl or Polyvinyl  Crystal clear cooking oil bottles, shampoo bottles, etc.  
  Chloride (PVC)
4 Low Density  Most LDPE will be in the form of plastic bags. Additionally,  
  Polyethylene (LDPE plastic lids and some squeeze bottles are made from  LDPE. 
5 Polypropylene (PP) These bottles include syrup containers, ketchup bottles,   
   yogurt containers, margarine tubs, and most bottle caps. 
6 Polystyrene (PS) Numerous molded products are made from PS.They include  
   coffee cups, meat trays, plastic utensils, videocassette cases. 
7 A catch all numbering  Most often packaging in number 7 containers will consist of 
  for materials not   glues or metal-based materials.  
  included above.  
There are also other methods which you can use to differentiate between bottles.  Most 
mistakes are made in segregating PET from PVC bottles; however, these types of 
bottles can be readily distinguished by the molding scar on their bottom.   PVC has a 
horizontal scar (often referred to as a “smile”). When a PVC bottle is bent or creased, 
a white mark will show at the point of the bend.  PET has a circular scar (called a 
“bullet hole” or “nipple”). 
For questions regarding recycling or trash collection service, please call Oceanside 
Rubbish, Inc. at 646-3230, or Nicole at the Highway Department, at 967-5728. 
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 RECYCLING REFERENCE CHART 
Items picked up curbside  
Items Recycle these items 
How to prepare 
items 
Exclude these 
items 
Glass 
 
 
 Brown & clear glass. 
 Bottles and jars.  
 
Rinse clean. 
Remove lids. 
Co-mingle in bin. 
No broken jars or    
  bottles. 
No drinking glasses. 
No light bulbs. 
No window glass. 
No ceramics or  
  china 
No green glass. 
 
Plastics #1-7 
 
Plastics numbered 1 
through 7. 
 
Clean containers. 
Flatten to save space 
Co-mingle in bin. 
No plastic bags, 
even if  they are  
identified as #2 
  plastic. 
No motor oil or  
hazardous waste   
containers. 
Metal and Tin 
Cans 
Tin cans 
Aluminum cans 
Empty paint cans 
Aerosol cans 
Aluminum foil and    
  plates 
Empty and clean   
  containers. 
Do not put in sharp 
lids (unless crushed  
  in can). 
Co-mingle in bin. 
No food waste left 
in cans. 
Paper 
 
 
Mixed paper 
Junk mail  
Pressed board  
  (cereal boxes etc.)  
Office paper 
No need to bundle. 
 
Do not use plastic 
bags to bundle 
paper together. 
Newspaper and 
Magazines 
 
 
Newspapers 
Catalogues  
Magazines 
Telephone books 
 
No need to bundle 
together. 
 
Do not use plastic 
bags to bundle 
paper. 
Corrugated 
Cardboard 
 
Corrugated boxes 
Flatten and cut up to 
size no larger than 4 
ft by 4 ft. 
If wet outside, wait 
until next recycling 
day. 
Returnable 
Bottles and Cans 
 
Any deposit 
Rinse clean. 
Remove lids. 
Co-mingle in bin. 
Bottles can have   
  any deposit label. 
Check wine bottles.  
 
 
For questions regarding recycling collection service, please call Oceanside Rubbish, Inc.  
at 646-3230. 
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For questions regarding recycling collection service,  please call Oceanside Rubbish, 
Inc. at 646-3230; or Nicole, at the Highway Department at 967-5728.
RECYCLING CALENDAR
YEAR 2010
S u M o T u W e T h F r S a S u M o T u W e T h F r S a S u M o T u W e T h F r S a
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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30 31
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For questions regarding recycling collection service, please call Oceanside Rubbish, Inc., at            646-3230; or 
Nicole at the Highway Department at 967-5728.
TOWN OF KENNEBUNKPORT
2010-2011 RECYCLING CALENDAR
Recycling Days (circled)
FEBRUARY
MARCH APRIL
DECEMBER
MAY
JUNE JULY AUGUST
JUNE JULY AUGUST
SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER
JANUARY
TOWN OF KENNEBUNKPORT
2010-2011 RECYCLING CALENDAR
Recy li  Days (circled)
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TRASH AND RECYCLING COLLECTION SCHEDULE
In Kennebunkport, trash is picked up weekly.  Recycling is picked up every other week
as indicated on the calendar on the opposite page.
Trash and recycling containers may be put out no earlier than 4 p.m. the day prior to 
scheduled collection and should be removed within 24 hours of pick up.  
Hours of trash and recycling collection:   No earlier than 6:30 a.m. and completed 
no later than 6:00 p.m. 
Non-collection holidays:  Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s.  Alternate 
collection days will be advertised on the Town government Cable Channels 2/16 and
the Town Website at  http://www.kennebunkportme.gov.
GOOSE ROCKS BEACH SUMMER 
TRASH AND RECYCLING COLLECTION SCHEDULE
Trash and recycling collection occurs on Fridays in the Goose Rocks Beach 
area in the spring, fall and winter.  
In the summer, the collection schedule changes to: the Saturday, of  Me-
morial Day weekend to the Saturday of Labor Day weekend:
SUMMER OF 2010 COLLECTION DAYS
Saturdays, May 29, 2010
 through 
September 4, 2010
   
After Labor Day weekend, the schedule returns to Friday pick up (Sep-
tember 10, 2010). 
SINGLE-STREAM RECYCLING
The Town of Kennebunkport uses the “single-stream” recycling process.This process 
means that all recycling (paper and commingled containers) can be put into one re-
cycling bin.  Oceanside then brings the combined recyclables to a facility where they 
are sorted on a system of conveyor belts.
Sorting the recyclables is not needed. Please continue to put all trash in trash bins, 
and all recycling in recycling bins.  
If you have any questions, please contact Nicole, at the Highway Dept. at 967-5728.
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TOWN OFFICERS FOR 2009
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS & OVERSEERS 
OF THE POOR
Allen A. Daggett, Chair
Mathew J. Lanigan, Vice-Chair
Stuart E. Barwise
Sheila Matthews-Bull
D. Michael Weston
TOWN MANAGER
Larry S. Mead
POLICE CHIEF
Joseph J. Bruni
FIRE CHIEF
Paul D. Moshimer
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF
Paul David Chisholm
DISTRICT FIRE CHIEFS
Noel Graydon, District 3 
Robert Thibodeau, District 1
Allan K. Moir, District 2
FOREST FIRE WARDEN 
(APPOINTED BY STATE)
Ricky Brown
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
James E. Burrows, Director
Dick Stedman, Deputy Director 
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE
Joseph J. Bruni, Police Chief
Paul D. Moshimer, Fire Chief
James E. Burrows, EMA Director
Anne LaFlamme, K.E.M.S.
John Hirst, Superintendent, Highway 
   Department
Allan K. Moir, Superintendent, Sewer 
   Department
Mathew J. Lanigan, Selectmen’s Representative
TOWN CLERK
April Dufoe
Barbara Barwise, Deputy  
REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
April Dufoe
Barbara Barwise, Deputy
TREASURER
Jennifer L. Lord
TAX ASSESSORS
Donna Moore Hays, CMA, Assessors’ Agent
Lorraine E. Brooks, Assessor’s Assistant
TAX & EXCISE TAX COLLECTOR
Anita L. Troegner
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Brian S. Shaw
Werner D.Gilliam, Assistant CEO/Planner
ROAD COMMISSIONER
John Hirst
SUPERINTENDENT OF HIGHWAY DEPT.
John Hirst
SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWER DEPT.
Allan K. Moir
TOWN MECHANIC
Russell Welch 
RECREATION DIRECTOR
Carol G. Cook
HEALTH OFFICER
Robert Fernandez, M.D.
PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICE PHYSICIAN
Willard Stitzell, D.O.
GENERAL ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Judith Barrett, R.N., B.S.
NURSING STAFF
Judith Barrett, R.N., B.S.
Susan Jackson, R.N. 
HARBORMASTER, KENNEBUNK RIVER
James Nadeau
HARBORMASTER, CAPE PORPOISE 
HARBOR
Lee F. McCurdy
PIER MANAGER, CAPE PORPOISE
Lee F. McCurdy
SHELLFISH CONSERVATION WARDEN
David Conway
STREET NAMING & NUMBERING 
DELEGATE
James E. Burrows
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TOWN FORESTER
Peter Sargent
DOMESTIC ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
David Conway
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
Gordon C. Ayer
Dudley Tyson
Wayne Fessenden
Robert McLaughlin
Karen Schlegel
Donald R. Fiske, Sr.
Richard G. Malconian
BUDGET BOARD
Leo Martin,Chair
Grace Adams
Dan Beard
David Betses
Douglas Dicey
Donald R. Fiske, Sr.
Dennis George
David James
Kathryn Leffler
Chris Perry
Michelle Powell
Robert Sullivan
PLANNING BOARD 
David R. Kling, Chair
Gordon C. Ayer
Kendall Burford 
Leo H. Famolare
John Hathaway
Gregory W. Reid
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
Mark Messer, Chair
Herb A. Cohen
Janet DesChenes
Beth Maloney
Chris Perry 
Thomas S. Shore, Jr. 
Richard Smith 
ADMINISTRATIVE CODE COMMITTEE
Wayne T. Adams, Chair
Christian Barner
Beryl Bilderback
Barbara Rencurrel
Peter Sargent
CAPE PORPOISE PIER ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE
Chris Nunan, Chair
Dave Anderson
Ross Anderson
Charles Howarth
Edward Hutchins
Cornelius C. Lamey
Keith Nunan
Robert J. O’Reilly
Zandy Talmadge
Eric Wildes
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Ruth Fernandez, Chair
Lynda C. Bryan
Ann Doe
Greg Pargellis
Ann Sanders
Rita Schlegel
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Sarah Lachance, Chair
Deborah Bauman
Alice Finnegan
Ruth Fiske
Lynn Jourdan
Nancy Kling
Stacy Towne
GOVERNMENT WHARF COMMITTEE 
Ray Billings, Chair
Jeff Davis
Ronald Francoeur
Dennis H. Goulet
GROWTH PLANNING COMMITTEE
Jamie Houtz, Chair
Robert Almeder
John Daggett
Anita Carroll
Charles Reid, Sr
Daniel Saunders
KENNEBUNK RIVER COMMITTEE
Kennebunkport Members
Michael Harlow
Mark S. Sutton
Richard Woodman
LIGHTING COMMITTEE
George Acker
Robert Fairbanks
Gavin Falconer
Julie Gerrish
Marie Henriksen
James Stockman
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TRUSTEE, KENNEBUNK, 
KENNEBUNKPORT & WELLS WATER 
DISTRICT
James E. Burrows
DIRECTORS OF S.A.D. #71
Maureen King, Chair
Norman Archer
Robert M. Domine
REPRESENTATIVE TO S.M.R.P.C.
Ken Burford
PARSONS WAY COMMITTEE
Louise Spang,Chair
Richard Griffin 
RECREATION COMMITTEE
Seth C. Kenneway, Chair
Douglas Dicey
Sean Ferrick
Josephine Hunt
Dave Johnson
Eileen Miller
Lisa Ottman
Mike Sullivan
ROAD BOOK COMMITTEE
James E. Burrows
Richard Stedman
James E. Steele, Sr.
SEWER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
C. Ripley Emerson, Jr., Chair
Bob Convery
Stephen Couture
Richard Johnson
Joseph Martin Mead
SHADE TREE COMMITTEE
Joanne Gamble, Chair
Ron Hanby
Kathryn Leffler
Suzanne Stohlman
Richard Griffin, Tree Warden
SHELLFISH CONSERVATION 
COMMITTEE
David Conway, Shellfish Warden  
Ross Anderson 
J. Steven Kingston
Chris Nunan
Norman Nunan, Sr.
Eric Wildes
Charles F. Zeiner
SIDEWALK COMMITTEE
Tony Viehmann, Chair
Joseph J. Bruni, Chief of Police
Ralph Clement
John Hirst, Highway Dept. Superintendent
Barbara Winterson 
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
Kathryn Leffler, Chair 
C. Ripley Emerson, Jr.
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NOTES
SCHEDULE OF TOWN BUSINESS HOURS
Town Office   Monday - Friday   8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
6 Elm Street
General Assistance by appointment only
101 Main Street
Highway Department  Monday - Friday 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
105 Beachwood Ave.
Public Health Department Monday - Friday  8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m
101 Main Street   1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Nurses’ Office       
Sewer Department  Monday - Friday 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
25R School Street 
REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETINGS
Meetings Day Time
Conservation Com. 1st Wednesday  7:00 p.m. 
Growth Planning Com. 1st and 3rd Tuesday as needed 7:00 p.m. 
Kennebunk River Com. 3rd Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Planning Board 1st  and 3rd Wednesday as needed 7:00 p.m. 
Recreation Committee 1st Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Board of Selectmen 2nd and 4th Thursday 7:00 p.m.
Sewer Advisory Committee Varies
Solid Waste Committee Varies   
Zoning Board of Appeals 2nd and 4th  Monday  7:00 p.m.
 as needed
MEETINGS TELEVISED
Meetings of the Board of Selectmen are televised “live” on Cable Channels 2 or 16, 
at  7 p.m., on the second and fourth Thursdays of the month.  Also, broadcast are the 
GPC  and Planning Board meetings.  Please check Channels 2 or16 for an up-to-date 
list  of broadcast and rebroadcast scheduled times. 
Meeting agendas, minutes, and Board members’ addresses are available on the Town’s 
website:  http://www.kennebunkportme.gov
TOWN HOLIDAYS OBSERVED
(Town Offices Closed)
New Year’s Day      Labor Day
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day    Columbus Day
Washington’s Birthday/President’s Day  Veterans Day
Patriot’s Day      Thanksgiving Day
Memorial Day      Thanksgiving Friday
Independence Day      Christmas
TOWN WEBSITE AND MAILING ADDRESS
http://www.kennebunkportme.gov 
Town of Kennebunkport
                                                  P.O. Box 566
                                                  Kennebunkport, ME  04046
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES
Emergency (Ambulance, Fire, Police)  9-1-1
Fire Department  967-2114
General Assistance  967-4401
Highway Department  967-5728
Pier (Cape Porpoise)  967-5040
Poison Control Center (Maine Medical Center, Portland)  1-800-222-1222
Police/Communications (Non-emergency)  967-2700 
Police/Communications (Non-emergency)  967-2454
Public Health Office  967-4401
Recreation Department  967-4304
Sewer Department  967-2245
Trash Collection (Oceanside Rubbish, Inc.)    646-3230 
TOWN OFFICE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY 
Phone:  967-4243      Fax:  967-8470
Departments Extensions
Assessing  102
Code Enforcement/Planning Secretary 105
Code Enforcement Officer 104
Code Enforcement Officer-Assistant 103
Finance 108, 109
Tax Collector 100, 101
Town Clerk 110
Town Manager 106
Town Manager’s Assistant 107
